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INTRODUCTION

Over one year ago, the results of4art I of this study -

were released. Most of the comments on the results of the
report were extremely useful in planning this and'any future
segments. One comment, in particular, suggested that more
detail be provided is the evaluation of some of the channels
:of communication. -Adopting this suggestionlforced two changes
to b6 made in the research plans:. first, later portions of
the report would have to be delayed in order to collect the
necessary information over a long period of time (preferably
one year)* a4d,second, that selected channels of communication
be scrugnized more closely than others: Both.of_these6changes
were adopted and thus, Part II of this report will concentrate "-

on evaluAting only a few highly relevant channels of 'communica..,
tion. Analysis 'of channels between faculty and administrators
will be included in the third patt. of thin:study in order to'
more closely examine selected university-pUblic channels. The
reasons for this emphasis are: really of the faculty-administration
channels are similar 65 those used by students and faculty'.
.(committee meetings, advihory councils) fadUlty.meetings0-open.
doors, secretaries,,etc:)and studen:;11 and administrators, the
topfc,of Part I of this'report;.secondlyl'and'more importantly)
university - public channels are extfemely,vital to the§ interests'
of all members of the greater university community, especially
thosewhieh influence the vital economic pursuits of a public-
'-supported institution. .

The format of the report will be similar-to that used in
Part I: description or existing ch4nnels, evaluation of .
selected chanvils; and recommendations for improving communicam.
tion) Part which will also examine student; faculty and
administration channels individually, will be released ofr or
about August, .1973.

Copies of this or arty part of the report maybe obtainhd
by writing directly to the author. Once again I would like
to thank the students, faculty, administrators And'.membere of"'
the New Mexteo public who co rated in the interviews and
surveys which contributed to ha resulti of this study.
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University- Public.Channels

. ,

During °A of the.acqddmic year 1971-2 the nationtS
cam uses re quiet. Mauy;spokesien for tigherlIdycation
cl med the campus unrest was a thing of thejait..* Indeed,

C.., ..with "the advent of the 18 year old vote whicft.p.ve 25 million
°youths PpolitiCal powtir,", with the increased knowleidge and
ability to exploit -the; billion consumer market 'existing
among 18-25 year old, youths) which 'rebtilted in..Z'economic,
power," and with the winding down of the Vietnam War, a. key
issue in previous riots, oh if the impetus'' for campus
unrest was reduced. The educe or - prophets who.had.-:predj'cted
doom for the university were apparently wrong. One spokesman
for .higher education was more,cautious. In Ndvember of 1971,
M. Brewster Smith, Vice-Chancelor of the University of
talifornia-Santa Cruz (and tormer,membefitofth4.Linowitz
Condittee on Gampus Tensibns), predicted that ,the campuses
were potentially just as volatile as thep.were the previous 7'

two years. )He warned that it was too early 'in:the year,gor'
unrest and that given the ri,ght issue, the ingredients ere
still present on most campuses for major diSturbances. In
April, 1972 Brewster"'Smith proved correct.

' .

The .recent escalation of the.Vietnem War ?ebuited'in the
highest level of campus protest since the.1970 Cambodian
invasion}. Even though the iutehsity of, the demonstrations
was not ks high in 1972 as in 1970,'the,Chroniciepf-Ugher

. Education reported., "students' on 80 campuses boycotted classes,
during a one-day national .student strike April-21. dn.At
least 90 other campuses there were war protests, according .

to the National Students Association, which called for the.
Strike.." . ,

'
. The level of cam sNunrest'seeMsAo bedirectly correlated

to two, events: the V etnamllar which usually precedes the,."
unrest) and negative. b c attitudes toward 'universities'

... (which usually follows. the unrest): It fe this la1tter factor--
. public attitudes toriardthe university which we, art primarily

concerned with at this-time,' 'Llnowitz (1970) pointed out the .

relation between unrest And public condehnoation.offiniversities,"
"widespread disruptiOn :on the uatibli,s%campuses'hda'angered
the American public. As dissktisfac4on grew, so did the`
specter of pUnitive measures: reduced .financial support,
restrictive legislation and harsh laws fOr handling. even .4

., peaceful demonstrators, and political interientionnirthe .,
affairs, of educational instiltutions."- '

-
.,

, ,-

_, .

It is easy tollee how portant publiikat.titudes are to

1the futUre survival of Ameri aumniverigities. It is als0 -
easy to see howpvith'massiv' press, and4televisien coverage,

0. 4 I
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public attitudes can be formed after watching five minutes
of demonstrations -- without leaving the living Bittner
et.al. (1971) havepreported that "American colleges and
universities have received considerable exposure inthe mass'
medii during the past few years./ Much of this exposure has
been broitdcast and nowsvaper.Coverage ot.studont
demonstrations and campulinrest..coverage which a, fel angry
-adminiettraitord have label d'distorted,/biased, and no4-
representative," One college president expressed hip feelings
Of dissatisfaction with the manner in whieh4the prdos arbi,
trariliTeDort sensational.stories about riots,' but delete
stories about positive university auomplishmentsollieis
'understandable that the press feels compelled to cover
-,controversial'AtorAes,on the campus, many of them involving
'burning.issues.'45rthe day in our society. However, it -is
difficult to -understand and abide the press' refusal to give'
adequAte and constructive coverage-of the positiveachleve-
ments of higher educational programs of teachingvresearch,
and pilblic service." (in Bittner, 1971) ,

_. -' -
Theigcrenton Report .(1970) warns of greater dOoi if the

Akch.ism.between students and t e community is.not.breached,
Less and less do students and thelarger community set* to

understand or respect he viewpoint and motivations of the
other. It this trend ti uee, if this crisis of under-
,standing endures, the ,Very drvival oX -the nation will We
threatened.". Recent repeorcteby Lewis,(1974(illuptrates
theq,ublio4 reactiOneto, the use 'of obsdenity during student
demonstrations, "Thiestimple of the DenverMetropolitan Area
.reacted extremely negatiVelrtoward the use of obscenity in
college demonstrations. This negative reaction wee.even
stronger than the reaction to oNcenity generally. These
results imply that,negative fee/ingdtowards college' studen
using obscenity in demonstrations are among the s congest ;

- held by.,the general population, and agree th t40 Harris
`poll finding that c011ege-demOnstratorc ars is g erally
detested than prostitutes, atheists and hom sexual: "

P

Recognizing that the public's?' Otitude toward the-
university has net been p6sitive reOently,:-Many universities
are seeking ways to elope tite 41comatfliication-gtip"."between

r them and the ,community. Soriour InformatioN1970) reports
several. university attempts to improvecommumidationbetween=Pres and their public: "Kansas State Unftersity is

pg a Parents Sepinar which will involve eight o4sto .

tvO -hour sessions in six Kansas cities. . .Th6 programs will
serve.to, ring.pareats together with stud to, faculty,
administrators and other.univbrsity persOn to discpss issues
pertinent to university life and bducat ...The University
of Arkansashas set up meetings across t state to"brine
.increased knowledge shout the state "university to its conr,
StituentS. . .The University o 'South Caroline has prepay
a printed booklet with atom to frequesX1y.asked question.-

1
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This university h4s also set

1

up a group called University
Assopiates.which meets with the university -adMiiistratiOn on ,

a peAlodic-basis. The.grouposprimary tadk.id to soothe .the
rumor mill. The-members4ip of approximately k06 includes
both 'alumni and non-aluini'supporters of the' university. .i.
In another communication effort, Chancellor E. Laurence
Chalmers.of the-MniveieitY of, Kansas traveled approximately'
5i000miles througho4t Wilms this summer, speaking'to alumni,
parentst'and prospective etudeitp. . 0 I. -,

It ii apparent that aAolongSas sludent unrest 1.A.Rresent
on camPuses tkat the public's/atttnde'till be more negative
tcrward universities' than positive. It is alsO Apparent that 4

universities must: combat thisnegativ.e effect by utilizing
innovative comniuniaation,piedidio devicbq arid techniquest This -

sectiop of-the report will dlikicribe and evaluate the Uniier.sit\y
f 'Now Mexico's Attempts_to .combat. the "communieltion gapfl

\
b tween itself:and itdcommitnity. . .,

.
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I. Desci-i tion of ExistingChannels betweenreeri UNM and' its Public
, _ -

. ,

A. Speakers Bureau .
,

.

i . ., .

The speakers bureau at UNM was created on July 1, 1974
. by the Public Information Office. Its purpose 'is to - ,

provide -WM staff and faculty speakers triir any "'service,
"civic , or educational group; in New Mexico (at .no cost to

the requesting -organization) . Tie 'bureau is managed by

I 4

Jean Bc1s1 and has prepared %brochure of'the speakers,
thei,i.photographd, ..anti.the'tOpics they Aave'to,offer. The
brochure has beef' sent'to clubs and organizationst)Irough-,'
out the state. Topics range.from university issues to

,
.suchlareaq as drugs, family hunting, cohMunication
problems, recrea%iono'esdnomic development, etc."

rr

% ., . , . .

s . . . . ..1

,'. Since its inception almosOlwo years agot over,two
. hundred UNM faculty and staff have volunteered their :4
--serlices; ever 250 requests-haVe been In:lied (mostlyln.

...

,

:thes4lbuquerquo area). Fewerthan 50 speakers have been
.sent,ontside the city,limitslwdate.*Most frequent Users )
of thid.serVicevhave,been they Rotary lub,mearavan.Clu

. Optimist Club and. Civitan Club. '\ ---
%.

. I
4. .. , . ., ,

Feedbacilms been pverlheliingly positiveand has
. -.Veen assessed by the manager of the bureau'bY.calling

both organization and speaker immediately after thg speec#:
She Also personally listensto severalsspeechdt'herself.

.,Thd only limitation' possibly his bees that WheTe such a
lonanuel could"bellost'valuable (outside of-AllmqueiqueY
has beeh where it-has-been least used.. This is prOably
because Of two factors: faculty.-anestaff membertpare
-reluctant to, travel great-distances (for-Irse), and ",,,
organizations=outside of Albuquerque.do not have-that; ' ,

muchcontact(informally or formally%) Wkth the'"-university
and thus may not think'of the speakers bureau when they
desire a speaker. This last reason is unfortUnate'bicause
it is' primarily to combat this reaction-that the speakers
,bureau was formed. - . .,.

- , ,,,.

B. iablic InformationLOffice-(PlO)

The PIO has the relponsibility for all information,'
releases from the university. Under the direction of ,

Jess Price, a former journalist, they handle all sports
information, news releases and photos for al4;Amdia .

local, state, regional and national (including teleirision
and radio). ti

The PIO publishes the Campus News4SfacuAy-staff A
newspaper) which will-bediscussfid in .the next section
of this report:- It also has a 15 minute weekly television
show (on,:KNME.TV)....UNM Reports- -and 2 five minute news and

V
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each
4. . .

. sporte)tapes each morniug.on statewide zdio stations. .

,

Efforts are itade by., 'the PIO 4 concentrate on' news that
involves both coimunity and campud prsplems which relate.
teeach other. Despite being ignited to the media!s ..

determination of how- time pe.space should be allowed :

. fora given story, between 80.9ax of the,materiall5repared
by the'PlO,and sent to 'tile media is used. The PTO also
.operates the'Speakers BuVeau, describtd:above. .

4

C. Vidat_s_..3.Media . .

,, .

.

, N. 1-.

-'. . As i': any ,organIzation4 there are ample written media
,

f
r

.

available for'dissemination to the community. AmOng
these media are: the President's' letter, a one-page

. letter published several times a,year and sent to-a list_..
of UNMAfeiends and' supporters;" the UNM Bulletin ,

---: "pulaUshelt twelVe tithes a year and sent to selected readers,
*1'...- (.thelanudry issue carries the President's Annual, Report);

various alumni publitations (sent to aluini of, UNM);
graduatt gpd undergraduate catalogues (sent out union
requesent

0 people inquiring, about the,university.
st=); "Your University:" an information publication,

I

Ai.

1.

,

Most of these written medloaare for public relations.'
purposes and are sent on request to most citizens: Their
effectiveness is ques4onable, as is the effectiveness of
any mechanical medium of communication. They are probably
necessary 'but sAoulcknot be emphasized as almeanaof
improving external cdtmuuication.

r
1'

. .. . , ,

D. Student, FaCulty Omini;tration Lobby '
.

1) .

Actually, while the purpaes af.the three .are generally'
, -

,
. ,

similar..-to promote the good oftthe university. with the ,

State Legislature- -the three lobbied usually act inde'
tinpendently, promoting their own persal'siffAteeests7:

The student. lobby pis composed og both Vhdergradurejoand-'
graduate studente who .actively engage in lobbyin -f r

:
.1

r
4* .student -progragu3 (better library,l,married-student 'hbusing,
' etc.).both during the actual legislatiVe session and when

the 1egiblature is not in session. The latter activity
- ..- is'aMl ongoing yelar-round venture, requiring patiebee and

1 resources. One particularly successful lobby effort by
he students was to sponsor a cocktail party for 'the
legielatuele (during the last-two eessions?. The student .

lobby is current."4.headpd by Albert Chavez; and is
finced by both under4ridate and graduate funds.

.
. .,

f The faculty lobby is composed'of certain fadulty
\ members designated by the Factlty Policy' Committee, and
,..-,.tbeir- pose is to- represent faculty fAterests to theegislat e. The,,chier lobbyist for the administratioh

. At
..

...,
,,

/

7

,
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has ben t Vice-President for Administratibm and
.e Development*(although.he is usually assisted.by the ... .

. / President's fernier' ststistant, Ted Mrtinez).:. Faculty' '.

salaries Was a ,prime issue lobbied fez. during last %
/ .

session,y the facutty.lobbyi and the university budget,
in general, denal4 occupies much of. the administratton .

lobby's time. 011e * is impossible td demonstrate
causation (except by inte,rvievring.iall legislatote), -

one possible ipdeg-tp evIaluate the success of the lobby-
.. effort is to witntess the ndture.of the letisiation - ''

passed by the state legislature which is Itther favorable,
'. or unfavorable 4...the university. Except fol. lows., adulty

4 salaries;
'

UNM has escaped many of ,the legislative mandates .
iseued by htate legislatures: diOating.teaching

. loads., implementing and dictating currIteula,limittngv
faculty travel, eliminating facuitytraises, reducing , .s,,

t

.
univers;ty%budgete (below theit current levels),' etc. ,.

1$,-. , $

,
- #

. .f. Legislative imilatiVe Univerhity Sdy Committee (LUSC),.; '
,

$ ,In 1969 the ,LUSC was Ibtmed to tit,ostigate the
Univkisity of NOW Mexido-ah A result4of incident A
involvIng.d udirftyft ppem'in am English c des (by a tiachinig
assistant). ,Sinbe the "Ldve Lust Poemll'" ndident, the LUSC
has remained,as An Ad Hoc Legis100.ve'Committee, financed

. by a 115c62oo apOropriatipn. During the 1971...2 a6edemid
year, theLUSC--,eekan.a tour of public university camp:lees,
at,the,invftatien of -student leaders.. The- main purpose _

of the camus tour was to eetahlish a better line of .1(-
communidation bet4rebn university. students 'in New Mextdo

.

,
. a4d the State Lesislature, The committee has heard a

.1
. variety of stUden't complaints about currtdulum, parking,.

and inadequate library'facilAies. On all campuses it
r was well' received, except;Tor some minor opposition at

UNM (the Lobo edi:terializild againdt the committee), ..
...

_ .,.
.

. A , . i o . .
..

..--, The format for the-Noyember 5, 1.973.1risit of the Lesp .-

on the UNM campus was ab fd;lows: a.two houis'ineeting..
with'student leadersva tour of campus, lunch., an. open :. ''

forpm in the student union building (for 2+ hoursin the. i.' '.

f * afternoon), and a cocktail party in the late afternoen.' ,-
(The f011owing day, some members of the committee attended
afOotball game.) Touring the open,forum;.approximately 45

. people attended (mostly students), asking approximately
twenty questions (on sue]; topiqe as:. librtary, day care. 1.

. center; puipdscLof the LUSC, narceticsOachelor of business

.
degreas'etc.): ''Only nine meobers of the committye showed
up Par the meeting which ladled just °vet one hour' (evert
though it was scheduled fir 2i heUrs). The meeting' was :ri- ,

s.: ' covered bk thenocal medial (TV,' newsphpei and radio),,and' ,

..., ,

( . .- ) . .t

..,.. ea .8.
,

L
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. .,
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after the'formal question.,answersession ended,.some ,

members f the committee remainei.Tor informs 1 discubsiops
'14th the Audience.. During, this pdrtion of the meeting, the

,. committee fnembers moved from the ballroom stage (where they
i had been seated.behind a long table covered by a white .

-._ - sheet.) to the floor. of the ballrbom. > 1

N
.\ i .

-c.
, It is the opinion of this 'resedgfier thatioettet.tise

could b4 made of the $50,000 (such bUying books fot.the
library, a.A' was poVated out in 'an Albuquerque Journal
editorial): In order t promote betteecommunicatidn

S4
' between the university' ) the legislature, of er means,
-exidt,(which do_rotlen hemselves to potenti 1 political

5 exploitation of.the university by certain lath lators),:
, ietreatss. rap sgssions, legislative study days, etc. .(See

40 recommendation section fo'r more details on this.point.)
4 .

,

F. Travel .by V lel-s ity Leaders
.:*.

, Although t s)channel overlaps the. purpose of the
Gpeakers.Bureau;, itais treated separatAtv because of the
personnel involved, and their, ability to'greatly.influende

.public opinion.tbward.the university. We refer...-.

'' herd.to#President Heady did both student body presfdenti
(undergraduate and gradtaie). livery trip to a service

, club, or etgan4ation, dbpecially outside Albuquerque, which
one of them makes, is an- opportunity to aid public attitudes

'- toward the university. .

. ,

1

',.G. D: H. Lawrence _Community Leaders Conference

J

In Jinuaiy, 1968 the Eitudent'body'of UNM invited.Stokely
Carmichael.to speak on cappus. The state legislatutd, which
Was in. sessioll at the timbi_reacted immediately and -

extremely negatively. The medA (TV, radio, press) carried,
stories. throughoyt the state about thksLact,"and the
legislature-paided "a memorial censuring the University

`t for permitting the invitation to stand." (from ,"D. ill.

Lawrence,Ra4ch Conference: Retreat *Into Reality,g by
. Jess Price) Even though Carmichael never'spoket on campus
(he cancelled); the University, had already suffered from

. . extreme adverse

Sholy.afte this ,episode; it bitc:ne evident to a,
small grdup of students, faculty and a nistratiot that
something'must be-done to\change the image of UNM and
bete& inform influential opinion leaders about the role
and, purpose of a .university. Since the University had'
previously sponsoked week* retreats at its D. H. Lawrence

, t

44,
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. Ranch property (160 acres in the Sangre de Cristo Range
northrof Taos, New Mexico.-given to UNM by Frieda Lawrence,
widow of .D. Mir Lawrince4 if was decided "to use this
setting for An informal gathering of university and

community,leaders. -AT-planning committee arranged for
- administration approval fof such a conference and financing
by both studentugovernment'and the University's Development
,Office, thus involving no tax appropriations. Initial cost'
estimates were $1240, bu't he final cost of the first
conference was $1,100b(ostlt,for meals).. Ti.anspartation
to ,the ranch was left upito the individual participants;
housing at the conference was provided in dormitory and
cabin facilities =4-the property.,

The conference was scheduled for the04eeketd of
Apri1,46-28, 1968; andkwas attended by,ifitro;imately, 80
uniVersity,..facultyp'staff.and students,. plus community
leaders from around tHe state .(and th' wives). ;The

agenda was informal-and included small groupdiScussione
and larger,sessions to report findings of the siall.groups
to the entire conference.. Topics discussed inc .uded1 such
issues as academic freedom, campus speakers, univer y-
"pUblic communicaVion, ete. React on to the conference by
.both the participants al d,the prets was.offorwhelmingly
favorable.,Because of this positive responde, a second
D. H. Lawrence conferencelias scheduled for the next fall
October 11.13i,1968). 'Since then two additional confer-

-. g have been held, most, recently last fall (October
1, 1971)4, aThis researcher was presentAt the-last

co ference, and it Will be evaluated later-in-this report.

- H. Meetings of Governor Kind and UNM Faculty

October 3p1970, this researcher met with Governor
Cargo to discusp his involvement in the1970 student unrest
one the campus of UNM.- During this meeting the Governor :\
stated that one of the most .pressing needs he felt during.

\the unrest was for comiunicationN40 the faculty, adequate
channels exist with the students 'through the Governor's '
Student Advisory Committee). and administration. 1 would
'be in favor of meeting with a small grOup of faculty
.members--about twenty..twice a month, in 'the evening."
Governor Cargo ,added that .thevieetings. would be beneficial
if they did nothing more than improve relations betWeen
the faculty and the governor. Mr.'Cargo's initial
enthusiasm for Such communisation did not, however, result
irany meetings because he soon left office. Meanwhile',
this researcher contacted (via,questionnaire) 100 faculty
:members At UNM to,assess their interest in such meetiegs.
All responding faculty members (0F4) agreed that such a
'channel would'bs Useful, bUt.mobt suggested that it would
-be.best tq await the new governor's term.
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10' ;When ftuce Kingwas elected in No#ember; this researcher
contacted:him, and discussed the possibility of beginning
the' meetings. His responsd' way.enthusiasticv and he agreed
to such a proposal prbvided that: 'a representative sample.,
of all opinion on the faculty was'preeent at.each meeting;

.

that the meetings operate for one year ion. a trial
asis) until some evaluative data dould be provided to
ssess ;their success.' Ile President of UNM was then

notified, andtbis,resdarcher begah tci coordinate these
meetings.

,

After consu]ting with certain -vocal" faculty members,
.the following format was autlined and.presel4edto the
Governor:

f (A-
"

1. Meetings- -would last approximately li'hours.

.2. Meetings would alternate between Santa Fe (in
'the Governor's office) and Albuquerque (in the,
New Mexico UniOn).

. ,

3. Meetingewould be attended by the Goviapr.(and
his. domes) and, approximately twenty faculty members.

4.- Meetin format 4/61.4d be unetructuredldnformal and
relaxed; any topic was dpen for discussion.

.

5. Selection of facility would be randomized irhorder
to assure represeAtativeness (stratification
rank and 'apartment or college was employed). The
only deviation,fromnthis procedure was, the first
meeting, where an attempt was Made to include "vocal"
faculty members.' It was felt that,in this manner:
a' lively discuseiOn would likell" follow; and ifthe
meetings were succetsfhl, these "vocal" faculty
members. would be*ha good position to communicate
this to other fac4tyinemhexs, thus hopefully
engendering interest amongthe faculty for future
meetings. (While.randoqization,was an attempt to
provide representativeness of opinion, it was
always understood that.thetacultimembers
attending these Meetings 'were -representing nobody.
other than themselires.)

No press Would:be' present or Lotified about these
meetings in'advance.'This was an attempt. to alio%
open and candid discussion,in an environment
divorced from the "threat of being quoted." The
press, if they:in4uired, 'wire informed that. these
meetings were private--!!rap sessions between the
governor and the faculty.-

4
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... Meet figs_ would take plade on either a monthly°or
bi.tonthly babis. .. ,.

8., At least three Meetings would be held durint, he
.

.remainder If the-academic year, all of whichke
would be,assessed by this researcher.

..
.

TheGOvernot agreed to thesu arrangements, and the first
Meeting was held in Santa Fe on February 4, 1971. Since,
that date, seven meetings have been scheduled, and an Ilt

evaluation of this channel of dommunicatioh is presented.
in the neitrsection of this report. . .

I. .1nstitute-for Social Research and Development (ISRAD).

e

ISRAD was established at UNM by President Heady on

UNM ose "purpose' was to coordinate the- financial and- .

Julyl, 1968. It\wisis formed is an administnative unit of

hut an resources of the social science oriented .programi
at whichwere promoting the economic and social

. develapment of New. Mexico, the Southwest and the nation-
as a whole. In other'Nords, ISRAD. administers the -

research anidevelopment programs at UNM.. ISRAD is
financed primarily bSr_federal grants(bUt does get some

, -funds from local and state sources); the current operating'
budget is apprO4mately $3 million. Currently, ISRAD
adminibters .11 programs'(plus the Main'ISRAD offices):

.1. Bureau Of Business Researc h (BBR)

This agency was forieLin July, 1945, operating
under a charter "to protnote the economic 'well -being
oft New Mexico." It' conducts three major !programs:
business'and economic research, informatton services,,
and community development. It operates a- data bank
which is-the largest source of social and economic
information in the state..- -The. Bureau issues various
publications (e.g., New MexicoBusiness) and performs
certain consu'tation services to .individuals and
communities. Current director .ef the Bureau is
Lee Zink (who holds an appointment in UNMIs
Department Of Economics), the staff is about.,
and the source f revenue is federal (HEW primarily),
state ,(.DOD, St e Bar, etc.), and local.

2. Division of Go ernment Research (DGR)

This unit was also 'established in 1945. Its
current budget is $14,500 and it has a staff of
four.- The current Director, John Hunger, serves
1/3 time with the Diva. on, as Director
of the Urban Observat ry, and 1/3 time in the.UNM
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PoliticalSience Department. Most of the Division's
funds come from state and4ederalsources. .The,
Division publishes' research on.the government and
politics of New Mekical the Soufhwesf, and the U.S.
It also maintains a data bank of'New Mexico
election statistics since statehood. The'Division
a.lqo conducts training programs for-sovernmerit-i
elitployees throughout the state.

.

4
.3. The TelolosiAt5lication Center (TAC),

.TAC is ozie.of six NASA regiddal 1hformation
dissemination centes around the country. It has

.

'a-tudget'ofl$158,0013 from NASA, $25,000 from the
'state, band a small- amount from UNM. The rest of
i s funds come from user fees. The staff ofTAC
s 29,edployees (8 full-time and-21 part-time =6' _.

3 undergraduates and 8 graduateS). TAC!s primary
-goal is tb transfer NASA's technology. to secondary,
pAers in the Rocky Mountain-Regiol of thf3 South..
WI-Ot - -pritarily to business,and industry. TAC has/ (

- ,

access, to the nation's largest data banks: Atomic
. Energy Commission, Department of Defense, ERIC,-.

etc.. TAC performs computer searches' whiCh result..
-1Lnformation to olve-local business and
i Istrialprobleis, special bibliographies,
current aiarenesw .searches to update. data files;

. etc. TACIs current' director is William Shinnick,
who also holds an 'appointment in UNM's SthOol of I .

. Business and Administrative Sciences.

,

4. Center for Environmental Research and Develo...ent
.

-.The Center is three yeais old, was inactive and
without a director or one. year, and recently
hired anew director,-Richard Anderson (wha serves
2/3 of his time in the Department of Architecture).

. The total staff of the Center is one - -Andersbn--
and the budget is approximately $3,000 (from ISRAD).-
Previously, federal.funds (from the, Office of
Education) were available to sponsor some of the '

Center's projects. The Center-works with govern-
ment agedcies and communitY organizations to
provide technical assistanciand counsulting ,

services on problems related to our total envi-
ronment (air and water pollution, hoUsing systems?

o
' environmental education for the layman,71.and use

J -13-
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Center for Leisure and Recreation

The Center isalso three year& old, but
received funding.for only the last two. rrently
the budget is $17,000 (funds received from le I),

,. the sta4,Consists of a.director (E. A. "SwedpP
,

Scholer), 2 graduate assistants, and.2 work study
secretaries. TIke director iq n 1/4 release time
from the Departffent.of Health, Physical Educatiod
ands Recreation at UMM. The enter is ,primarily
concerned withconsulting and platining in the
area of recreation and leisure. Its clients are

L small communities,, city parks, reareatiox progiaiass
Indian tribel', government agencies, etc. Addis
tionally, the Center conducts research on yaricut,,,,e
factors influencing,leisure,sCnd recreation.

Bureau of Revenue TraininiP'rograrla

In conjunction witli the UNM SchOol of Businesp and
Administrative Sciences, the Bureau conducts
training programs f9r employees of-the New Medico
State Bureau of Revecue. These training programs'
emphaeize accounting, organization thebry And A

administration , communicatj.bn, rata processing and'
business law. The'Buteaus first program began in
April,. 1969 and continued through 1970. 'Funds are
received on a state, contract basis (for services'

/ perfOrmed in trainipg). Additionally, the Bureau
conducts seminars aid ,workshops around the state
on tax education (for citizens of NeWMexica)..
These workshops help familiarize the ci,tizens of
the state with recent changes in the tax laws.aMong
other topics. The staff the Bureau is limited
to its Dir;otor, Edwip Cafilan (who is also a
Profelaar4in the WM/Department of Accounting);
additional staff for the trainiing programs are
hired.(usually fro 0 the UNM.fOulty) on a consulting
basic. , # ,

The Comprehensive Child Care and Development Project

The program began in 1970 under a grant fiioM}HUD
and- HEW <recently the Carnegie Foundation/protided
some funding)., The total budget for-19 !fiscal
year was $424;000 (1/4 from Carnegie and 4 from.
HEW these funds were assigned to I under a
contr ct with the New Mexico Departmeenf &f Health

: and Social Services: The-staff of 30 i. currently
directed by James Jaramillo, formeeDir dtor-of
the klbuquerque-Whalillo County Economic Opparr
tunity Boaid. The Primary function of the-project:

O

I
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is(tcOperatefive ch.4.1q day care centers in 'the
Albuquerque Model-..Cities Neighbbxhoods (100 .

ch ldren/centerl-from infancy to age 10): At
.

'tli s

n1
ecenters the b,hildren participate in and .

i ovative program'emphasizing coghition, languag ,

, development and social experience.. The progralp 1

also fdr teacher- training and education
for community personnel involve*-with the children.
Additionally, the, program has brained the United
Child Carp Inc..(UCIP board, a corporation Of,.

-Model Cities residents, to take oyer the operation.,
Local community ccintrol -over the program, one of
the original goals of the project, was accomplished -.

this yea. .-
* \* J

O 1\*

8. College Enrichment ProvamSCEP)

Begun in 1968 -0t,CEPlas as its immediate
the retention 'of disadvantaged tudents (prmarily

9 minority blackeb*Chicanos and Indians) in UNM.
The long. range goal is to encourage them to, go g
to graduate school or the professions., Wh61 C
began'its operation, it received' funding from OF
and later, the Offidof'Education. Currently CEP
is'funded by a State appropriation of $140,000.
The staff consists- -of 3,(including:its Director;
Dan Chavez, who 1(8,41,89/an Assistant Professor of
Educational Foundations pt UNM) plus 15-20 part-
time tutors (who'a;e.paid $5 /Lours, for,a maximum
of.15 hours/week).' CEP has, specific goals (besides
those alreatty,mentioned) for long-range planning,: 0
to increase the proportion of studente,at UNM from
disadvantaged backgrourids; to assistAisadvantaged

. studehts in successfully cqmpleting UNM programs ,
(and late'r entering the professions - -law, medicine, .

tead,,ing, etc.--or graduate school); to,assist/the
univerbity in re-examining its atti, methods
and practices' as affect disadvantaged -students
4n such areas as recruitment, admission, financial
41d4 retention, counseling, tutoring, student

Services, etc. In order to accomplish
its goals,. EP recruits disadvantaged students
from high tools; enrolls them in an intensive
eight week s r program (concentrating on 'language
arts andiccImunication skills, logic and verbal

. expressien, 'cultural awareness and the University;
_and monitors their course of.fitUdies at UNM,
propidprg tUei with Counseling, -tutoring, financial
aid, etc. Reeently-relea'sed,statistics indicate
,that the program is 1:succeeding-in its immediate goal,:

I

r
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the original class tfro 6.196 of 45 students now
has 32, a,71% reteAtiDA r- compared with a rate
of 51% for the entlitre r969 reshman.classWthe
second class (frOm'197014,ottudebts still has
/5; a 78* retention rate., In tits fall-of.1971,
-94 :additional studentstenteredj thus brinitng'the%

''.total, number of students stillenrolled in the
-..-program to 201: . . , , k v 4

. - ,

9. Human eources Development Prograb

This program'is actually a comb nation of th,rei.t--.
programs:. Work Incentives Program, Career Oppbr-
tunity_Program, and Home Improvement Program. ( -

Work Incentives Pro ram (WIP), aids mothers' on
e welfare toward qu fying as regulei. jobholders.-

Woke (referred by the Employment SecurWtiga /
Co s ion). are '-ven A-study'plan to Bnable them.
'to pas the GED high school equivalency testi,
and to im e their communicatiln skills. The:
ultimate of WIF"is to assist the mother in
becoming contributing human resource,; capable
of assu. ng regular,full -time 'ployment.
Career rtunit Program ,(New Careers) enrOas

/ appro e f' peop e rom O arpas
of the city) in a joint classraom affd.on-the.j0-

- , training experience which culminates. for tht
trainee in both a worthwhile job and ap. Associate

Hof Arts degeee (64,vUNM). Each trainee.receives
10 hours/week bf:classioom instruttion in regular
UNM courses and 50. hours/week"*.n (ITT at any local " -

agency, e.g., Albuquerque Public Schools; State
Depdrtment of Health and ocial SerVices,ernalillo
County Medical Health Center, and the 'Employment

.
Security Commission. All wages of trainees are
paid by federal ino.nies during the first year of

O training; during the, second year the government '
and the agency split the wages; during theethird .

year the figency,pays all *ages. .Tht Home Improve..,
meat Program (HIP) was formed in July, 1963 and

originally,funded byl0E0r High school drop-
outs (Who can't get intoany other program) who

.aref legally classified as poverty.stricktn are'
selected from several hundred applicants for this
program. They work two hoursYday receiving basic

It education an46training and six hours/day building
and repairing homes (OJT) mostly located ,in a.

Albuquerque barrios. They fix windows, repair
roofh, etc. using materials provided by the
tomeoAers (or *private donors). All work is done

theltraindes local community, and after training,

, $

A
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they are Placed in local 'construction 'jobs. The
entire staff or he-three prograins,,(WIP, New.
Careers, .BM 26-people, is Chicano, except for

," the direct 14 E. 'Wed" Roberts, and his
...1--secrdtary. .1-

.

10. Spey.al Services Program
,

is

This is ISRAD!'s newest prOgr beginning
the last fall semester (1970l). It is bumrted
by a $90,000 grant .from HEW an has a staff of
two (Director: Facundo Valdez, d his assistant)
plus several'part-thee tutors. 'purpose o:
the program is to provide tutoring, cb soling
and advisory services to UNM undergraduate students
froi disadvantaged backgrounds. The .Rtudents are
counseled 'bn problems of their current aca4emtc
career andon mattert of futire career and\
professienal decisions. C 12..i.rently, approximately
300 studAuts are enrolled in the program..\

' 11. New Mexico Criminal Justice Program-

In April, 1971 ,UNM announced a contract of
approximately $300,000 with the U. S. Department
of'Juttice, uhder its Law Enforcement-Assistance
Administration (LEAA). The purpose of the grant,
was to institute a program whichwould;Study,
recommend to and. improvefthe city d county
c nal ustice systei.' Albuquerq was one'of/
tenjc chosen for this pilot pro eat because
of several factors: crime-ratt,,high drug
abuse rate, large. minorit grclpp,copuidtion, size
cof cityl(small enough to e able project to avoid
high costs,.yet large entagh to have representa-
tive crime problems). Other sources oflfunding
are being sought through'grants to state and
federal agencies. The current staff is composed

`of seven people,Ancludingtits director, William
.Partridge. At Olanning conference lamt November
(1971), community leaders, representatives of
policett_court, correCtions agencies, etc. gave
top priority for 197 to thq reduction of property
crime and to assure-equal ttpatment of, all persons
by the criminal justice system.

In addition to the above 11 pro ams, ISRAD's main
administrative offices hgusit:a ommunications director an
a coordinator for Title T Funds. This'latter officer,
Everett Polanco, administers. $12 000 (1971) from HEW,
funds earmarked or community projects according to

-17.
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pripriti() established "$y p:,Polancl'and . Wizen ld,
Associate. Director 4f INAD (after(cbnsult ion with s ate
and university 'advisory councils): For exams in 1 ,

the priorities were established as ecoribmic develbpth t

and,the(Anvironment. Under the UNM established lines `of
authority, ISRAD's director reports Wthe Vice-Preitident
for ipsearch Georg Springer). Since ISRAD is an. ',4. It 4
tadrfni_trattie unit of UNM, it 19 the concemi!of this
report in tvio,areas: oas achannel of communication between
the pniversitY and its public, and between-the faculty and,
the administration. It was in both of these areas'that
ISRAD was evaluated in the next(.6ection of this, report.'

:J. M,1 cellaneous./Channels of,Communication a

/ r
Included in this mate ory of university-pliblic.channelb

of communication are such university sponsored events as
athletic contests.(footb 1, basketball, esfeia114);, 1,

) ,cultural events (Pope joy Hall series, .Filth SefieS4'SpeakersSeries, etc.Y, popular tntertainthent events (rock
concerts, etc.) which attract people from the community to

.the university. A winning basketball ,t'am; for example,
can serve as a positive medium between the .university and
its alumni and supporters. The-Lobo Club (made up of UNM
'athletic supporters) serves as an,example.of ai organiZa
tion outside the university which has a positive effect
upon UNM cdtmunicatio4 with its public. .The Vice-President
for StudentIffairsi when he sends mailings to.parents of
UNK atudentS,' is serving 0 a communication link to the
pub4c. Ethnic,studies-programs at UNM (AfrorAmerican.
Studies, Chicano Studies, Native American Indian,Studies,,
etc..) serve as a-comMunication link between the university,

made a film (25 minutes) which deals with student activit eh.,
and minerityigroupshih the community. The university 'has

it is used primarily in local organizations-and school!
grout's. JA neW student.a tivity at UNM last y ar#wao -

7'
t

\

I

..' entitled, nExperiment in he Media 11 ved as a
channel of communication etween the versity d the
community primarily by .inviting selected busines Leaders
to UNI4 (for one bf thWiorograms in the week) for in informal
discussiodvith UNM students. Finally, the most tseful.,,
chadhel of communication't,atthe university is the,hummaJ
channel, composed of all' huthan resouices. at UNM: students,
faculty, administration, staff, etc. Every time a member

,- of the univegeitUcommunityinteracts with a member of the
New Mexico community, he &a serving as.an interpersonal
link between UNM and the public. The st'ccoss or failure
of those interactions may well affect the university more
,than any of the above media.

v
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K. UNM Public Opinion Poll , < 1 .
, j /

1 /
8 : . . -

This channel as sailed for last because at the time .:.

... ,
. of this writing it*was justrinOng.organ4edl. Thi r

iiresearcher .is:direeting a stattevri'de.:*survey. of at,t tudes
of the New, Itexico voting publfb to the uriivarsi,y,k its" -

purposes an.o.le;. ;The survey pill be financed by theit . .

'k t, 11NM'administrgtion.and will be limited; for-political - t
reasons, to -those c ttierfa in New ivi ri00 who .are registeredwho .are

..- to vote (as of-June Is, -1972) . Ci zen attitudes toward :. .
, UNM will be measuXed on such que ions, as:. the desirability
of a UNM edudtibe,, thji ality o UNM graduates as ,-

. - protpect4ve emploYees, the satisfaction of the public :

'with UNMIet perfor$nce as a teething, -research, and :seririoce
f. institution; etc.) AnSwers to these <and other) questions : 'E'.

will. be analyzed -according to variables as age, sex, level
of education, geographic region, inc me level, occupatton,`
etc. A more -complete description Of ,this survey.. appears

. ' in the next section--o this report.
.-

. I

As was -pointed Out in the intr.oduction ,pf this report.,
.,

evaluation of selected channels of communication will be
limited (O. thoseffew channels which are believed most
relevant to'sucessful university-public communication at .... ,

UtIM. In keeping with thik position, Vie following Section
will contain an 'extensive' evaluation of the following channels:
D: H. Lawrenbe Community Leaders' Conference; Meetings, of i
Governor King and,UNM'Pacultyt ISRAD; and the UNM Public .

Opinion 'Poll. .' . ,:-
. t

. , t
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II.. Evalultion of Selected University-Public Channels of
d'ommunicatiZr

A. D. H.i Lawrence Community Leaders' Conference
. ,

"What is this.absurd wall between the tang called
the University and the thilig celled the Community ?"

.

UNM Professor Joel Jones(American Studies) Asked this
question at the lastD. H. Lawrence Ra4ph Conference of
Community Leaders (October 29-31, 1571). The main -

purpose Of these, conferences has been to break down
uthis' up to improve communication between'UNM and
its pub c

L1,"

. -The conference last fall was the tfourth
one sch led; retorts on the previous three were highly
favorable, both from partitipallts and members of the .

press. The.only-disruption at.anrof the conferences
occurred at the second,one (Octobei. 11 -13, 1968): At
the opening .session, Six uninvitedistudents (with,activist
,reputations) appeared and d4manded entrance.t6.tfie confer-
ence; the participants,voted.to*mit them, provided they
conformed to the conference ruldebthey.agreed and spent
the weekend 'engaged in fruitful discussion. A..pecond,
incidentoccurred during the nekt evening when a'gToup
of Browrr_Derets demanded to Address the conference;fthey
were talowed fifteen minutes to speak-, during which time,
they also answers." questions from. the audience; their
primary purpose was po 'discuss discrimination at UNM
(against Chicanos).

, .

. _ The last conference was held October 29-31, 1971:
Attenting the conference were 119 4 sentatives of the
community and,the University: -community leaders (from
Albuquerque,Santa Fe, Gallup, 0 -s Cruces, Lovingt*,
Tucumcarit'Hobbs, Roswell and = ngton); 34 faculty and
staff of the university (their wives are included in this
figure); 34 students (wives incIllided), both Uudergraduate

4' and graduate.. The students were selected by the respective
student governments; the remainder of the Tartitipants
were selected by it planning committee of the -administration.

7

Piior to attending the conference, all participants
were mailed a list of participants, a schedule'of'activities,

, a brief questionnaire asking for a preference on topics to
discuss at the conference, and a map. Table 1 lists the'
proposed' topics for disdussion and tabulations of responses
by the participants ,(totals exceed.119 because of multiple
responses to discussion topics).

.
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Table 1

Tabulation of Responses on Returnpd Questionnaires for
.D..H. Lawrence' Discussion Topics

Are.Colleges Helping to
Solve May's Problems? . ,

What Does the Public Expect
/ 4 ' Out of Colleges? :

;c i.. . ,

New Trends, in Academic ProgilOs

s
,

Expect'What Do Students Ekpect -
.

Out of College? ,: 1

Sudent AttitudeaThen and Now
i

(.. . .

Reverse Discriminatidn.-Do 16
Havd it in Colleges? / 1

N

Intercollegiate AthleticsA
,Their Future

,

c.Od bormitorieS.t.Pros andCons

Limiting Enrcillmerit.44ust We?

The Current Drug Sgen e-Why?

Who Will Get the 18 -Year
Old Vote? , )

Comm: Students
Ldrs. §1214 dotal,

.5 2'

25

17
.

:.

12

15

46,,

.11

43

1,43
2

22. 16 7' 38

15- 10 k 7,

13,2 '. 7 $ 8 29..

11 12 * 4 27

10 9 7 26

:14 4 4, 22'
.

8 22

12 3 4 119 ,

12 5 2 19,
.

Other Topics Suggested

BBA and PhD inBuil:nese Administration (2)

Does Uniyerdity.have Obligation to Provide Decent Housing
for all Students? (2)

Ethnic Studies..Their Future

Student Publications

Siudent Regents

UNM Libiary

Legislative Funding Priorities

AdAinistrative/Faculty/Student CommunicatiOn

-21-*
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'able 2 presents a schedule of events planned for tbe
conference:

- D. HLawrence

11.16111111M110e

Fridayk October 29

3:004:00 `pm

plf:

73048r30. Pm

8:45.9:30 pm

4'

I . ,
Table 2

-,-.

Conference -- Schedule

Saturday, October2D-

7:30r8e30 am .

°, 8:45-10:30 am

'10:30-11:00 am

11:00-12:30 pm

12:30-1:30 pm .

1:45-3:00 pm

3:00-5:00 pm

5:30 -7:Q0 pm

7:30.9:00 pm

'Sunday, October 3l

7:00-9:00 am

10:06711:30 am

1445-12:45 Pm

A

a

, .

of Events'

Arrival:, Room Assignment

,Dinner, Dining Hall. ,.,

General-Session, Great Hail
Welcome-President Heady
Brief History of D, H. Lawrence
R h, Sherman Suit
Gen rator Session-Brief comments
on several discussion topic's by
selected Conference participants

,Group Diso4ssi
Meeting Rooms,
Selection-of (fir
Group Recordervt.

.

ntroductions,
p Leuler and

BreAkfast

Group Discussions

,Coffei

Free Time

Lunch

Group

Free-lime

Steak Fry

Individual Group Reports
Presented

0
ussiofts,

Breakfast

Open Forum.-Panel cif University
Participants Available io
,Answer Questions

.

-Lunch .

Departure.

-22.
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Evaluation of such a- conference can ususillyte
accomplished by looking at both Imitediate and long-range

, 4objectives. An"immediate goal ofpurposeful ekthange of
information-(abqut the university and its role) among

, . members oftie university and its public was accomplished.
. "rhe.participants were divided into six discussion .groups

where more meaningful intern' .on could beeaccomptished
than in one latge group of 'go.. The groups were selected

*
.

with an attempt to'provide memVership of all constituencies
-(facUlty, staff, students, community 1 advrs).while
separating husbands and'wives. G oups et for almost.
'fdur hoers-during the weekend to iscuss Any topic from
'the list in Table 1 or any other opic of interest to the
'participants. The' primary purpOse of these groups was

1 .NOT to foriulate polloy or make specific recommendations
. they wpre'asseibled.to exchangeviewpoints with the hope
of ackieving a better, and standing of other popitions on,,',.. ;

issues. Since the groups were limited in size to about

'1'.
20, they were.large epoligh to-provide,a multitude of
inputs-butsma4 enough to encourage,interaction among
all-participants. The groups met in small rooms (or

, portions. of 152star rooms)-where,they were isolated from,
..-. other gtoups. The rooms had moveable chairs and noise ..

.

, ' ,frod external sources was at a minimum. .
-

.

. TopiA.discuased varied fromgroup to group (according
t

t,p later reports) put one issue ,seemed' to find favor in
most,groups --what are the differences in priorities

..:petween students and non-stUdeOts-in the goals of getting
a collegg eduAtiofi? The' main opinion expressed by
students was that th)ey saw value in an educatidn "for'
its own sake.," without striving for a specific goal, such
as al#job. Nonstudents.(primarily from the community)
expressed the view'that an education should,prepare
,students4ort-jobs, which contributed to the "social and
pOlitical life of\the community." Non - students questioned
the value of, the EUS 'degree at UNM; they saw this degree
as potentially gkrmful to the' above stated goal of
"getting U,Sob."; Other areas where.community leaders'
demonstrated a.104 of understanding were the UNM.ethnic
studie.s.programs and the Institute for Social Research
and Development t(ISRAD).

Infolukl,reacti011s to the short-range objective .

(accomplishing meaningful interaction) may be summarized
quite briefly4: Comients by participants (interviewed by

bi thisresearohei)' were gimerally very positive on the
lontire conference. Specific comments centered on theHood food,"'the "excellent weather" (it snowed), the

.. "comfortable 'cabins" (or thee "uncomfortable dorms!) , the
ti - e 1 r

...) '
E Au. - ,

,
4 a
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"seRaation of wivep.and hUsbqpds," "the fact that parking
was not discussed,' in addition to. the worthwhileness,
'of the discussions and'the .opportunity to meet with the

, community leaders and the university leatlers.

t\ , The- two main suggeptions which this researcher can'
offer to improve accomplishing tha short-range goal are:

. reduce the amount of free-time from 31 hours to '11. hours .

in order to give more tit*. (6 hours instead of-10 for
group discussionsand interfaces; secondly+ I would suggest
muting tore communityleaders and fewer university

- leaders (to keep the ca et at the same level) in order to.
.use t1l4g medium Of.comiunicatiorito reach -the greatest
number of influential community leaders. These two
suggestions'would improve the numbers and tke,.quali
thus the overall effectiveness,.ot the chanyfel of commu-
mication.

3.

\

I

1.

One possible long-range objective' of this conference
is to -improve.the attit e of community leaders (legia-
lators, citizens, et toward the Over a 7
period of years, it may be possible to obsery such , .

parameters as: amb t of legislative financi support;
legitlation aimed to uatail the autonomous ersgtion of
the University (or enhance it); numbers of students
enrolled at uym frot outside Albuquerque; financial.
support from alumni, supporters and,friends of et
,Of course, it would be'statistid.villy impossible
demonstrate causatidh betwe'n any of the above me measure
and participationim-the D. H. 'Lawrence RAnch Conferences.
However; research J.11 the area of ifiterperscnal trust
4,-dorms us that conferences of tics' variety are one way
to influence attitudes by building trust between and
among groups. of people. ThisA.3: be illustrated by, a
statement made by one of the ticipants attending the
second D. H. Lawrence Conference; He came to the

sonfprence as an outspoken critic of UWM. As he leSt,
he stated,

"In the past, -if there have been some, sparks
between tag Legion and the University, it was in
good fait on the part of the Legionnaires, who
believed that-in an area for which they were

oresponsible--New Mexico- -there waikpossibly.a
challenge, possibly a jeopardy,- rising to this
cause anti to this. purpose. beenrdispelled
in ti mihd this weikand and I &m readily aware
of it. I have%seen your young people. I have
worked with tliem,'4as all of us have.. I have
faith is teem. I .believe that the University
is doing an excellent job a d I do not mind beifig

4
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quot'ed on that--Iais proud to make that statement.
wokd be stroud for a child of mine to attend

this school in its, present situation "and, though
my fears. have not relaxed my vigilance,eicher. . .

frty wife and I will go back (home) and ,will' t - ,

. express ourselves. We will encourage our friends
to-consider sending their children. to this fine
school under the direction and tutelage of the
people with whom we have associated this weekend.
twill be an honor for us to do this."

Obviougly,-not all'participants have left these
conferences in such a euphoric state. However, this
Apmple:demonstrates the potential effect that such a
Qweekend can have on even the Mbst outspoken critics of
UNM. If criticism is based, in part, on a lack or
information, then such conferences can certainly *fill
that need. If they are based on deep lack of trust
(either for the University or for community leaders)
then such conferences can only be a tegiining to breaking
dOwn_such barriers. One possible suggestion to measure
some of the long-term effects of these conferences may
be to send all participants a Sollow-up letter and,
questionnaire asking for such things as:' suggestions to

.improve future conferences; their views on the worth of
such conferences; their interest in attending future
conferences; their current opinions toward the university;
Q.Otc. Sudh an approach is-not intended to be experimental
(in tilt% pretest-posttest sense of the word); it is.
mere.W.iniended to provide some feedback 'to planners of
future. conferences: :One final criterion for assessing
the impact of such conferences was suggested by President
Heady at the close of the,last conference: ". . less
time, attention and emphasis was spent (this year) on
'crises that; people exercised hot about,. and 'more talk
4as spent:on eduCatiorial issues. This is encouraging,
it says we .have coin some distance;"

Overall Conclusion for D. H. Lawrence Community Leaders'
a:inference .

The D." H. Lawrence Community Leaders' Conterpnces
appear to be accomplishing their short-term objective
of providing meaningful interaction between leaders of
the University and leaders of the community.- The
logistics for these conferences (setting, format, food
'and lodging, etc.; help to contribute to-this goal.
Possible improvement in meeting the immediate goal may
be realized by Increasing both the number'Of community
leaders and the amount of time ;spent in small group

-25-
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discussion. Long-term objectives, such as improving
outside attitudes toward the UniverSity, may be both
harder to measure and achieve, however, initial results.
are quite encouraging (in terms of feedback on the effect
the conference has had on influencing certain key leaders).
It may be possible to better assess the long.term,effect
of such iconferences by polling the participants foiA..their
reactions (6 months-one year after attending). In my
opinion, those conferences should definitely be continued,
and :scheduled at least twice a year. In this way, a
greater impact may be possible toward accomplishing any
long-range goals.

B. Meetings Of Governorl King and UNM Faculty

Evaluation of the effectiveness of this channel of
communication will be accomplished by selected subjective
and objective measures. The_former will be limited to
faculty opinions (as determined by pre -post interviews

_and questionnaires),,, opinions of the, Governor (obtained
by interview), and actions'-by the Governor (which directly.
resulted from these meetings). The latter will.be
assessed by data generated frbm an interaction analysis

, of the first three meetings.

Two research Oestions were asked in this evaluation:.
Can a channel of communication between the Governor of
New Mexico and the faculty of the Universitysof New .

Mexico be created? and Will this channel be effective in
producing meaningftl interaction, in satisfying the
morale, and in influencing the attitude of the partici.
p4nts2 nuch, of the evaluation of this channel waq done
by Richard Dillender (as part of4.his Master's Thesis,
directed by this author). Table 3 presents a summary of
the.seven.meetings,scheduled to date between the Governor
and the selected UNM faculty members.

ls.can be seen by Table 3, six.of the seven scheduled
meetings were heldlone of which was conducted by
Lt. Governor Mondragon in the absence of Governor King.
Most often discussed .topics were faculty.salaries, UNM's
budg the environment and the boaAd.of regents. After
the r. rd meeting an attempt was made to invite the
C =1. of the Board of Regents (Calvin Horn) and one

Vice-President to each meeting. This was the result
of suggestions made at the first three meetings by several
faculty members desiring greater UNM administrative input
at these meetings. The six meetings were attended by a
total of ill faculty members and Table 4 presents their,

-26. . .
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Table 3

Summary of Seven Sdheduled Meetings
Between Governor and Faculty

Meeting Date °

Number of
Location Faculty

Key Issues
Discdssed

2

3

4*

Feb. 8,-
1971 .

April 28,
1971

June 15,
1971,

Santa Fe

UNM
44.

Santa Fe

-Sept. 24, UNM
1971,

5 Ntv. 17

6** Jan. 14,
1972

Santa Fe

UNM

7 March 164 UNM
° 1972

24 UNM Budget,
Faculty Salaries,
UNM Curriculum-

14 Gun ContI'ol,
LUSCI Environment

Junior Colleges,
Selection of New
Board of Regents

14

19 Love Lust, Housing
VISTA, Vietnam,
Environment, -Stu-
dent As Regent

(Candelled because of snow)

21 Bilingtal Education,
Student Unrest,
Black Studies
Athletics, Legisr
lative' Attitudes

19 Faculty Salaries
Teaching Loads, NM
Resources, BEF,
Pollution, Jobs and
Placement

*Attended by Calvin Horn and HaroldLavender

**Attended by Lt Governor Mondragon, Calvin Horn and
George Springer

-27-
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distribution by college. This researcher and-the chairman'.
oftthe Faculty Policy Committee (or his representative)
were present at all meetings and are not.included in the
frequency count presented in Table 4.

Table 4

6istributioil of Faculty by College

College (or School) Number of Faculty (for six meetings)

Arts and Sciences

Education

Engineering

Fi'ne Arts

Medicine

Business and

58

19

10

8.
6

AdAinistrative Sciences .3

Law . 3

Nursing 2

Pharmacy 2

Total . 111

s

As has already been stated, an attempt was made to
proportionally represent the faculty by college or school.
Table 4 would seem' to indicate that this goal was achieved.
(Crude attempts were also made to represent the selected
faculty Vy.sex, rank and tenure at UNM, but the key'
criterion for selection was college or school affiliation.)

The two dependent variables measured in this evaluation
were paiticipant'attitude (faculty attitude toward the
governor, the governor's attitude toward the faculty, aqd
both faculty and the governor's attitude toward the
meetings) and quality of participant interaction (as
determined by an interaction analysis).,
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The former was measured by a pre-post questionnaire
-(administered to the faculty) and a 'pre-post interview
(given by the governor). Table 5 presents the pre-post
quj3stionnaire ueed_to_meaSure facultvattitude toward__
the governor and the meetings. Table 6 prisents the
results of these qu4stionnaires. Table 7 presents the
key interview questions (and answers) used to measure
the governor's attitude.

.1w

Table 5 * =

re-Post questionnair e for Measuring
Faculty Attitude

4:

A. QUESTIONNAIRE BEFORE THE MEETING

. Please rate-your opinion of Bruce King's performance as
Governor of New Mexico to date.

.
, c 1 '.'. 2 , 3 4 5, .' 7Very Bad '''`Fair Average Good Very Excellent

4 Bad. .. . Good

Comments:

2. How would you rate,:in your'own opinion, the Governor's,
"concern for university problems?

1 2, 3 5 6 7
Very Bad Fair Average Good Very Excellent
Bad Gpod

Comments:

3. Do you feel that a need exists'for better communication
between the Governor and the universitp

Yes

Comments:

No No Opinion

(4.. You will be participating in a-meeting between the
Governor and the University faculty. What results do
you anticipate?

4

5

4
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Table 5 (Cont'd)

B. QUESTIONNAIRE AFTER THE MEETING

1. Please-rate youi opiniOn of Bruce King's performance as -3 ,

Governor of New Mexico todate.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Neu- Bad Fair 'Average Goad Very Excellent
Bad Good

Comments:

2. How would you'rite, in Your opinion; the Governor's
concern for university problems?

1 2 ,3 4 5 6 7
Very Bad Fair Average -Good- Very Excellent
Bad

4

Good

Comments:

3. Do you feel that the meeting with Governor King in which
you recently participated Was worthwhile?

Yes No . No Opinion

Comments:

4. Would you be willing to attend similar meetings in the
future?

Yes No

A' Comments:

No Opinion

5. What suggestions do you have for, future meetings of this
.nature? e.g., format, expansion to legislators,
frequency, etc.

-30-
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Table 6

Rbsults of Faculty Pre-Post Questionhaire on'Meetings

Question Pre-questionnaire Mean Post-questionnaire Mean
(n=46) or frequency f (n=39) or frequency

1 3.08 4:29*

2 3.25 4.57te

3 Yes-421 No-4 Yes -30, No-6, No Opinion-3

4 (-Not summarized) Yes-24, No-9, No Opinion-6

*t, p<.05; **t, r.05

Table 7

Data Obtained on Governor King Bdfore and After the Meetings

PRE-MEETING*

-QUESTION RESPONSE

1. Goverhor, what-isyour
opinion of the faculty's
job performance to date?

Very good. I'd real pleased
with the work going on down
there at the Uniltersity.

Y Governor, what is your
opinion of the faculty's
concern for state
problems?

111.mlalmININIM

VIN111=IIN=EMINIMI.1110a

Very good: There are a lot
of faculty members active in
committees and programs for
the state.

4 Data obtained during live interview with Governor King on
January 20, 1971 (before first meeting).

POST-MEETING**

1. Governor, what is your Very good. They seem to be
opinion of tUe facultyls " getting along real good there.
job, performance to date?

2. Governor, what is your
opinion of the faculty's
concern for state
problems ?'

Very good. I've always been
happy with the faculty at the
University and their concern

.*Illor the state.

** Data obtained after third Meeting (on July 2, 1971).
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The data in Table'6 indicate that the faculty's
opinion of the'Governor's petforiance improved signifi-
cantly (p i.05) after par&cipating in a meeting with
the Governor (see question 1). Also, the faculty's
opinion of the Governor's concern for university problems

-.improved significantly (14(.05) after participating in a
meeting With'the Governor (see question 2). Other results

.of the pre-post questionhaire indicate that most (9190 ot
the faculty feel that a need exists for better communica-
tion between the Governor and the university (see
question 3, tre); 77% of the faculty felt that the
meeting with the Governor was worthwhile (see question 3,
post); and 61%. of the faculty would be willing to attend.

0 similar meetings with the Governor in the future (see
question 4; post). Of course, these results are only
intended to be generalizable to those faculty members
who responded to the questionnaire. Only those faculty

'members attending the first three meetings were surveyed
(n=52) and returns were received from 46 on the pre-
questionnaire and 39 on the post-questionnaire. By.
agrepment with the Governor, only those meetings were
evaluated (as explained above).

The data from Table 7-were received in a tighly
subjective form and no statistical analysis could be
performed. However, it would appear from the Governor's
comments that_his notated'? attitude or opinion toward
the faculty-of the university was apparently unaffected
by these meetings. Since he isa politician, a better
index of the effect of these meetings on his attitude
might be his actual behavior toward the university and
the faculty, rather than his words in an. interview. Two
possible behavioral criteria from which one might infer
the effects of these meetings on the Governor might be
his actions toward the university and his actions which
can be directly traced to these meetings. Caution should
'be-used in attempting to demonstrate causation oh either
of thede criteria, but they are presented for further
speculation.: The first criterion (the Governor's actions
toward the university) is repotted from newspaper accounts
during the time of the first three meetings. The
following is a chronological listing of policy decisions
concerning UNM in which Governor King was involved.

February 12, 1971. $1,200,000 in state issued tondo
were released for loanfdr approximately 500 students
atUNM. This appropriation was obtained through the
diriCt effort 'of Governor King after initial reports
that no monerwould be available. (overnor King -
explained, when presenting a loan check to a student

-32-
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recipient, that more funds should be available for
,students wishing to further their education. (UNM
Lobo, February 16, 1971, p. 6),

February 17, 1971. The Governor appointed two new
members to the Ur Board of Regents. The two new
members were Calvin Horn and Austin Robertp. In
the meetings with the Governor several faculty
members voiced their approval of the Governor's
appointments. The Governor explained that he chose
the twe men for their sincere concern for. the
University. (UNM Lobo, February 8, 1971, p. 1)

Arch 30, 1971.. The BEF budget recommendation was
reduced by $3.5 million for university appropriations
(faculty salary increases). This decision prevented
sufficient salary increases which were considered
imperative for the faculty of'VNM:' Governor King
said he was concerned 'with the sthtus of faculty .

salaries, howevei, he evaded a statement of future
plans. (Campus News, April 1, 1971, 1)

April 10, 1971. The LIJO was continued fdr one more
year by Governor King to investigate university .

matters because the Ggvernor felt that the committee
had "changed its outlook, and would be. helpful to
the university." The Governor denied that the new

,LUSC purpose was similar to that of its creation,
when it was designed to investigate student- and'
faculty conduct at UNM. (UNM Lobo, April, 1971, p..1)

These events do not indicate anY possible trend on
the Governor's part to form a pattern of policy toward
UNM. HoWevet, they d6 indicate at least a publicly stated
concern for TIM. Of more immediate concern to the effect
of the meetings on the Governor's behavior might be the
second criterion (actions by the Governor which can be
,directly, traced to these meetings): In this case, the
two piedes of,evidende cited are: 1. his continued
attendance and interest in these meetings (as stated by
him and his staff and inferred by his attendance); and 2.
his appointment of three committees (on the environment;
on-bilingual education, and on placement and jobs) I
directly concerned with loToblems discussed at these
meetings. In tha.case of the third committee (jobs and
placement, known as ACCEPT), the Governor has scheduled
a state-wide conference to investigate the means by
which UNM graduates,. can be lured to remain in New Mexico
after graduation. With great caution, it may be concluded
that the,GovernO has verbally shown concern toward UNM

ti
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and behaviorally demanstrated an interest toward some of
the problems-discussed at these meetings,

,The iecond.major means of evaluating tileeffectiveness
of this channel of cbmmunication was accomplished by an
interaction analysis. This analysis provided data to
assess the second dependent variable in the evaluation,-*
quality of participant interaction. For the purposes of
this evaluation, interaction was defined as the oral
expression or, statement of-a participant at the meetings
(see Bostrom, 1970). AcCording.to Gouran (1969) statement
is defined as a "continuous tidy, of'language of a
participant to the point at which another participant
initiates." .The quality of each statement was determined
with the use of an adaptation of the Bales Interaction
Analysis, Index (1964). Table 8 presents this adaptation
whicli. was necessary to generate the desired qualitative
and quantitative data. Essentially each statement bylk
participant was listed in one of the twelve categoric
shown in Table 8; then a value was assigned to each
statement depending upon the quality of the statement, .

with +3 indicating the best, +2, indicating an average
'statement, and +1 indicating a'below average statement.
Four, trained expert process observers were employed for
this purpose; a later test of the inter-rater reliability
indicated a reliability of .96 among the four raters.
Therefore, it was peAsible to kook thedata,from the,
.four raters. A contribution gore for each participant
was determined subtracing the sum of the scores in
the three cats rtes which combine -to form the negative
reactions (categories 10, 11, 12'in Table 8) from the
sum of the scores from the other nine cats odes. This
total was then divided by the number of stat ments to
give what has been defined as a contribution core.
This score was intended to be a close-repres ntation
of the contribution 6f the participant to th discussion,
of the meeting at which he attended.

, t

Meeting 1 with the,Gover or was used to test the
evaluatiOn instrument and deter ne the inter-rater
reliability. Meetings 2 and 3 w re evaluated using the
adapted Bales instrument (whose reliability was determined
to be .96). An example of the scoring and analysis of
an interaction is as follows: 'Professor Smith declares
that he is strongly opposed to a resolution recently
declared bYiProfessor Jones. Professor Jones, in reply,
declares that Professor Smith is nothing better than a
"blind, narrow-minded fool." In this case, Professor'
Smith would receive a score of +3 in category 10

7-
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(disagrees), while Professor Jones would receive a 4.5 in
category 12 (shows antagonism). These.scores, amth in
the negatiie reaction section of this instrument, would
be subtracted from the sum of the scores in the first
nine categories.%.

Additionaldata generated by the interaction analysis
enabled the computation Whe send-receive ratio (ratio
of messages ,sent to messagesreceived), the index of
centrality (ratio of 1-1 messages received andl-group
,messages sent to the 1-1 receives for'thie whole groul,
and the 1-group sends for the whole gro;), and the 'index
of peripherality (the relationship betw n an individual's
centrality and that of the most centeral_person in the.-
group). Each of these three indices XseriNreceive ratio,:

,.centrality index, and peripherality index) werercomputed
for, each participant in order to infer leadership roles
and' group satisfaction with the meetings. Research has
shown that those,participants with the highest-index.pf
centrality, lowest peripherality and highest-send-receive
ratios are also those most satisfied with aigroup (and
tend to assume significant leadership roles for the group).

Results of theointeraction analysis are 'presented in
Table 9. '

Table 9

Results the Interaction Analysis
. (meetings 2 and 3) ,

$0M1Miu 410
Meeting Mean Contribution Score Value for.t

2 *146 (n=14).
.

1.90 (n=1.4)'
-.25 (not significant

YMbINMIAN.=WW11
*3 = above average contribution; 2= average contribution;
1 = below

s

average contribution

The' data in Table 9 indicate that the quality of
interaction'(based on pooled Baled-contribution sc res
assessed by 4 process observete) was "average" and this
Was not' significantly different between the twd ev uated
meetings. Other data from the send - receive ratios,
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centrality and'peripherality indices/cOlgenot'he
.

presented in mean form because they relate to individual
differences. However, it is apparent from this data that
Governor iq.ng had the highest send-receive ratio, loweSC
index of peripherality-and highest index of centrality.
This simply means that the Governor talked more than any
Of the -other participants. *hen his results are factored N.

out.,' the post verbose faculty Alembets wex'e thOse Occupying
seats- key faculty commit' s. ThiO means that they
were probably more knowledgea e on the discussed issues
than other participants.

Overall Conclusion fdr the Gover or's Meetings with VNI

'Based on the fOilowing piecds of evidence this
researcher is concluding that the msegngs between they
Governor am' the WM faculty have met-their pre=.establilped.
goals (i.e., a channOl of communication was'established ivz
and it produced at least "40/erage" (according to Bales'
adapted instrument) interaction which had a.significant
effect%On the attitu.es of the, participants:

.

1. The facultylsopinion of the GoVernorl_s performance
improved significantly after participating i one
meeting;

The faculty's opinion of the Governor's concerfi--'k
for university problems'improved significantly
after participating in one meeting;

91% of the participating faculty felt that a need
existed for better communication between the
university and the Governor;

4. 77% of the participating faculty felt -that
meeting with the Governor was. worthwhile;

5.): 61% of the participating faculty 'indicated they
would be willing to attend similar meetings with
the Governor in the future;

6. The Governor has verbally (see Obve Lobo and
Camilla News reports) shown coAcbfh toward UNM
'and behaviorally demonstr ;ed ah interest .toward
some of the problems discussed these meetings
(by petting up at.least thr comm_ tees to
investigate some of these u oblems);

7. The quality of the intell on of 'the participants
(according to the adapted Bales' instrument) was
"average" and did not differ significantly between
the two efaluited meetings;
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Interactions at these meetings were post fgequeny
for the Governor an faculty members on key
faculty committees.

C. Institute for Soci 1 Research and_Develo ment ISRAD

Rather than separate this sectio' 'BRAD into two
parts (dealing With externalcommuni on and faculty.
administration cohmunication, both p s information on
149RAD's internal communication) are preSented, in this
dne sectiorLof the report. The data reported here is

' based on, interviews (conducted by this researcher) with
all of the ISRAD directors and- key administrative staff;
selected faculty members and community leaders who

t,

have
.interacted with ISRAD units. The interviews Wen at

11/4

first non-structured and then,'in later rounds, were
structured.around three topics: ISRAD-community communi-

. cation; ISRAD-faculty.communication; ISRAD internal
communication. Information was sought on current status
of _existingichannels, problems with these channelsand
recommendations for'improvIment: The interviews were
conducted over a period-01 one year (19712) 'With ariC-
average of about 2+-3 hours spent with each interviewee
(either in one or repeated interviews). A total of 39 .

terviows were conducted with 30 people. ,During and -

'Shortly after the data collection_period; certain
administrative changes were made in ISRAD which may have
-affected some of the findings: appointment of an ISRAD
executive committee (according to a new ISRAD operational
chartez); resignation of Jack Campbell as Part-time Director
of ISRAD; appointment (after an extensive search) of
Grace Olivarez as the new ISRAD Director; resignation of
Art Blumbnfeld (effectivg aftee7summer, 1972)' as
Assoce Director of ISRAD. ,

r' 1. ISR...A......._z________D-Community

Most of the current ISRAD ,external communication
prbgram-emphasizes wl.itten media. The ISRAD Newsletter
is mailed quarterly to 6,000 people mostly in New Mexlco
(state and local government officials, a few federal
people, community leaders, chamber board members;
professitonal and civic groups, etc.). The ISRAD Annual
Report is mailed.to approximately 2,500 decision-makers
and community leaders. Other agency publications are
primarily documents from individual programs; e.g., the
BBR published monthly New. exico Business whicit is
subscribed to by many bus ness ea ers n the state; the
DOR has published such individual reports as Consumer
Protection in New Mexico by David Hamilton, dr67-110TNer
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c:aannels used by ISRAD leaders are the
and the normal interactions between an
any one of its users in the.community.
interviews the following boblems'with
ISRAD (community communica on Tecame

Speakers' Bureau:-
ISRAD unit and
.During the
this aspect of
evident:

. a. Some of the directors complained that they
were inhibited from extensive external communi-
cation by certain administrators of ISRAD whose
philosophy they perceived as "limited external
dialogue between the ISRAD Directors and outside
sources (especially the press) limits follow-up
explanations andiclarifications due to distor-
tions and misunderstandings." Even if this
perception is more apparent than real, if it
prevents or inhibits external communication
between ISRAD' and its community; then this may
be quite harmful to the image.of ISRAD.

b. ISRAD has a limited feedback system to
effedtively meas1re the success of any of its
written media (or many Of its programs). One

. input'relied u n quite heavily for this.purpose
is the number of u sts for publications and/
or program services.

c. Since.many of JSRAD's development programs
are in the community limelight,. they receive
much attention frOm government leaders, commu-
nity leaders, potential ISRAD critics, media
sources, etc, Therefore, when an issue arises
with one of the programs, it potentially may
receive much -nblicity, usually adverse. Such
was the cass_with the Child-Development controversy
(OctoberiZOvember,'1971) centering on delays in ,/

----turning over control of the program to the
community and on the hiring, of outside consul-
tants to conduct sensitivity training sessions
for the Child Development staff. Much of the

, publicity associated with this controversy
neferrod to ISRAD as the "culprit" as opposed
to the ISRAD unit itvolved io the situation. For
example, an editontal in .the Albuquerque Journal
(October 21, 1971) stated,

"Scandoloweis hardly an adequate word to
describe,the situation in which the Udiversity
of New Mexico's Institute for Social
Research and Development is paying $200 -
a -day consultant fees . . .

-39-
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There is no Justification for ISRAD to'
pay fees double that amount ($100/day). .

The time is past when we need to get
on with solving poverty problems and
we darn sure aren't going to do it by
hiring more consultants and adminis-
trators." (P.A-4)

tN
Nowhere in this editorial was refer nce made to
the Child Development center; only I RAD received
the blame for this "scandal." The r verse logic
seems to be the case when positive p blicity-ist
received by an individual program. It is the-_
program (or unit) which is applaudeonot ISRAD.
Two Directors who were very much aware of this
problem ste-ed that they would be inhibited in
performing heir work if many of their users
associated them fteir programs) with ISRAD.
It appears, therefore, that ISRAD usually is
the recipient of bad publicity but the program
within ISRAD may get the favorable publicity:

d. 'ISRAD's three libraries (data banks at DGR,
BBR, TAC) are riot in use as much as their
directors (and other ISRAD administrators) feel
they could be. This may be true of some of the
other programs within ISRAD (where more users
could be justified).

,Babed on data received in the interviews and my own
observations, I would like to make the following recom-
mendations which may improve ISRAD6.community comMiaMion.

a. Birectors and other4SRAD administrators
should be encouraged to develop extensive channels
otitommunication between their program and
potential userslmedia sources (to inform them
about program achievements, etc.), and influential
community 'leaders and decision-makers. This
autonomy (based on interpersonal trust of
employees) may improve ISRAD's external communi-
cation by increasing the number of potential
chAnnels. This recommendation is not intended
as a means of bypassing normal ISRAD internal
channels as much as it is intended to, develop
new external channels.

b. In order to better assess the reaction of the
community to ISM programs and units (in advance
of crises), advisory boards composed of community

-40-
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Abs. leaders, potential users, key decision-makers, etc.
should be set up for each unit. Their sole
function should be advisory (not control) in the
area of defining objectives'and needs for each
program. In this way, local input would be
directly.solicited and possible friction (after-
the-fact) may be avoided. Precedence for this
type of action within ISRAD exists in the Title I
program (administered by ISRAD) for the State of
New Mexico. A "University Council" was instituted
(December, 1971) to directly assess the needs in
terms of projects, priorities, etc. for each of
the nine public universities in New Mexico.
Additionally, a state advisory council (composed
of state leaders) helps, determine state-wide
needs for these grants. After input is received
from both advisory councils, the proposal review
committee (and certain ISRAD a ministrators)
determine which proposals get unding. Another
example occurred in the Crimii 1 Justice Program's
recent Police-Community Attitude Silrvey where
community groups were directly involved in
determining what priority areas needed surveying
(e.g., drug use, property crime, police brutality,
etc.). As a result of this input, the survey was
meeting needs of the community as well as the
research team. The former example calls for a
formal channel of communication to provide feed-

' babk from the community to ISRAD; the latter
example is' more/flexible and informal. Either
one or both may be needed depending on the nature
of the ISRAD unit. Another variant of the
advisory board concept may be an annual'retreat
between membeis of the ISRAD unit and its
principal users (or potential'users). .Such a
program was employed by the Criminal. Justice
Program in November, 1971 when 40 community
leaders Oat the field of criminal justice) and
certain CJP staff members attended a retreat in
Santa Fe to determine the primary objectives of

, the CJP. An example of their conclusions is
stated in the following resolution:

"The principal objective of the 1972
Albuquerque/Bernalillo County Criminal
Justice improvement: plan shall be the .

development of a system-wide program for
the reduction of property crime. This
program shall include related high priority
improvements in the areas of prevention,
enforcement, prosecution, the courts and
corrections . . ."
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In sums this recommendation/offers three
possible means\of assessing feedback: a formal
advisory counail, informal community inputs,
rotreats*and goal_pldnning conferences: Any one
or all of these channels ara recommended for all
ISRAD units.. (In addition to community input,
ISRAD programs which, interact within the'tommunity
should seek-to develop local community control
over their programs; e.g., the UCCI -took over the
operation of the Child Development Center.)

C. ISRAD units shdUld conduct individual or
joint (more than one unit cooperating) workshops
thr164hout the State of New Mexico. This channel
wolild bring 'ISRAD to the State in a positive
manner, would serve to integrate ISRAD prograhs
(thus reducing "ubbrella" concept), increase the
contacts between ISRAD and State agencies,
business groups, etc. The precedent for such a
massive effort exists with the Bureau of Revenue
State Tax Workshops ponducted annually for the
last three years) -which most recently drew over
402) partidipants from five cities in, the state.
(The Leisure and Recreation Center recently
attracted over 200 participants to Albuquerque
f a. workshop of swimming-pool oPeration.)
Other possible workslops (Suggested by one ISRAD
administrator) could be on: consumer-protection
Taws; small business aids; medicare-medicaid;
federal taxes; drug abuse; dhvironmental law and
regulation; etc. Of major importanceln this
channel'of communication is the opportunity for
ISRAp to receive positive publicity as well as
integrate its programs through'these joint
efforts.

d. The three data banks,(BBR, MR, TAO shoUid
find new ways'to attract users. For example,
TAC is now in the process of hiring. an admin-
istrator whose prime function will be to market
TLC's services and data banks.

2. ISRA.A.:elaculty Communication\

eurrently ISRAD is operating from its ipew charter
which was.developed by a faculty sub-committed and agredd
to by the entirts faculty and UNM administration and
regents. Within this charter are provisions for the
ISRAD Executive Committee whose Membership includes five
faculty members, for joint-appointment of faculty to both

a
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ISRAD and academic departments, apd for faculty-ISRAD
research projects (initiated by the faculty member, ISRAD,'
or an outside sponsoring agency). Many of the problems
cited in the following section of this report could
probably have been eliminated or reduced-if this charter
were in operation when they occurred. They are still
mentioned aow because-of their impact on the current
communication status and interpersonal trust status
between ISRAD and the faculty. Additional problems are
pointed out because they may not have been handled in
this new charter.

a. laide from the executive committee, no formal
communication channel exists between ISRAD and
the faculty. Only certain faculty members are
involved in ISRAD projects (last year 46 faculty
served in either full-time or part-t4me capacity:
Medicine - 1; Law - 1; B&AS - 7; Educatidn.,- 16;
A&S 21). ,Most faculty are unaware of what
ISRAD is, does or involves. For example, before
the charter went into.effect (and possibly the
catalyst which resulted in the formation of the
investigation committee which produced the chapter),
certain members of the faculty complained at an
open faculty meeting that the fi!T news they f

received about openings in a new SRAD program'
(CJP)' was in`either trade journals or the lotall
'newspapers.

b. ri,o4ibly as a functions in part, of the above
problem,there exists much mistrust. between
several fadulty members and ISRAD. Many stated
in interviews that they didn't trust the ISRAD.
Director, couldn't "understand why he was there,
didn't understand how some ISRAD directors could
be,hired without being traditional academic,types.
This mistrust exists in the other direction Also.

`Many directors stated that faculty appear interested
only in the "action" (research grants, consulting
fees., Assistants, etc.) and not in the community.
The appointment of the executive committee has
increasedAhe mistrust; several directors view
the committee as/...a "witch-hunt eommittss--out to
get us and ouzo programs 4 ." Other possible
contributing factors to this mutual mistrust are:
delay on draft 4 of-the charter and the lack of
communication citediabove.

)c. One problem with faculty-ISRAD involvement is
the ISRAD need for immediacy of commitment and
faculty need for overload payment; faculty,
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bEcause of their other duties, may not be always
available for an immediate commitment, and over-
load payment is not encouraged by the administra-,
tion.

d. ISRAD and the faculty have not taken steps
to develop areas of common ground (multipld joint
appointments, course offerings in specialized
areas, internship programs, workshops on.grants,
etc.). Instead, the emphasis has been on the
faculty seeking research opportunities (and in
"controlling" ISRAD, according to many directors),
and ISRAD attempting to screen out most faculty
and only contact and involve those they trust
(according to'several faculty members).

e. The formal lines of communication involving
ISRAD connect ISRAD to the V. P. for Research,
bypassing the faculty, and thus makidg ISRAD an
administrative unit of the university.

f. The overall communication effort between ISRAD
and the-ficulty has been characterized by limited
departmental visits, mailings and reports at
faculty meetings and committees. In sum, little
as been 'done operationally in the past to involve
aculty participation in ISRAp's programs or

inform faculty members about ISRAD.

The follo*ing recommendations are offered to improve ISRAD-
faculty communica *Ion and relate to three areas: informa-
tion to the.faculty,input from the facility, and involvement
of the faculty:

a. A major effort should be immediately undertaken
by ISRAD to inform faculty members about ISRAD.
The follipwihri;ara are suggested for such a
campaign: personal visits to each academic unit
by a team or-MAD administrators and directors
(the responsibility can be divided among the
-entire ISRAD team, but despite the time commitment,
the payoff from personal.contacts at the departmental
level hill justify tAis commitment; monthl (or bi-
monthly) reports should be given at t e general,
faculty meeting by the ISRAD Director; key faculty,'

committees should be iiven regular reports on key,
LIRKraelopments (by an Associate Director of
ISRAD)rindividual,ISRAD,provam directors should
make monthly reports on tneir programs to relevant
faculty departments (e.g., the Director of the

-1+4-
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Center for Recreation monthly reports to the HPER
faculty. As can be seen by this recommendation,
the major thrust of this campaign will be personal
contact and ndt written media. A nsoisiettliFir--
EBT-TE; answer to this problem. It is a conven-
TiEt cop-out by those who do not fully pderstand
interpersonal communication and interpersonal
trust.

b. ISRAD should {immediately begin to solicit
feedback and input from the faculty in determining
program needs and directions; Joint appointments
(as discussed in the ISRAD charter) areThelpfUl
in creating liaisdns between departments and ISRAD
for that purpose. Another possibility is personal
mailings seeking advice and interest from faculty
ie76175-(as done by the Center for Environmental
Research and Development). In November, 1971 the
director sent a memo to all deans, department
chairman, faculty and administrators in order to
commile a

"list of faculty -members who have interests
in environmeitalLstudies and would -welcome
opportunities -to participate in inter-

/disCiplinary'research activities should/
the Center receive particular grants or
proposals in which they might be interested.
Such a directory of interested personnel
would enable the Center to identify and
mobilize research teams to. onduct research
on a broad range of enviro ental problems."

"In addition to the develo ent oh this
directory, we would likeNto establish a
program of regularly scheduled meetings
so that members would have an opportunity
to discuss their work and/or be able to

.'draw upon the talents or resources of other
colleagues in handling research problems."

Response to this memo has beewsomawhat encouraging;
over 75 faculty members expressed an interest in
this program. Another possible channel for
accomplishing this purpose of getting input from
the facility might be similar to the suggestion
already made for community-ISRAD communication--
establish a set of advisory boards. At-best,
each program of ISRAD would have its own board
which would be composed of faculty members from
departments relevant to a particular program.
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If too much "red tape" appears imminent from
both this board and the community board,
perhaps a joint faculty-community board could
be establighed.

c. 'ISRAD should immediately create opportunities
for creating greater faculty involvement in its
ptotrams. The.new charter specifies ways of
involvingsfaculty members in projects originated
by the faculty member, ISRAD or an outside agency.
Additional dire;:t involvement might We possible
via.the'following: university currixulum could`
be integrated with some of the ISRAD programs (a
done by the Center for Recreation); interndhips
for students (or practicums) could be offered to
interested departments; direct faculty fellowships
could be made available for related faculty
research (as done by DGR)e,workshops could be

1 offered to faculty on topics of.interest to both
the faculty and ISRAD (e.g., "the art of grants-
manship or proposal writing "); research support
services should be made available' o-faeulty
doing research in ISRAD programs (secretarial
'support, space, etc.).

In sum, these recommendations offer the opportunity to
better inform and be informed by the faculty as well as

. involving them in ISRAD.

3. ISRAD'Internal Communication

Originally it was not the expressed purpose of
this auttor to study the.intermal communication of ISRAD.
However, after the interviewing program began it,bedame
apparent that some of the internal communication problems
of ISRAD were directly affecting both ISRAD-faculty and
ISRAD-coMmu4ty communication effectiveness. Mention
will only be made, therefore, of those problems which
directly (or in some, indirectly) relat7T6-EFig major
thrust of '4s report.

a a. 'Until the recent appointment of Grace Olivarez
to Director of ISRAD, no full-time director
existed 'in the organization. This put the burden
of running the organization upon the Associate
Director (Art Blumenfeld) which greatly limited
his time in terms of external communication
efforts between the faculty or the community.
This was also one factor cited by several %

directors which they believed affected their job
morale. The fact that their director was only
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part-timg and hJa boss (the V. P. forlfteearch)
was also part-time (and part-time Deaniof"the
Graduate School) was perceived by manysectdrs
as evidqnce of a lack of concern for ISRAD within
the WM administration.

b. ISRAD's rapid growth ($400,000 in 1968 to
over $3;000,000 today).has contributed to many
internal probldms which have affected external'
communication: "umbrella" concept of ISRAD which
resulted in ISRAD programs operating autonomous
from ISRAD; poor horizontal communication within
ISRAD which lowered.. morale'and also affected the
"umbrella," concept; poor logistps buildings,
were sepirated'all over campus` and e' city)
which fuethqn contributed to this i ea. .

. .
y

c. ISRAD 'directors have their primary loyalty
to-their oft program and funding or sponsoring
vgency'rather than to the concept OfqSRAD. As
,mentioned above, this inhibits good external
communicationbecause bad publicity'goes to
" ISRAD" and good publicity goes tothe program&

d. Although 'it is.hard to say which caused
which, the poor morale of the directors has
either increased this autonomy concept or been
caused by it. Other contributing factors (to
the low morale) seem to be: poor or absent
,leadership from above; lack of tenure (for
several directors); lack of contracts; lack
of evaluation and firing criteria; perceived
censorship of external communication between
directors and outside'sources (press, government
or private agencies, etc.); lack of input into
decisions affectingISRAD as a whole; lack of
objectives and goals Tor ISRAD as a whole; fear
of executive committee (as a controlling body).

.

The following recommendatiohs are made-to improve the
internal communication problems at ISRAD:

-1 p

a. Establish a program of quarterly'or bi-
annual retreats 'with the ISRAD executive committee
and the ISRAD directors. These sessions could
-be informal goal-planning or needs-analysis
conferences which might help improve horizontal
communication within ISRAD as well as build the
image of ISRAD as a totality rather than a
series of segments.
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b.' If ISRAD directors are all given academic
rank) this ould solve some of their grievances
about contra ts, evaluation, promotion criteria
and tenure. laries, of course, would have to
be comparable o all other academic units on
campus if this ere done. Additionally, they
should be allows and encouraged to,teach courses
in their spedialt eas; this would fdrther
improve communicat' n between them and the
faculty and students.

c. The task of cone cting joint workshops (cited
above in.the communit section) would also help
build internal ISRAD u ty around the team
concept rather than_the\individual- effort.

Overall Conclusions for ISM*

It is apparent from the above information that ISRAD
has had its problems which have had limiting effects
upon ISRAD's external and internal communication effec
tiveness. The communitytand the faculty have been
primarily informed aboUt ISRAD via written-media.
Little or noattempts have been made by ISRAD to solicit
feedback from either faculty or community. Involvement
in ISRAD programs has been limited to those few faculty
members who are determined most central to ISRAD's
programs. Internal problems in communication and
administration have created morale problems among the 16

directors which have greatly affected the communication
system. .

Despite these problems of the past, there is still
a 'great potential for improving the functioning of ISRAD
as a channel of communication both between the university
and its public and between the faculty and the UNM
administration. It was with this purpose that the above
recommendations were given.

It is my opinion that the university has been missing
one of the greatest opportunities it has had to gain tlia
support and sympathy of the community. A well organized,
strongly committed and integrated ISRAD could help combat
(especially over long periods of, time) such problems as
"lovelust", student unrest, irrelevant curriculum, etc.
Through this medium of communication much misunderstanding
and mistrust could beeliminatedl
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D. UNM Public Olipion Poll
!

This section of the report will present the methodology
and results of.the UKM Public OpinioA Poll; recommendations
"'based on the results of this-poll will be presented in
the next section of the report. The concept of a state-
wide survey to poll:the attitudes of New Mexico's popula-
tion toward the University, was discussedin an interview
between this author and the Director of the Bureau of
Business Research (November,-1971).- Specifics of such a
.study were not plAcussed'at this time, but it was agreed
that an attitudinal study would be worthwhile to the
University in assessing the extent to which public agreed
with the University's perception of its stated goals.
Further interviews with University officials confirmed
their interest in-such a report and revealed the areas
they wished questioned (V. P. for Administration and
Development, Public Information Officer, Director of
Placement). After the initial round of interviews was
conducted, Mr. Hilary Horan of the Department of Speech.
Communicatio agreed to conduct the surrey, (under the
direction of .t s aithoR) for his Master's thesis. The
objectives of t rvey were defined as:

1. ;0 increase the public's interest and support of
The Driversity'through the participative process;

2. To discover areas in which the Univisrsity is
deficient in projecting a favorable. image to the
voting public (which was later defined as the
population to be surveyed);

3. To accurately measure the voting public's opinion
of the University;. '

4. To help justify the University's fiscal (and
Rrima facie) existence to the. legislature as a
publicly supported institution of 'higher educa-
tion.

N
In sum, the overall purpose of this survey was to create,
a channel fo feedback which could provide an accurate
indication o public opinion toward the University of
New Mexico. With this information UNM would be in
better position to reinforce poeitive attitudes and
change negative attitudes. 4 1

Methodology, .
,

After much discussion it was decided to use the
voting lists (as A June 1 1972) of 'New Mexico. as the
population for the survey (N=408,432). The rationale
for this decision is as follows:
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1'. Census data istamailable only in summary form;

2. City and county directories do ndt reflect
mobility of population (according to previous
ISRAD research) ;

Telep%one directories discriminate against certain
population segments;

4. State legislators (who determine UNM's budget)
. are responsible directly` to the voters,.

A Stratified random sampleWaS systematically generated:
from each of the New Mexico county's voting li'sts (using
A random numbers table). The sample was stratified by
county in order to validly represent each region of the
state. After consultation with the'parties interested in
the surrey, it was agreed that the 95% level of confidence
and +5 standard error units would to acceptable to
reliably and validly represent thd"population with the
smallest return and lowest cost. The required sample
return to allow the above error and confidence level id
384. A translation of the above information means that
95% of the time, we can be sure that our. findings are
within +5% of the actual public attitude;.e.g., if the
population is actually 80% supportive of UNM on a specific
criterion, 95 out of 100 times that this study would be
repeated, the 'findings should show the public!s attitude o.t
to fall between 75-85% (standard error of 5) supportive.
Since previolp mail questionnaire surveying in New Mexico
ha yielded A return rate of 12-15%, a sample-of 3,000

jects was randomly selected from the voting lists ank,
led the questionnaire*

he measuring inWument'was.domposed of demographic,
-informational and attitudinal itebs. Demographid data '.
was necessary to test the representativeness of the sample
'(in terms of the population) and to later .cross.tabulate
certain independent variables with key.demographic
(dependent) variables. Informational questions were
intended to reveal any sources of misconception among
the population about the University. The att4udinal
items,were intended to measure the public's oberall
attitude toward the University. The questionnaire was
devised after input was received from the primary sponsors .

of the-survey. A copy Of this measuring instrument
appears in Table 10.

59.
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Table 1O

Opinion Poll

' Please fill ln or check space where appropriate.

1. Home Zip code

2. Your age: Under il yrs. ;.21-30 ; 3140

41-50 ; over 50

3. four sex: 1. Male '2. Female

4. Your marital status:

1. Married; living with spouse

, Legally married but separated

3. Divorced

4. Widowed

-5; Singlas never married

,5.c ypur racial or ethnic classification:

1. Native American or Indian (tribe or
(

. pueblo: . . )

2. Hisiano, Mexican American or Chicano

3. Black

`[ Oriental

5. Other

6. Hot long have you lived in New Mexico? years

7. What was the last grade or year that you completed ih

school? years

8. -How much education did you complete? 1. High school;

2. two yr. college; 3. U niversity;

4. Graduate

9. Please describe as_ specifically as possible your occupa-
tion (e.g., owner & manager of grocery store; dispatcher
at transit company; mechanic at car 'clinic)

mmlIMIN110111=1111
dr
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Tale 10 (font' d,)

10., Approximate annual income: S

11. Are you directly connected with UNM in any of the following
ways:

1. student 2. Parent of Studen:t:

Employee 4. Alumnus

4. no connection 6. other

12. Political party preference: 1. Republican

2. Democrat 3. ---Other--_-

13. Is4t your understanding that UNMsis an institution of:

-teaching 1. yes 2. no

14. research 1. yes 2. no

15. community service 1. ______311es 2. . no

16. Do you feel that UNM hld be

teaching 1. ______Lyes 2.

17. research 1. ___yes 2.

18. community service 1.

an institution of:

___no',

no
4

2. no

19:Do you feel that UNM provides adequate service to the
State with 'regard to:

20.

21.

teaching

research

community service

1. _,,yes ,

i. --__---Yes
1. _______yes

2. no

2. ---.....---no

2.-no

22. On the whole, do you believe that UNM provides an education
for its graduates which meets the needs of the state?

1. yes 2. no 3. no opinion

23. If you are'in an employer's position (with available jobs)

- are you interested, in interviewing URN graduates for a
job with your company?

yes. 2._no 3. not ,an employer

24.V If you have had an opportunity to
*UNM. graduates, how would you rate
this scale? (If no contact, leave

very low r--

-4--

evaluate the work of
their capability on
blank)

very high



Table 10 (Cont'd)

2. Would you attend UNM if yOu had the opportunity?

1. yes 2. no 3. no opinion

26. Would you like your children to attend- UNM?

1. yes 2. no 3. no opinion

27. Are you aware of any benefits of UNM research or service
in your community?

1. yes 2'. 'no 3. no opinion

. Where do you obtain'mostyour information about UNM?
,cplease check one)

.1. newspaper

2. ,television

3. radio

4. Channel 5.specifically

5. ."014 Reports" specifically

6. students

7. friends

8. alumni publications

9. other

29. Please number; in order of imp- -tance to you, the fields
of interest at UNM about which -ou would like to know more.

teaching community,service

research other

30. On the *ifole, how satisfied are you witi-UNM

very =by uncertain or somewhat very
satisfied satisfied no opinion dissatisified dissatisfied

31. Were you aware of events on the UNM campus May 9-13, 1972?

yes no

32. How has this affected your response to this questionnaire?

positiVely negativelygo no effect.
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As can be seen in Table 10, key demographic data
includes: geographic area of residpnce -age group, sex,
social status; affiliation with UNM, political party:
affiliation. Key informational items measure: respond-
ents awareness of UNM as -an institution of teaching,

research ants service; sources by which subjects obtain
their information about UNM; awareness of UNA benefits
to the community in. teaching, research and service;
knowledge of recent campus disturbances. Key attitudin9.1

items included: respondents opinion of UNM as an insti- .

tution of teaching, research and service; opinion of UNM
graduates as future employees; respondents' desire to

attend UNM,or allow their children to attend UNM; overall
opinion of respondents toward UNM..

The cost of the survey approached $500 andwas shared
.by the Vice President for.Administration and Development,
tho Bureau of,Business Research, the Placement Center and
the Public Information Office. Items of primary expense
were: postage, printing, computer programming, xeroxing,
and secretarial assistance.

The questionnaire was devised and revised in the
Spring of 1972. The sample was generated and the ques-
tionnaires were printed and mailed in May, 1972. Returns
were received and cod,-d onto computer cards during June,
1972. Final returns were 388 questionnaires; analysis by
frequency and cross-tabulation was based on this return.

Results

1. Demographic Daza

The sample 118.$ examined to test tta representa-
tiveness in terms of geographic location. A chi-square
goodness-of-fit test revealed no significant difference
between the percent of returns from each county and the
percent of registered voters (according to the Secretary
of State) in each county. It was thus concluded that
the sample was truly representative of the state on the
variable of geographic place of residence. The only other
demographic variable for which population data was
available (for registered voters) was party affiliation.
A comparison of registered Republicans and Democrats with

. \those in the sample revealed no significant difference on
this variable* thus it was assumed that the sample was
representative of the population on the variable, party
affiliation. Table 11 presents a summary of other
demowraphic data.



Table 11

Summary"of Demographic Data of Return Sample (n=388)

Age Under 21

31-40

Frequency

21-30
20

81
78

20.9

Variable Category."

41-50 83
Over 50 125 32.3
No answer* 1

Sex 'Male 264 68.2
Female - 123 31.8
No answer. 1

Ethnic - Native American or Indian** 57 14.7
Classification Hispanos Mexican-American

or Chicano 45 11.6
Black 3 .8
Oriental 0 0
Othdr*** 282 72.9
No answer 1

Marital Status Married 311 80.7
4tarried, Separated 6 1.6
Divorced 18 4.7
Widowed 11 2.9
Single 39 10.1
No 'answer 3

Length of 1-2 years 9 2.3
Residency in 3.5 years 31 8.1
New Mexico 6-10 years 50 13.0

11-15 years 43 11.2
Over 15 years 252 65.4
No answer 3

HighEtht,Grade Advanced Degre 84
H.?Completed in College Graduate 83

School Partial College or
Technical School 89

2:4High School . 101
Partial High School 14 3.7
Junior High School`, 10 2.6
Less than 7 years \ 1 0.3
No answer . \ '6

* 417b answer"- frequencies were not compu ted in percent-tolumn.
**This % is higher than might be expected\because the phrasing
of the question apparently confused several respondents,
especially Anglos.

***This category was meant to include Anglos. \
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Table 11 (Cont'd)

Variable Category Frequency Percent

Level of
Edu5ation
Completed

.High School
Two year college
University
Graduate
No answer,

105
80
89
89
25

28.9
22.0
24.5
_24.5

Hollingshead's. Class 1 58 15.1
Index of Social Class II 96 25.1
Status -Clasp III 90 23;:5

.Class.IV 111 29.0
Class,V 28 7.3
No-answer 5

Atproxima4e. Below $41000' 42 15:0
Annual Income $4,000-6,000 32 9.91

6,000-8,000 39 121.1

8,000-10,000 34 10.5
10,000-12,000 48 14.9
12,000-15,000 50 15.5
15,000-25,000 53 16.4
Over 25,000 25 7.7
No answer 65

Connection with Student . 14 3.6
UNM , Parent of Student ..., 32 8.3

Employee 8 29.1

Alumnus 39 10U
No connection 270 69.9
Other 23 6.0
No answer 7

Political Party Republican 133 34.9
preference Democrat 189 49.6

Other 59 15.5
No answer 7

As can be seen from Table 11, the return sample was
mostly white, married males who have lived in New Mexico
over 15 years, completed at least a 'high school degree,
have no connection with UNM, are mostly democrats in the
middle and upper-middle class (socio-economically), and
mostly over 40 years old.

The remainder of the questions can be classified into
either informational or attitudinal categories. The
questions will be presented with the responses to them

4



(in frequency and percent form). The results of each
question were cross-tabulated with the demographic
variables: geographic place of residence, age, sex,
social status affiliation with UNM, and political party
affiliation. [The criterion for computing a cross-
'tabulation on a question (or set of questions) was
arb'i'trarily set as a response distribution of 70%/30%.
Distributions exceeding this arbitrary criterion were
assumed to be skewed in such a way as to make additional

.
analysis meaningless (given the size of the sample).]
These data will not be presented because of space
limitations, butteir results will be mentioned.
(Interested parties may receive complete copies of the
data of this mrvely by contacting this researcher.)

2. Informational questions

question: It it your understanding that UNM is an
institution of

Teaching? Yes-360 (93%) No-27 (7%)

Research? Yes-292 (75.5% No-95 (24.5%)

Community Service? Yes-217 (56.7%) No-166 (43.3%)

Most of the sample were aware of UNM's teaching and
research functions; however, a large segment were unaware
of UNM's community service function (43.3%). flts question
was cross-tabulated with the above mentioned demographic
variables (but the questions on ,teaching and research were
not cross-tabulated because they 4id not meet the previously
established criterion of 70%/30% taximum spread on the
distribution). //

-
Place of residence proved to be a significant variable

on this question. Respondents from the _following counties
were LEAST aware of UNM's community service function:
Catron, Grant, Sierra, Socorro9 Lincoln, Otero, Lea,
McKinley, San Juan. Age and connection with UNM were
also dud/di:cant. The older the age group, the lower

. the percentage who. have a positive understanding of this
aspect of UNM; also,"those with direct contact with UNM
were significantly more aware of this function than those
with no contact. Other demographic variables were not
significant.



Question: Do .you feel ,that'UNM-ahould be an institution
of

Teachinr :Yescp7(98.4) No-6 (1.6%)4

Research?, Yes -326 (90.1%) N9-36 (9.9%) e

Community Service? Yes-301 (86.7%) No=46 (13.5%)

Most of the sample believed that UNM should maintain
the three functions ofjeaching, research and community--
service. No cross-tabulations were computed because of
the skeWed distributiqns.

/
Question: Are you aware_of any benefits of UNM research

'or service in your community?

3

Yes-142 (36.7%), No -192 (49.6%)

No Opinion-53 (13.7%)

Since almost half of the sample claimed to be unaware
of benefits 0.-UNM research or service in their c unity,
these data wer)11 cross-tabulated with the key demo aphic
variables. The three variables which werd significant
were: place of residende, connection with UNM, and
political party affiliation. The BEST infOrmed counties
on this question were: Bernalille, Sandoval; Valencia,
Los Alamos, Santa Fe, Mora, Rio Arriba, San Miguel, Taos,
'McKinley. Those respondents connected with UNM were more
aware of these benefits (78%) than those with no connec-
tion (28%). Democrats were more aware than Republicans.
Other variables were not significant but there was a
tendency for respondents under 21 years old to know mere
about research and service benefits; also, the higher
income brackets reported less awareness on this question
than the others. Although sex was not sigriificant alone
as a variable, when coupled with place'of residence, men
were more knowledgeable than women.

Question: Where do you obtain most of your informatibn
about UNM?

Yes-245 (63.1%)

Yes-181 (46.6%)

Yes-87 (22.4%)

Newspaper

Television

Radio

Channel

:UNM Reyort&'

Students

FriendsilIMMIMI=11

Yes-60 (15.5 %)

Yes-19 (4.9%)

Yes-122 (31.4%)

Yes-101 (26.0%)

Alumni
Publications jes-34 (8.8%)

Other Yes-34 (8.8%)
--rnmpus News, Lobo, professT

observations were mentioned,

. If

No-143 (36.9%)

No, -207 (53.4%)

No -301 (77.6%)

No-328 (84.5%)

No-369 (95.1%)

No-68.6%)

No-287 (74.0%)

No-354 (91.2%)
No-354 .(91.2%)
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The highest positive frequencies reported were for
newspapers (63%), television (47%), and students (31%).
These sources of information were crosq-tabuj.ated with
the key demographic variables.

Newspaper 4

The only significant variable for this source was age:
the older the sample, the more they were dependent upon
the newspaper as their primary source of information about
-UNM. While not significant, there were some trends
favoring men over women, higher income over lower income
bracket, and higher social class over lower on this source
of information.

Television

LI

Place of residence, age, sex and social class were
significant variables on this source of information about
UNM. As might be expected, reepondents in rural areas
depended more upon television for their information than
those in urban areas. Resident in Chavez and Eddy
counties alio reported little use of television (31%);
this could be due to the fact that much of the coverage

12f,that area is by Texas TV stations. Age fPielded a
nurcri-linear relationship on the television source;
those under 21 and over 50 used TV the least while those
between 21 and 50, the most., Women relied more upon
television than men, and tie lower the sqcial class the
more the respondents used television as their prime.
source of information. Other variables were not.signifi- 9
cant.

.4

Students (Radio Channel 5, "UN* Reports", Friends,
( Alumni Publications and Other were tpe skewed
.for cross-tabulation.)

Only level of educatioedpmpleted and income were
significant for this source qt information. The higher
the level of education and the lower the income, the.
more likely a respondent was to rely upon students-as
a prime source for information about UNM.

Please number, in order of importance to you,
the fields of interest at UNM about which you
would like to know more.

question:

(Ranked fir t) Teaching-131 (46.8%) Research-511(18.2%)
. ,

Community Stkvice-79 (28.2%) Other-19'(6.8%)
4 y
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Most at the sample ranked teaching first as the area
of UNM they would like to know more about; community
service was ranked second and research last. Cross.-
tabulation results indicated that only age and amount of
education complApted were significant variables.
Respondents under 21 want to know more about community
service;sthose between 31-50 want to know bore about
teaching; and those respondents over 50 want to know more
about UNM's research. Teaching was most important to
those subjects with the most education; .communJty service
was more impqrtant to those subjects with less than a
high school degree.

Question: Were you aware of events on the UNM. campus
May 9-13, 1972?

Yes-338 (89.9%) No-38 (10.1%)

Since almost 90% of the sample were aware of the
student unrest and the associated events duriy the above
week, cross-tabulation was not done on this q estion.

3. Attitudinal Questions

Question: Do you f el that UNM provides adequate service

!!

to the ate with regard to

yeachim? Yes 42 (68.8%) No-110 (31.2%)

Income and level of education were the only significant
variables on this question. The middle and upper income
brackets ($10,000-25,000) were most negative on this
question. University and high school, graduates were most
positive on this question; those without a high school
degree or who completed graduate school were most negative
on this item.

Research? Yes-204 (62.6%) No-122 (37.4%)

The only 'variable found to be significant on this
question was place of residence. Curry, R oseve t, Lea,
San Juan counties were most neglittive; and Is A os,
Santa Fe, Catron, Grant, Sierra, Socorro, L ncoln and
Otero were most positive toward'the adequacy of ts

research service to the State.

Cpmmunity Service? Yes-143 (45%) No7175 (55%)

A majority-of the sample believed that UNM does not
provide adequate community service to the State. None
of the dependent variables were significant on this
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question but some trends were indicated: respondents in
Mora, Rio Arriba, San Miguel and Taos counties were most
positive, and those in Lea and San Juan counties most
negative; the higher social classes had a lower estimate
of UNMIs commpnity service than the lower social classes;
the highest income brackets (abovee$15,000) were most
negative and the lowest (below $4,000) was most positive.

question: On the whole, do you believe that UNM provides
sn education for its graduates which maets.the
needs of the State?

Yes-202 (52.4%) No -107 (27.7 %) No Opinion-77 (19.9R-

A slight majority of the sample was positivokteward
UNM on this question. Level of education and income were
significant on this question. University graduates were
most positive and those from two-year or technical
schools were most negative. Respondents whose incomes
were between $6,000-9,000 were most negative; those between
$10,000-12,000 most positive;Itand those below $6,000 most
indecisive on this question. Those respondents connected
with UNM (especially employees)owere most favorable,
although this Os not significant. One other cross-
tabulation (place of residence with social.class) showed
some siinificahce: respondents from the. upper social
class (professionals,'-etc.) in Bernalillo, Sandoval and
Valencia Counties were most negative on this question;

T----those from the lowest social class (laborers, etc.) in
Mora, Rio Arriba, San Miguel and Taos_counties were most
positive on this question.

question: If You have had an opportunity to evaluate the
work of UNM graduates, how would you rate their
capability on this scale?

10 (7h.5%) 17 (42.8%) 77 (41.4%) 133 (t4.8%) 18 (13.5'0)

Very low Very high

No Contact- 222

Of those respondents .who were in a position to evaluate
UNM graduatecliability (n=133), most rated them average
(3) or above average (4). The significant'variables on
the cross-tabulation:were: social class, connection with-
UNM and place of residence. The middle class (blue collar
workers) rated UNM gradtates highest and the upper middle
class (bemiprofessionalS) rated them lowest. Those with
connection to UNM rated the graduates highest. And those--
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respondents in Los Alamos and Santa Fe counties in the
highest social class (professionals) and without connection'
to UNM rate ita graduates about average; those respondents
in the suit, counties, and also without 6NM connectionybut
in the semi-laofescional social class %(II) rate UNM
graduates below average. Those respondents in Bernalillo,
Sandoval and Valegoia counties in the lowest social class
(laborers-V) rate UNM graduates as above average.

Question: Would you attend UNM if you had the opportunity?

- Yes-157 (40.7%) No-164 (42.5%) No Opinion-64 (16.6%)

A large majority of tIe respondents to this question
(60%) were either unwillifig or unsure about attending UNM
(if they had the opportunity). Several variables were
significant on this question. Respondents from Bernalillo,
Sandoval, Valencia, Mora, Rio Arriba, San Miguel, Taos,
and San Juan counties were most positive on this question;
respondents from Catroh, Grant, Sierra, Socorro, Lincoln,
Otero, Curry, Roosevelt and McKinley counties were most
negative. Women were more positive about attending UNM
than men. Republicans were significantly more willing'to'
attend than Democrats or "Others." Respondents with
advanced degrees were most'negative (asi well as high
school graduates and two-year school graduates); university
graduates were most positive. Middle class respondents
were more willineto h.%tend OM than either the extreme
upper or lower classes.. However, income peemed to contra-
dict this finding: those"whosa incomes Were below $4,000
or between $6,000-8,000 were more willing PUend than
those in the upper income brackets. Of course, those
respondents connected with UNM were more willing to
attend UNM than those not connected.

-.

Question: Would you like your childr4n to attend UNM?

Yes-156 .(40.5%) No-166 (41.1%)' No Opinion-63 (16.4%)

Once,again, about &A ok-the responses were'either
-negative or unsure on thit question relating to ansoverall
attitude toward UNM. Once again, respondents from
Bernalillo, Sandoval,' Valencia, Mora, Rio Arrib9:1 San
.Miguel and Taos counties wen" most favorable. Respondents
from Chavez, Eddy and Lea counties were most negative.
The younger respondents were more favorable and those
respondents between 41-50 (VI° may have children of- college
age) were most negative. The lowest social class (V-
laborers) was most positive; the lowest income levels
were most favorable (thus supporting the social. class
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variablp) ; high-school graduates were mort Positive, and
graduate school educated respondents most negative. ,The

social class variable was especially significant with
those respondents with no connection with UNl: the lower
the social class, the more positiye the desire to send
their children to UNM. Other demographic variables were
not significant.

Question: On the whole, hoW satisfied are you with UNM?

43_(11.5%) 118 (31.6%) 69 (18.4%) 74 (19.8%) 70 (18.7%)
very fArIy uncertain fairly un- very un-
satisfied satisfied 4' satisfied oiatisfied

The purpose of this qUestion wis to obtain an overall
reading of the voting public's satisfaction with UNM. The
results on this question 'support those of the previous
two questions (from which one may infer an overall attitude):
almost 60% of the sample was uncertain, fairly or very
unsatisfied with-UNM. Age, education, social-olhss,
income and connection with UNM were significant variables
on this question. Sex and political party affiliation
)vere not significant, but trends approaching significance
were noted.

Those respondents over 50 years old were most satisfied
with UNM; those between 31.40 were mot dissatisfied.
University graduates were most satisfied; but those with
advanced degrees were least satisfied. The lower the
social,c1a4s, the greater the satisfaction with UNM; this
pattern was confirmed with ).ncome bracket. Those
respondents with connections with UNM were more satisfied
than those without connection. Women and repub cans
were more satisfied with OM, but these last two ariables
were not significant.

Question: liow has this (campus distuibance of May, 1972)
affected your response to this questionnaire?

Positively -44 (11.9%) Negatively-113 (30.6%)

No tifect..212 (57.5%)

While most of the sample reported that their opinions
were not altered by the demonstration against the war,
most. of those who admitted being affected were affected
negatively. The chi square analysis on the tross-
tabulations revealed significant differences on the
following variables: -age, education, income, connection
with UNM. Political party affiliation approached
significance and a trend is'reported.
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Respondents under 21 years old claimed to be positivply
affected by the campus disturbances; those over,0 were
most negatively affected.; those between 31-0 were least
affected either way. As the-level of education increased
respondents were more negatively affected,by the unrest.
Also, most 'affected negatively were those respondents in
the mid-income bracket of $10,000-12,000, and those without
connection to UNM. Republicans were more negatively
affected than Democrats, but this trendswas not significant.

Question: If you are in an employer's position (with
available jobs), are you interested in inter-
viewing UNM graduates for i'jobiwith your
company?

- Yes-40 (10.5%) No -52 (33.6%) Not an Employer -290 (75.9%)

Since most of the respondents were not in an employer's.
position, the distribution was too skewed to conduct any
further analysis. (A list of those rspondents indicating
a willingness to employ UNM graduates' was distributed to
the UNM Placement Center.)

Summary of Findings of Entire Survey

An examination of the informational questions reveals
that UNM effectively (93%) communicates itself to the
voting public as an institution of teaching; 97% of the
sample agreed that UNM should be an institution of teaching.
Fewer respondents (75%), understood UNM to bean institution
of research, and only 56% perceived UNM as an institution
of,community. service (78% believed that it should be an
institute of'community service and 90% of research). 47%
of the sample declared that they would, like to know more
about UNMIs community service, but 58% wanted to know
more about UNM's teacAing. Only 37% of the sample was
aware of research or service benefits in their community.

Newspapers are the medium used most often by the
,respondents to receive information about the University.
Television is the second most frequently cited channel,
and "UNM Reporter the least often ,used. On the whole,'
men were more knowledgeable' than women about UNM, and
the younger age groups (below 30,years) seemed to be more
aware of the various aspects of the University than the
older respondents.

Overall attitude toward UNM is not positive among the
voters sampled. 60% were unwilling to attend UNM, send
their children to UNM, or were uncertain about this action.
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Once again, 60% of tne sam431e was uncertain, fairly or
very dissatisfied with UNM (on the whole). Most positive
aspects of UNM were its teaching; most negative responses
were directed to its community service. Republicans were
more positive ;titan Democrats; lower classes and lower
income levels were more positive than the higher levels'
and cl'sses; high school graduates were more favoraine
than more educated respondents. And the most favorable
responses came more often from respondents in Mora, Rio
Arriba, San Miguel, Taos counties (and occasionally from
those In Bernalillo, Sandoval, and Valenciacounties).
Most negative responses more often camp frordspondents
in Lea, San Juan, McKililey, Chavez, and Eddy counties.,

On the basis of the findings of this survey, certain.
recommendations are made in the next section of this
report.
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III. RecomovinUniversit'-Public
omm ca on

A. The D. H. Lawrence Ranch Conferences should be
continued and held at least twice a year. Fewer
WM participants and more community participants
should be invited. This change plus the increase
in-the number of mc3tings should give more New
Melppl.co decision-makers an opportunity to interact
with UNM personnel.

B. Better use of the mass media should be encouraged
to enhance the image of UNM. Specific suggestions
include:

rl. "Ferrel Heady TV Show" wed 1.y on one of the
major TV stations. Since we already have a

/ football and basketball-coach weekly show,
it should be relatively simpleto adopt this
program.,

2. TV spots and commercials (and radio) should be
used throughout. the state. These should be
written by media experts familiar with the
best method fnr getting maximum impact. This
technique could be especially helpful in rural
parts of the state where television is heavily
relied upon as a source of information.

3. Current films should be made (possibly by UNM
studWs) for dissemination in high schools,
civic clubs, etc.

4. Disseminate a weekly or bi =weekly UNM calendar
for local newspaper publicatIon (even in
distant areas).

C. In the area of "personal communication," the
following are recommended:

1. Key student- faculty - administrator leaders should
form a' "UNM Amigos" team to conduct handshake
tours around the State (outside the Albuquerque
area).

2. A similar concept could be developed by, the
alumni association and also include "friends
of UNM" (such as the ,Lobo Club).
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3. High schools should, be "invaded" by faculty-
student teams from every department for.the
joint purpose of recruiting future students
and informing the high schools about current
academic developments (in each departMent).

4. A parents' committee should he established
(possibly through the Student Affairs Office

.dr the Orientation Office) for the purpose
of improving communication between UNM and
the parents of its student body. A parents'
newsletter should also be adopted.

The c "rrent LUSC should be immediately abolished
and replaced by a Legislative- University. CCAMMUlai...
cation Committee whose sole purpose will 6e to
conduct rau-information-WRFhanee sessions with
campus representatives (in Santa Fe and on the
local campuses). They will have no subpoena
power and Yu/ investigatory'function. They should
fUnction similarly to the Governor's faulty rap-
sessions.

. The Governor should establish a students' committee
to thoritor feedback regularly from students to him.
The mechanism for this-feedback system should be
jointly developed by both parties.

The Placement Office should attempt to improve
relations between New Mexico employers and UNM
graduates. A' first step to reduce the exodus of
UNM graduates from New Mexico will be taken in
the fall, 19?2 when the Governor's committee
(ACCEPT) will sponsor a job conference for New
Mexico coloyers and UNM students.

G. A "hot-line" could be established statekae whereby
any New Mexico resident could telephone UNM (a
special "800" number) to receive current informa-
tion and news about any aspect of UNM. The UNM
Report which is sent out over radio stations may
be a good vehicle to begin with by taping it and
putting it on the telephone. Another possibility
is to allow the resident to leave a message, his
name, numbero.etc. in order to be called back with
an answer to his question. Ot tourse, ideally,
(and expensively) a "live" person should answer
all calls (perhaps, after a tape is played about
current WW news). Such a "hot-line" could easily
be evaluated for effectiveness by counting the
numbar of calls/day and content analyzing their
purpose, etc.



H. The Governor's meetings with UNM faculty should be
continued and possibly expanded to include repre-
sentatives of the,other state universities.

I. The above mentioned ISRAD recommendations (see
section on ISRAD) should be implemented plus a
possible ISRAD television or radio show and/or
an "ask- ISRAD" column in the newspaper.

J. The UNM Public Opinion Poll should be conducted
annually to monitor feedback, measure attitudes,
and compile comparative data to assess the impact
of any long-tdrm changes at UNM. The results of
the first survey lead to the following specific
recommendations which may reinforce and/or add
to some of those already made above:

c.

1. If it is the \desire of UNM to project an image
of being a community service institution in
addition to teaching and research, more
concentrated efforts will have to be made in
this area. The public media will probably
have to be relied upon because 76% of the
sample showed no direct contact with UNM.
Areas which are most lacking in understanding
this concept (Catron, Granti Sierra, Socorro,
Curry, Roosevelt, Lea, and McKinley counties)
could probably be best inf rmed (according to
this survey) by televisio (spots, ISRAD show,
etc.). Newspaper coverage will probably be
most effective with the Older age groups who
show misunderstanding of this UNM function.

2. In a similar manner the University must emphasize
its achievements and benefits to local
communities in the area of research and
community service. Special attention should
be given to Curry, Roosevelt, Lea and San Juan
counties. To a slightly greater extent,
information and programs of interest to males
might be stressed (since females are more
favorable to*ard UNM already).

3. Efforts to show the value of UNM's educational
contributions to the state should be concentrated
in McKinley and San Juan counties. Since those
with two-year and graduate (advanced degree),
education were most negative, causal factors'
should be uncovered and these audiences reached.
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4. Whatever campaign is developed by UNK, it
should probably incorporate appeals to higher
income levels, better educated citizens
between the ages of 31-50 who live in Colfax,
Union, Lincoln, Otero, Curry, Roosevelt, Lea,
McKinley, San Juan, Socorro, Sierra, Grant and
Catron counties (where overall dissatisfaction
is greatest).,

K. In the final, analysis, ihatever sophisticated
media-oriented (or personally-oriented) communica-
tion campaign is developed, it should be recognized
that every. student, faculty member, administrator,
.janitor, secretary, staff member, etc. connected
with UNM is actually a separate channel of
communication. If,we can learn to use our own
hupan resources to better enhance our external
image, we may be in little need of accomplishing
that purpose.

a
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INTP3DUCTION

Over one year ago, the results of Part I of this study
were released. Most of the comments on the results of the
report were extremely useful in planning this and any future
segments. One comment, in particular, sugges ed that more
detail be provided in the evaluation of some of the channels
of communication. Adopting this suggestion forced two changes
to be made in the research plans: first, later portions of
the report would have to be delayed in order to collect the
necessary information over a long period of time (preferably
one year); and second, that selected c hannels of communication
be scrutinized more closely than others. Both of these,, changes
v-re adopted and thus, Part II of this report will concentrate
on evaluating only a few highly relevant channels of Communica-
tion. Analysis of channels between faculty and administrators
will be included in the third part of this study in order to
more closely examine selected university-public channels. The
reasons for this emphasis are: many of the faculty-administration
channels are similar to those used by students and faculty
(committee meetings, advisory councils, faculty-meetings, open
doors, secretaries,- etc'.) and students and administrators, the
topic of Part I of this report; secondly, and more importantly,
university-public channels are extremely. vital to the interests'
of all members of the greater university community, especially
those'which influence the vital economic pursuits of a public-
'supported institution. ,

The format of the report will be similar-to that used in
Part I: description of existing channels, evaluation of
selected chanriels, and recommendations for improVing communica-
tion. Part I,II which will also examine -student, faculty and
administratiOn channels individually, will be released on or
about August, 1973.

Copies of this or any-part of the report may be obtained
by writing directly to the author. Once again I would like
to thank the students, faculty, administrators And members of
the New Mexico public who cooperated in the interviews and
surveys which contributed to the, results of this study.
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University- Public Channels

During inost of the academic year 1971-2 the nation's
campuses,vezie quiet. Many.spokesten for higher education
claimed that campus unrest was a thing of thepaSte Indeed,
with the advent of the 18 year old vote which gave 25 million
youths "political power," with the increased knowledge and
ability to exploit the S17 billion consumer market (existing
among 18-25 year old youths) which resulted in,"economic,
power," and with the winding down of the Vietnam War, a. key
issue in Previous riots, much cif the impetus for campus
unrest was reduced. The educator-prophets who had predicted
doom for the university were apparently wrong. One spokesman
for higher education was more cautious: In November of 1971,
M. Brewster Smith, Vice-Chancelor of the University of
California-Santa Cruz (and tormer member,of.the Linowitz
Committee on Campus Tensions), predicted that :the campuses
were potentially just as volatile as they were the previous
two years. He warned that it was too early in the year for
unrest and that given the right issue, the ingredients *ere
still present on most campuses for major disturbances. In
April, 1972 Brewster Smith proved correct.

The recent escalation of the Vietnam War resulted in the
highest level of campus protest since the 1970 Cambodian
invasion. Even though the intensity of the demonstrations
was not as high in 1972 as in 1970, the Chronicle of Higher
Education reported, "students on 80 campuses boycotted classes
during a one-day national .student strike April 21. On at
least 90 other campuses there were war protests, according
to the National Student Association, which called for the
strike."

The level of campus-unrest seems to be directly correlated
to two events: the Vietnam War (which usually precedes the
unrest) and negative public attitudes toward universities'
(which usually follows the unrest). It is this lAtter factor- -
public attitudes toWard,the university which we are primarily
concerned with at this time.' 'Llnowitz (1970) pointed out the
relation between unrest And public condetaation of universities,'
"widespread disruption on the nation's campuses hdd'angered
the American public. As dissatisfaction grew, so did the
specter of pUnitive measures: reduced financial support,
restrictive legislation and harsh laws for handlin& even
peaceful demonstrators, and political interventiontln the
affairs of educational institutions." -

)

It is easy to see how important publics attitudes are to
the fut4re survival of American universities. It is also
easy to see how4,with'massive press, and television coverage,



public attitudes can be formed after watching five minutes
oftdemonstrations--without leaving the living room. Bittner
et.al. (1971) have reported that "American colleges and
UEIV;Fsities have received considerable exposure in-the mass
media during the past few years. Much of this exposure has
been limited to broadcast and newcpaper coverage of student
demonstrations and campuAinrest--coverage which a few angry
administraitors have labeled distorted,, biased, ana non-
representative." One college presidene expressed hip feelings
of dissatisfaction with the manner in whithetheprdss arbi-
trarily report iensational,stories about riots, but delete
stories about poSitive university accomplishments, !'it is
'understandable that the presth feels compelled to cover
controversial stories on the campus, many of them involving
burhikg issues of the day-in our society. However, it-is
iificiiit-to understand and abide the press, refusal to give
adequate and vonstructive coverage-of the positive. achieve-
ments of higher educational programs of teaching, research,
and pUblic service." (in Bittner, 1971)

The Scranton Report (1970) warns of greater doom if the
;schism between students and the community is not breached,
l'ness and less do students andkthe.larger community seep to
understand or respect the viewpoint and motivations of the
other. If this trend cloOlinues if this crisis of under-
standing endures, the very .kurvival of the nation will lie
threatened." Recent rsearch by Lewis (1971)fillustrates
the'publie4 reactions to, the use of obscenity during student
demonstrations, "The' sample of the Denver Metropolitan Area
reacted extremely negatively toward the use of obscenity in,
college demonstrations. This negative reaction was even
stronger than the reaction to obitcenity generally. These
results imply that negative feelingd towards college student's
using obscenity in demonstrations are among the strongest
held by. the general population, and agree
'doll finding that college demonstrators are re genarally

ili; O
t

p Harris

detested than prostitutes, atheists and homosexuals."
/

Recognizing that the public's* ..ttitude toward the-
university has not been pbsitive re4ently, many universities
are seeking ways to clqpe the*"commtnication gap" between
them and, the ,=community. For Your Information\(1970) reports
several university attempts to improve4communidation,between
tihemselves and their public: "Kansas State University is
pAanning a Parents SeTinar which will involve eight one to . .

two-hour\sessions in six Kansas cities. . .The programs will
serve.toliring parents together with stud te, faculty,

i

administrators and other university person to discuss issues
pertinent to university life and educatiq . .The University
of Arkansas has set up meetings across the state to-bring
increased knowledge about the state university to its con -\
stituents. . .The University .of South Caroline has prepared
a printed booklet with ans4ers to freque4tly-asked questione:-,

, \,
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This university has also set up a group called University
Associates which meets with the university administration on
a peitiodic-basis. The group's-primary task .is to soothe the
rumor mill. The membership of approximately 400 includes
both alumni and non-aluimi supporters of the university. . .

In another communication effort, Chancellor E. Laurence
Chalmers of the University of,Kansas traveled approximately
5,000miles throughoAt Kansas this summer, speaking-to alumni,
parents, and prospectiive'students. . :"

It is apparent that as long as student unrest is present
on campuses that the public's/attitude-till be more negative
taward,universities.than positive. It is also Apparent that
univetaties must combat this negative effect by utilizing-
innovative communicationnedi4 deviCes and techniques. This
section of the reportwill describe and evaluate the Uniiersity
`of New Mexico's attempts to combat the "communication gap"
between itself and its.comminity.

_-5-



I. Description of Existiu Channels between UNM and its Public

A. Speakers Bureau

The speakers bureau at UNM was created on July 1, 1970
by the Public Information Office. Its purpose is to
provide UNM staff and faculty speakers for any -service,
civic, or educational group in New Mexico (at no cost to
the requesting organization). The bureau is managed by
Jean Bosl and has prepared a brochure of the speakers,
their photographs, .jand.the-topics they haveto offer. The
brochure has been sent to clubs and organizations through-
out the state. Topics range from university issues to
such'areaq as drugs, family life, hunting, communication
problems, recreation, economic development, etc.

Since its inception almoststwo years ago, over two
hundred UNM faculty and staff have volunteered their
services; over 250 requestshaVe been filled (mostly in
the Albuquerque area). Fewerthan 50 speakers have been
sent Qutside the city,limits to date." Most frequent users
of this- service-have been they Rotary Club, Caravan Club,
Optimist Club and Civitan Club.

Feedback has been ioverwhelingly positive,-and has
been assessed by the manager of the bureau by calling
both organization and speaker immediately after the. speech:
She also personally listensto several speechet(herself.
The only limitation possibly has beewthat where such a
channel could be most valuable (outside of Albuquex'queY
has beeh where it has been least used. This is propably
because of two factors: faculty-and 'staff members are
reluctant to travel great distarices (forfree); and
organizationsoutside of Albuquerque do not havethat
much contact -(informally or formally) with the university
and thus may not think of the speakers bureau when they
desire a speaker. This last reason is unfortunate because
it is primarily to combat this reactioi that the speakers
bureau was forped.

B. Public Information Office (PIO)

The PIO has the responsibilityfor all information
releases from the university. 'Under the direction of
Jess Price, a former journalist, they handle all sports
information, news releases and photos for a/1. media,
local, state, regional and national (including television
and radio). ,

The PIO publishes the Campus News,Sfaculty-staff
newspaper) which will be discuss6d in the next section
of this report: It also has a 15 minute weekly television
show (on KNME-TV)--UNM Reports--and 2 fie minute news and



suort2,:tapes each morning on statewide radio stations.
Efforts are Made by the PIO to concentrate on news that
involves both community and campus problems which relate.
to each other. Despite beinglimited to the meaials
determination of how-much time pe space should be allowed
for a given story, between 80-90% of the material prepared
by the PIO,and sent to the media is used. The PIO also
operates the Speakers Burleau, described above.

C. Written Media

AS in any organization, there are ample written media
available for dissemination to the community. Among
these media are: the President's letter, a one-page.
letter published several times a year and sent to a list
of UNM '!friends and' supporters;" the UNM Bulletin,
published twelve tides a year and sent to selected readers
(the Janudry issue carries the President's Annual Report);
various alumni publications (sent to alumni of UNM);
graduate and undergraduate catalogues (sent out upon
request); "Your University," an information publication.

',sent to people inquiring,about the university.

Most of these written med1A., are for public relations
purposes and are sent 0n request to most citizens; Their
effectiveness is ques4onable, as is the effectiveness of .

any mechanical tedium of communication. They are probably
necessaryblit should, not be emphasized as ameans of
improving external comdunication.-

D. itFacl2jLxii.tclmixStuderdstrationLobbv

Actually, while the purpoies of the three are generally
similarto promote the good oft the university:with the
State Legislature- -the three lobbies usually act inde.,
pendently, promoting their own personal selMnterests.
The student lobby is composed of both undergraduate and
graduate students who,actively engage in lobbyinugpr
student prograNs (better library, married-student housing,
etc.),,both during the actual legislative session and when
the legislature is not in session. The latter activity

- is-am ongoing year-round venture, requiring patience and
resources. One particularly successful lobby effort by
the students was to sponsor a cocktail party for the
legislaturies (during the last-two sessionsY. The student
lobby is currently hea d by Albert Chavez; and is
financed by both under caduate and graduate funds.

f

The faculty lobby is composed of certain faCulty
members designated by the Faculty Policy Committee, and
their purpose is to represent faculty interests to the
legislat4re. The chief lobbyist for the administratioh

-7-
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has been the Vice-President for Administration and
DevetOpment*(although he is usually assisted by the
President's forther Assistant, _Ted Martinez).. Faculty
salaries was a porime issue lobbied for during the last
session by the faculty lobby; and the university budget,
in general, Usually occupies much of the administration
lobby's time. While it is impossible td demonstrate
causation (except by interviewing ,ali legislators),
one possible indeF to evaluate the success of the lobby
effort is to witness the nature of the legislation
passed by the state legislature which is ether favorable
or unfavorable to the university. Except fot low faculty
salaries;UNM has escaped many of the legislative mandates
issued by other state legislatures: dictating,teaching
loads, implementing and dictating currdtula, limiting:
faculty travellieliminating faculty raises, reducing
university. budgets (below their current levels),'etc.

E. University

In 1969 the LUSC was formed to investigate the
Univ6i-sity of New Mexico as a resultgof an incident
involving a "dirty" poem in an English class (by a teaching
assistant). 'Since the "Love Lust Poem"'incident, the LUSC
has remained,as an Ad Hoc Legislative Committee, financed
by a s5clog00 appropriatipn: During the 1971-2 academid
year, the-LUSC began a tour of public university campuses,
at the invitation of student leaders. The main purpose
of the campus tour was to establish a better line of !-
communication betWeen university.students in New Mexico
and the State Legislature. The committee has heard a
variety of studedt complaints about curriculum, parking,
and inadequate library-facilities. On all campuses it
was well received, except,:for some minor opposition at
UNM (the Lobo editdrialized against the committee).

The format for the November 5, 1971-visit of the LUSC
on the UNM campus was at follows: a two houi meeting.
with student leaders; a tour of campus, lunch, an open
forum in the student union building (for 2i hours in, the
afternoon), and a cocktail party in the late afternoon.
(The following day, some members of the committee attended
a.fogtball game.) During the open forum, approximately 45
people attended (mostly students), asking approximately
twenty questions (on such topi's as: library, day care.
center, puipse of the LUSC, narcotics, bachelor of business
degree,'etc.). Only nine members of the committee showed
up for'the meeting which lasted just over one hofir (even
though it was scheduled fo? 2i hours). The meeting:was
covered by theLlocal media (TV, newspapei and radio), and



after the formal question-answer session ended, some
members of the committee remained 'for informal discussions
with the audience. During this portion of th meeting, the
committee members moved from the ballroom stage (where they
had been seated 'behind a long table covered by a white
sheet) to the floor of the ballroom.

It is the opinion of this researcher that better use
could b4 made of the $50,000 (such as buying books fo the
library, ad was pointed out in an Albuquerque Journal'
editorial); In order tq promote better communication
between the university 1.3d the legislature, other means
exiit.(which do_not lena themselves to potential political
exploitation of the university by certain legislators):
retreatsl, rap sessions, legislative study days, etc. (See
recommendation section for more details on this point.)

F. Travel bZ University Leaders

Although this channel overlaps the.purpose of the
Speakers Bureau, itis treated separately because of the
Personnel involved, and their ability to greatly influence
public opinion.towardthe university. We primarily refer
here, to. President Heady and both student body presidents
(undergraduate and graduate). Every trip to a service
club or organization, especially outside Albuquerque, which
one of them makes, is an opportunity to aid public attitudes
toward the university.

G. D. H. Lawrence Community Leaders' Conference

In January, 1968 the student'body of UNM invited. Stokely
Carmichaelto speak on campus. The state legislature, which
was in session at the time, reacted immediately and
extremely negatively. The media (TV, radio, press) carried,
stories throughort the state about this_act,'and the
legislature pasded "a memorial censuring the University
for permitting the invitation to stand." (from "D. H.
Lawrence,Ranch Conference: Retreat into Reality," by
Jess Price) Even though Cammichael never'spoke on campus
(he cancelled), the University had already suffered from
extreme adverse \publicity.

Shortly after this .episode; it became evident to a
small group of-students, faculty and administration that
something .zust be -done to change the image of UNM and
be*t4r inform influential opinion leaders about the role
and purpose of a .university. Since the University had
previously sponsored weekend retreats at its D. H. Lawrence
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Ranch property_(160 acres in the Sangre de Cristo Range
north-of Taos, New Mexico--given to UNM by Frieda Lawrence,
widow-of D. H: Lawrence), it was decided to use this
setting for an informal gathering of university and
community, leaders. A planning committee arranged for
administration approval for such a conference and financing
by both student' government and the University's development
Office, thus involving no tax appropriations. Initial cost
estimates were $1,200, but the final cost of the first
conference was $1,100= (mostly --for meals). Transportation
to the ranch was left upkto the individual participants;
housing at the conference was provided in dormitory and
cabin facilities on ;,he property.

The conference was scheduled for the weekend of
April 26-28, 1968, anTwas attended by.approximately. 80
university "faculty, staff and students, plus community
leaders from around the state (and their wives). The
agenda was informal and included small group'discussions
and larger sessions to report findings of the small groups
to the entire conference. .Topics discussed included\such
issues as academic freedom, campus speakers, university-
public communication, etc. Reaction to the conference by
both the participants and,the prets was overwhelmingly
favorable. Because of this positive response, a second
D. H. Lawrence conference was scheduled for the next fall
(October 11-13, 1968). 'Since then two additional confer-
ence6 have been held, most. recently last fall (October
29-31, 1971). This researcher was present,at the last
conference, and it will be evaluated later in this report.

H. Meetings of Governor King and UNM Faculty

On October 30, 1970, this researcher met with Governor
Cargo to discusp his involvement in the 1970 student unrest
on the campus of UNM. During this meeting the Governor
stated that one of the most pressing needs he felt during ,

the unrest was for communication with the faculty, "adequate
channels exist with the students (through the Governor's
Student Advisory Committee) and administration. I would
be in favor of meeting with a small group of faculty
members--about twenty--twice a month, in 'the evening."
Governor Cargo.added that the meetings would be beneficial
if they did nothing more than improve relations between
the faculty and the governor. Mr.'Cargo's initial
enthusiasm for such communication did not, however, result
ieany meetings because he soon left office. Meanwhile,
this researcher contacted (via questionnaire) 100 faculty
members At UNM to assess their interest in such meetings.
All responding faculty members 444) agreed that such a
channel would be useful, but moot suggested that it would
be best to await the new governor's term.

-10-



When Bruce King was elected in Nol)*ember, this researcher
contacted-him, and discussed the possibility of beginning
the meetings. His response was' enthusiastic, and he agreed
to such a pisoposal provided that: 'a representative sample
of all opinion on the faculty was present at.each meeting;
and that the meetings operate for one year (on a trial
'basis) until some evaluative data Could be provided to
assess their success. The President of UHT was then
notified, and this researcher began to coordi-aa1-- 1 e
meetings.

After consulting with certain "vocal" faculty members,
the following format was outlined and presented to the
Governor:

1. Meetings would last approximately hours.

2. Meetings would alternate between Santa Fe (in
the Governor's office) and Albuquerque (in the
New Mexico Union).

3. Meetings would be attended by the Governor (and
his. aides) and.approximately twenty faculty members.

4.. Meeting format would be unctructured,,informal and
relaxed; any topic was Open for discussion.

5. Selection of faculty would be randomized 4- order
to assure represetatj. -eness (stratification`by
rank and department or college was employed). The
only deviation from this procedure was the first
meeting, where an attempt was made to include "vocal
faculty members. It was felt that in this manner:
a lively discussiOn would likelS, follow; and if the
meetings were successflil, these "vocal" faculty
members, would be in a good position to communicate
this to other faculty members, thus hopefully
engendering interest among the faculty for future
meetings. (While randoNization, was an attempt to
provide representativeness of opinion, it was
always understood that the faculty members
attending these meetings were representing nobody
other than themselVes.)

6. No press would be present or notified about these
meetings in advance. This was an attempt to alio%
open and candid discussion in an environment
divorced from the "threat of being quoted." The
press, if they inquired, were informed ,that these
meetings were private "rap" sessions between the
governor and the faculty.



7. Meetings would take place on either a monthly or
bi-monthly baSis.

8. At least three meetings would be held during the
renninder of the academic year, all of which
r ald be assessed by this researcher.

The Governor agreed to these arrangements, and the first
meeting was held in Santa Fe on February .4, 1971. Since
that date, seven meetings have been scheduled, and an
evaluation of

of this report.
hannel of communication. is presented

in the neit:secti

I. Institute-for Social Research and Develo ment (ISRAD)

ISRAD was established at UNM by President Heady on
July 1, 1968. It was formed as an administrative unit of
UNM whose purpose was to coordinate the financial and
human resources of the social science oriente4 programs
at UNM which' were promoting the economic and social
development of New Mexico, the Southwest and the nation
as a whole. In other words, ISRAD administers the
research and development programs at UNM.. ISRAD is
financed primarily by federal grants (but does get some
funds from local and state sources); the current operating
budget is approximately $3 million. .Cufrently ISRAD
administers 11 programs (plus the main ISRAD offices):

1. Bureau, of Business Research (BBR)

This agency was formed-in July, 1945, operating
under a charter "to promote the economic'well-being
of New Mexico." It conducts three major yrograms:
business and economic research, information services,
and community development. It operates a data bank
which is the largest source of social and economic
information in the state. The, Bureau issues various
pliblications (e.g., New Mexico.Business) and performs
certain consultation services Eo individuals and
communities. Current director .of the Bureau is
Lee Zink (who holds an appointment in UNM's
Department of Economics), the staff is about 20,
and the source of revenue is federal (HEW primarily),
state (DOD, State Bar, etc.), and local.

2. Division of Government Research (DGR)

This unit was also 'established in 1945. Its
current budget is $14,500 and it has a staff of
four. The current Director, John Hunger, serves
1/3 time with the Division, 1/3 time as Director
of the Urban Observatory, and 1/3 time in the UNM
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Political Sience Department. Most of the Division's
funds come from state and,federal sources. .The
Division publishes research on the government and
politics of New Mexico, the Southwest, and the U.S.
It also maintains a data bank of'New Mexico
election statistics since statehood. The Division
also conducts training programs for government
eMployees throughout the state.

3. The Technology Application Center (TAC)

TAC is one of six NASA regidnal information
dissemination centers around the country. It has
abudget 01'4158,000 from NASA, $25,000 from the
state, and A small amount from UNM. The rest of
its funds come from user fees. The staff of TAC
is 29 etployees (8 full-time and 21 part-time--
13 undergraduates and 8 graduates). TAC's primary

-goal is tb transfer NASA's technology to secondary
Asers in the Rocky Mountain Region of the South-
tOrs.t--primarily to business and industry. TAC has
access to the nation's largest data banks: Atomic
Energy Commission, Department of Defense, ERIC,
etc. TAC performs computer searches which result
trCinformation to solve local business and
indAstrial problems, special bibliographies,
current awareness searches to update data files,
etc. TAC's current director is William Shinnick,
who also holds an appointment in UNM's SChool of
Business and Administrative Sciences.

4. Center,for Environmental Research and Development

The Center is three years old, was inactive and
without a director for one year, and recently
hired a new director, Richard Anderson (who serves
2/3 of his time in the Department of Architecture).
The total staff of the Center is one-.- Anderson --
and the budget is approximately $3,000 (from ISRAD).
Previously, federal.funds (from the Office of
Education) were available to sponsor some of the
Center's projects. The Center works with govern-
ment agencies and communit organizations to
provide technical assistance and counsulting
services on problems related to our total envi-
ronment (air and water pollution, housing systems,
environmental education for the layman, land use
patterns).



5. Center for Le \sure and Recreation

The Center is also three, year old, but has
received funding .for only the last two. 'Currently
the budget is $17,000 (funds received from Title I),
the staff consists of a_director (E. A. "8wedp"
Scholer), 2 graduate assistants, and.2 work study
secretaries. The director iq on 1/4 release time
from the Departtent of Health,: Physical Education
andlRecreation at UNM. The Center is primarily
concerned with consulting and planning in the
area of recreation and leisure. Its clients are
small communities, city parks, recreation programs,
Indian tribes, government agencies, ete. Addi-
tionally, the Center conducts research on carious
factors influencing leisure and recreation.

6. Bureau of Revenue Training Program

In conjunction with the UNM School of Business and
Administrative Sciences, the Bureau conducts
training programs for employees of the New Mekico
State Bureau of Revenue. These training programs
emphasiZe accounting; organization theory and
administration, communication, data processing and
business law. The Buneauts first program began in
April, 1969 and continued through 1970.\' Funds are
received on a state contract basis (for servicesj.
performed in training). Additionally, the Bureau
conducts seminars and workshops around the state
on tax education (for citizens of New Mexico).
These workshops help familiarize the citizens of
the state with recent changes in the tax laws .among
other topics. The staff of the Bureau is limited
to its Director, Edwin Caplan'(.41aeis also a
Professor the UNM4bepartment of Accounting);
additional staff for the training programs are
hired (usually frci the UNM faCulty) on a consulting
basis.

The Comprehensive Child Care and Development Pro ect

The program began in 1970 under a grant from\HUD
alad HEW (recently the Carnegie Foundation provided
some funding). The total budget for'1971 fiscal
year was $421000 (1/4 from Carnegie and,3/4 from
HEW); these funds were assigned to I under a
contract with the New Mexico Departm:rof Health
and Social Services. The staff of 30 is currently
directed by James Jaramillo, former Director of
the Albuquerque-Bernalillo County Economic Oppor-
tunity Board. The primary function of the project
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,is to operate five child day care centers in the
Albuquerque Model Cities Neighborhoods (100
children/center--from infancy to age 10)0 At
these centers the Children participate in an
innovative program'emphasizing cognition, language
development and social experience, The program
also provides fdr teacher training and education
for community personnel involved -with the children.
Additionally, the' program has trained the United
Child Care Inc..(UC3I) board, a corporation of
Model Cities residents, to take over the operation..
Local community control over the program, one of
the original goals of the project, was accomplished
this year.

8. College Enrichment Program (CEP)

Begun in 1968-9,,CEP has as its immediate goal,
the retention of disadvantaged Students (primarily
minority bliacke,'Cliicanos and Indians) in UNM.
The long range goal is to encourage them to go on
to graduate school o,r the professions. When CEP
began its operation, it received funding from 0E0
and later, the Office. of Education. Currently CEP
is funded by a state appropriation of ia40,000,
The staff consists of 3 (#cluding its Director,
Dan Chavez, who is alsofak_4sistant Professor of
Educational Foundations at UNM) dlPs 15-20 part-
time tutors (who are, paid $5/hour, for a maximum
of 15 hours/week). CEP has specific goals (besides
those already mentioned) for long-range planning:
to increase the proportion of students at UNM from
disadvantaged backgrounds; to assist disadvantaged
studehts in successfully cpmpleting UNM programs
(and later entering the professions--:law, medicine,
teaching, etc.--o4.' graduate school); to assist/the
university in re-examining its attitudes, methods
and practices' as they affect disadva0aged students
in such areas as recruitment, admission, financial
id, retention, counseling, tutoring, student
personnel services, etc. In order to accomplish
its goals, EP recruits disadvantaged students
from high rs ools; enrolls them in an intensive
eight week s GM r program (concentrating on language
arts and cOlimunication skills, logic and verbal
expression, cultural awareness and the University;
and monitors their course of studies at UNM,
providing them with counseling, tutoring, financial
aid, etc. Recently released ,statistics indicate
that the program is Succeeding-in its immediate goal:



1,

the original class (froP 196 j of 45 students now
has 32, a 71% retention rate / (compared with a rate
of 51% for the entire 1969 p.ssAman class); the
second ,:lass (from 1970).ofAAptudents still has
75, a MO retention rate. In the fall of 1971, -

94- Additional students entered, thus bringing the
total number of students still enrolled in the
'program to 201: .

Human IResources Development Prograr

This programts actually a combination of three
programs: Work intentives Prpgram, Career Oppbr-
tunity Program, and Home Improvement Program.
Work Incentives Program (WIP),aids motherson
welfare toward quad fying as regulai- jobholders.
Womenjreferred by the Employment Securities
Commisgion), are given a study plan to ;enable the
to pass the GED (high school equivalency test),
and to improve their communicatnn skills. The.
ultimate goal of .YIP is to assist the mother in
becoming a contributing human resource, capable
of assuming regular full-time'eMployment.
Career Oportunity Program (New\Careers) enrolls
approxima,ely1100 people (from low-income arbas
of the city) in a joint classroom anti on-the-job-
training experience which culminates for the
trainee in both a worthwhile job and am Associate
of Arts deg?ee (erctm UM). Each trainee receives
10 hours/week of classroom instruction in regular
UNM courses and 30 hours/week.in OJT at any local`
agency, e.g., Albuquerque Public Schools, State
Department of Health and Social Services, Bernalillo
County Medical Health Center, and the Employment
Security Commission. All wages of trainees are
paid by federal ponies during the first year of
training; during the second year the government
and the agency split the wages; during the,third,
year the agency. pays all *ages. The Home Improve.
ment Program (HIP) was formed in July, 1965 and
Wag originally funded by'OECL. High schocil drop-
outs (who can't get into,any other program) who
are legally classified as poverty stricken are
selected from several hundred applicants for this
program. -They work two hours/day receiving basic
education and training and six hours/day building
and repairing hoses (OJT) mostly located in
Albuquerque barrios. They fix windows, repair
roofs, etc. using materials provided by the
homeoWiters (or private donors). All work is done
`in the:trainees local community, and after training,
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they are placed in local construction jobs. The
entire staff for the three programs,(WIP, New
Careers, HIP), 26 people, is Chicanb, except for
the director, L. E. "Ned" Roberts, and his
secretary.

10. Special Services Program

This is ISRAD's newest prograt, beginning during
the last fall semester (1974,1J. It is supported
by a $90,000 grant .from HEW and has a staff of
two (Director: Facundo Valdez, and his assistant)
plus several part-t2me tutors. Thi purpose of
the program is to provide tutoring, counseling
and advisory services to UNM undergraduate students
from disadvantaged backgrounds. ,The students are
counseled bn problems of their current academic
career and' on matters of future career and \,
professional decisions. CuiTently, approximately
300 studints are enrolted in the program..

11. New Mexico Criminal Justice Pro5ram'

In April, 1971, UNM announced a contract of
approximately $300,000 with the U. S. Department
of'Justice, under its Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration (LEAA). The purpose of the grant
was to institute a program which would ,study,
recommend to and improvelthe city and county
criminal justice system.- Albuquerque>was one'of,
tengcities chosen for this pilot project because
of several factors: high_crime'rate, high drug
abuse rate, large, minority-group population, size
of city,(small enough to enable project to avoid
high costs, yet large enough to have representa-
tive crime problems). Other sources of,funding
are being sought through'trants to state and
federal agencies.' The current staff is composed
of seven people, including its director, William
Partridge. At a planning conference last November
(1971), community leaders, representatives of
police, court, corrections agencies, etc. gave
top priority for 1972 to the reduction of property
crime and to assure-equal treatment of all persons
by the criminal justice system.

In addition to the above 11 programs, ISRAD's main
administrative offices hose, a communications director and
a coordinator for Title I Funds. This "latter officer,
Everett Polanco, administers, $126,000 (1971) from HEW,
funds earmarked for community projects according to
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priorities established {by Ear. Polancg and Mr. Blumenfeld,
Associate. Director of ISRAD (after, consultation with state
and university advisory councils). Foreexampls, in 1971
the priorities were established as ecortomiC development
and the environment. Under the UNM established lines'of
authority, ISWID's director reports to:the Vice-President
for research (Georg4 Springer). Since ISRkD is an
administrative unit of UNM, it is the concern rof this
reportin two areas: as a-channel of communication between
the university and its public and between the faculty and
the administration. It was in both of these areas that
ISRAD was evaluated in the next section of this report.

J. MiScellaneous_Channels of Communication

Included in this category of university-public channels
of communication are such university sponsored events as
athletic contests (football, basketball, esPecia41y); 1

cultural events (Popejoy Hall Series,.Filt Seried4
Speakers Series, etc.), popular entertainment events (rock
concerts, etc.) which attract people from the community to

. the university. A winning basketball ti; for example,
can serve as a positive medium between the .university and
its alumni and supporters. The Lobo Club (made up of UNM
athletic supporters) serves as an,example of an organiza-
tion outside the university which has a positive effect
upon UNM communication with its public. The Vice-President
for Stvdent Affairs; when he sends mailings to parents of
UN studentS, is serving at a communication link to the
public. Ethnic studies- programs at UNM (Afro-American,
Studies, Chicano Studies', Native American IndiansStudies,,
etc.) serve as _a comtuniaation link between the university
and minority,groups in the community. The university has
made a film (25 minutes) which deals with student activiqeS--
it is used primarily in local organizations and school
groups. -A no* student activity atTNM last year.ww
entitled, "Experiment in 'the Media," and -At served as a
channel of communication between the university Ind the
community primarily by inviting selected businesS ledders
to URI (for one of theklorograms in the week) foran informal
discussion with UNM students. Finally, the most useful

r charthel of coramunicatiork--atthe university is the humanj
channel, composed of ali'hurhan resouices at UNM: students,
faculty, administration, staff, etc. Every time a member

,- of the university community interacts with a member of the
New Mexico community, he is serving as.an interpersonal
link between UNM and the public. The success or failure
of those interactions may well affect the university more
than any of the above media.
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K. UNM Public Opinion Poll

This channel'was saved for last because at the time
of this writing it' was justioeing, organized.. This
researcher is directing a statewide surve,, of attitudes
of the New Mexico voting public to-the university, its
purposes and!role. The survey All be financed by the
UNM administration and will be limited, for political
reasons, to those citizens in New Mexico who.are registered
to vote (as of June 1, 1974. Citizen attitudes toward
UNM will be measured on such questions the desirability
of 'a UNM education';. tha quality of UNM graduates as ,

prospectlime-employees; the satisfaction of the public
with UNM's perforpance as a teathing,.research, and service
institution; etc.) Answers to these (and other) questions
will be analyzed-according to variables as aget sex, level
of education, geographic region, income level, occupation,
etc. A more 'complete desdl'iption Of this survey appears
in the next section of this report.

As was-pointed out in the introduction of this report,
evaluation of selected channels of communication will be
limited to those few channels which are believed most
relevant to successful university-public communication at
UNM. In keeping with this, position, the following section
will contain an extensive evaluation of the following channels:
D. H. Lawience Community Leaders'Conference; Meetings cf. .1
Governor King and UNM'Faculty; ISPAD; and the UNM Public
Opinion Poll.
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II. Evaluation of Selected University-Public Channels of
Communication

A. D. H.- Lawrence Community Leaders' Conference

"What is this absurd wall between the thing called
the University and the thing called the Community?"
UNM Professor Joel Jones (American Studies) asked this
question at the last D. H. Lawrence RaAph Conference of
Community Leaders (October 29-31, 1971). The main
purpose of these conferenpes has been to break down
"this wall," to improve communication between UNM and
its public. The conference last fall was the fourth
one scheduled; reports on the previous three were highly
favorable, both from participants and members of the
press. The-only disruption at any'bf the conferences
occurred at the second.one (October 11-13, 1968): At
the opening session, six uninvited students (with activist
reputations) appeared and demanded entrance tcrthe confer-
ence; the participants voted. to-admit them, provided they
conformed to the conference ruliisr;, they agreed and spent
the weekend 'engaged in frgitful discussion. A. second
incident occurred during the nett evening when a group .

of Brown Berets demanded to address the conference; they
were billowed fifteen minutes to sgeak-, during which time,
they also answered questions from the audience; their
primary purpose was to :discuss discrimination at UNM
(against Chicanos).

The last conference was held October 29-31, 1971.
Attesting the conference were 119 representatives of the
community and the University: 51-community leaders (from
Albuquerque, Santa Fe, Gallup, Las Cruces, Lovington
Tucumcari, Hobbs, RoSwell and Farmington); 34 faculty and
staff of the university (their wives are included in this
figure); 34 students (wives incllided), both undergraduate
and graduate., The students were selected by the respective
student governments; the remainder of the partiCipants
were selected by a planning committee of the administration.

Prior to attending the conference, all participants
were mailed a list of participants, a schedule of activities,
a brief questionnaire asking for a preference on topics to
discuss at the conference, and a map. Table 1 lists the
proposed topics for disdussion and tabulations of responses
by the participants _(totals exceed, 119 because of multiple
responses to discussion topics).
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Table 1

Tabulation of Responses on Returned Questionnaires for
-D. H. Lawrence Discussion Topics

Topic Comm. Fad/Students Total
Ldrs. Staff

Are Colleges Helping to
Solve Today's Problems? . 25 12 6 43

What Does the Public Expect
Out of Colleges? 17 15 11 .43

New Trends in Academic Programs 22 16 7 38
0

What Do Students Expect
Out of College? , 15 10 7 37

Student Attitudes-4-Then and Now
\._ 1

13, 3 8 29.

Reverse DiscriminatiOn--Do Wb
Havd it in Colleges? . 11 12 4 27

Intercollegiate Athletics-4
Their Future 10 9 7 26

Cobd bormitories4-Pros and Cons .14 4 If 22

Limiting Enr011ment--,Must We? 8 7 7 22

The Current Drug Scene- -Why? 12 3 4 !19

Who Will Get the 18-Year
Old Vote? 12 5 2 19

Other Topics Suggested

BBA and PhD in Business Administration (2)

Does Uniyersity have Obligation to Provide Decent Housing
for all Students? (2)

Ethnic Studies--Their Future

Student Publications

Student Regents

UNM Library

Legislative Funding Priorities

Ad4Lstrative/Faculty/Student Communication
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`Table 2 presents a schedule of events planned for the
conference,

Table

D. H. Lawrence Conference--Schedule of Events

410.1110.1.1.1.1

Friday, October

3:00-16:00pm

6:00-7:00 pm

7:3048:30 pm

8:45-9:30 pm

Saty d Ya October 30

7:30-8:30 am

8:45-10:30 am

10:30-11:00 am

11:00-12:30 pm

12:30-1:30 pm

1:45-3:00 pm

3:00-5:00 pm

5:30-7:00 pm

7:30-9:00 pm

Sunday, October 31

7:00-9:00 am

10:00-11:30 am

11:45-12:45 Pm

\

Ron Assignment

Dinner, Dining Hall

General-Session, Great Hall
Welcome-President Heady
Brief History of D. H. Lawrence
Ran0h, Sherman Smith
Generator Session-Brief comments
on several discussion topics by
selected conference participants

Group Discussions-Individual
Meeting Rooms, '41troductions,
Selection of Grqup Leader and
Group Recorder

Breakfast

Group Discussions

Coffee

Free Time

Lunch 00

Group bi.cussiofts

Free Time

Steak Fry

Individual Group Reports
Presented

Breakfast

Open Forum-Panel af University
Participants Available io
Answer QuestiOns

. 4

Lunch
Departure
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Evaluation of such a conference can usually be
accomplished by looking at both immediate and long-range
objectives. An immediate goal of purposeful e/thange of
information (about the university and its role) among
members of the university and is public was accomplished.
`The participants were divided into six discussion groups
where more meaningful interacbd.on could be' accomplished
than in one large group of 120. The groups were selected
with an attempt to 'provide membership of all constituencies
(faculty, staff, students, community leaders)- while
separating husbands and-wives. Groups\met for almost
four hours during the weekend to Aiscuse any topic from
the list in Table 1 or any other topic of interest.to the
participants. The primary purpose of these groups was
NOT to formulate policy or make specific recommendations;
they were'assembled to exchange viewpoints with the hope
of achieving a better, understanding of other popitions on
issues. Since the groups were limited in size to about
201 they were large enough to proviaea multitude of
inputs-but-small enough7to encourage. interaction among
all participants. The groups met in small rooms (or
portions of Sauer rooms.) where-they were isolated from
other groups.- The rooms had moveable chairs and noise
from external sources was at a minimum.

Topic% discussed varied from group to group (according
to later, reports) but one issue seemed to find favor in
most,groups--what are the diffel'ences in priorities
between students and non-stfideOts in the goals of getting
a college education? The main opinion expressed by
students was that they saw value in an education "for
its own sake," without striving for a specific goal, such
as a-job. Non-students (primarily from the community)
expressed the view that an education should prepare
-students 'for:-jobs whithh contributed to the "social and
political life of the community." Non - students questioned
the value of the BUS degree at UNM; they saw this degree
as potentially harmful to the above stated goal of
"getting la job.", Other areas wheracommunity leaders
demonstrated a lagk of understanding were the UNM ethnic
studie-s-programs and the Institute for Social Research
and Development 4ISRAD).

Informal,reactions to the short-range objective
(accomplishing meaningful interaction) may be summarized
quite briefly#:: Comients by participants (interviewed by
this researcher)' were generally very positive on the
-entire conference. Specific comments centered on the
"good .food,"'the "excellent weather" (it snowed), the
"comfortable cabins" (or thee"uncomfortable dorms") the
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"separation of wives and husbands," "the fact that parking
was not discussed,"-'etc. in addition to the worthwhileness
of the discussions and the opportunity to meet with the
community leaders and the university leaders.

The two main suggestions which this researcher can
offer to improve accomplishing the short-range goal are;
reduce the amount of free-time from hours to 11, hours
in order to give more time- (6 hours instead of-) for
group discussions and interfaces; secondly, I would suggest
inviting more community leaders and fewer university
leaders (to keep the cost at the same level) in order to
use this medium of communication to reach-the greatest
number of influential community leaders. These two
sumstions would imprQve the numbers and th qualitI,
thus the overall effectiveness, of the chap el of commu-
nication.

One Assible long-range objective of this conference
is to improve the attitpde of community leaders (legis-
lators, citizens, etc4 toward the University. Over a
period of years, itllay be possible to observe such
parameters as: amount of legislative financial support;
legislation aimed to- curtail the autonomous operation of
the University (or enhance it); numbers of students
enrolled at UNM from outside Albuquerque; financial
support from alumni, supporters and friends of UNM; etc..
Of course, it would be statistically impossible to
demonstrate causation between any of the above measures
and participation in the D. H. Lawrence Ranch Conferences.
However, research in the area of interpersonal trust
-informs us that conferences of this' variety are one way
to influence attitudes by building trust between and
among groups of people. This may be illustrated by,a
statement made by one of the pa \ticipants attending the
second D. H. Lawrence Conference. He cane to the
conference as an outspoken critic of UNM. As he left,
he stated,.

"In the past, if there have been some sparks
between the Legion and the University, it was in
good faith/on the part of the Legionnaires, who
believed that-in an area for which they were
responsible--New Mexico--there was possibly a
challenge, possibly a jeopardy, rising to this
cause and to this purpose.' It's been7dispetled
in my mind tas weekend and I am readily aware
of it. I have been your young people. I have
worked with tillem, as all of us have. I have
faith in them. I .believe that the University
is doing an excellent job and I do not mind being
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quoted on that--I am proud to make that statement.
I would be -p-oud for a child of mine to attend
this school in its present situation and, though
my teal-shave not relaxed my vigilance ,either. . .

My wife and I will go back (home) and will
express ourselves. We will encourage our friends
to consider sending their children to this fine
school under the direction and tutelage of the
people with whom we have associated this weekend.
twill be an honor for us to do this."

Obviously, not all participants have left these
conferences in such a euphoric state. However, this
example demonstrates the potential effect that such a
weekend can have on even the ribst outspoken critics of
UNM. If criticism is based, in part, on a lack of
information, then such conferences can certainly fill
that need. If they are based on deep lack of trust
(either for the University or for community leaders),
then such conferences can only be a begipning to breaking
down such barriers. One possible suggest on to measure
some of the long-term effects of these conferences may
be to send all participants a follow-up letter and
questionnaire asking for such things as: suggestions to
improve future conferences; their views on the worth of
such conferences; their interest in attending future
conferences; their current opinions toward the university;
,etc:. Such an approach isnot intended to be experimental
(in the pretest-posttest sense of the word); it is
nerely intended to provide some feedback to planners of
future conferences. One final criterion for assessing
the impact of such conferences was suggested by President
Heady at the close of the,last conference: ". . . less
time, attention and emphasis was spent (this year) on
crises that people exercised hot about, and more talk
was spent on educational issues. This is encouraging,
it says we have come some distance."

Overall Conclusion for D. H. Lawrence Community Leaders'
7T-
k,oilference

The D. H. Lawrence Community Leaders' Conferences
appear to be accomplishing their short-term objective
of providing meaningful interaction between leaders of
the University and leaders of the community. The
logistics for these conference:- (setting, format, food
and lodging, etc.) help to contribute to this goal.
Possible improvement in meeting the immediate goal may
be realized by increasing both the number of community
leaders and the amount of time spent in small group
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discussion. Long-term objectives, such as improving
outside attitudes toward the University, may be both
harder to measure and achieve, however, initial results
are quite encouraging (in terms of feedback on the effect
the conference has had on influencing certain key leaders).
It may be possible to better assess the long-term effect
of such -conferences by polling the participants for-their
reactions (6 months-one year after attending). In my
opinion, these conferences should definitely be continued, er

and scheduled at least twice a year. In this way, a
greater impact may be possible toward accomplishing any
long-range goals.

B. Meetings Of GovernoriKinland UNM Faculty
4

Evaluation of the effectiveness of this channel of
communication will be accomplished by selected subjective
and objective measures. The_former will he limited to
facallty opinions (as determined by pre-post interviews
and questionnaires), opinions of the Governor (obtained
by interview), and actions by the Governor (which directly
resulted from these meetings). The latter will.be
assessed by data generated from an interaction analysis
of the first three meetings.

Two research questions were asked in this evaluation:
Can a channel of communication between the Governor of
New Mexico and the faculty of the University of New
Mexico be created? and Will this channel be effective in
producing meaningful interaction, in satisfying the
morale, and in influencing the attitude of the partici-
pants? Much of the evaluation of this channel waq done
by Richard Dillender (as part of his Master's Thesis,
directed by this author). Table 3 presents a summary of
the seven, meetings scheduled to date between the Governor
and the selected UNM faculty members.

As can be seen by Table 3, six of the seven scheduled
meetings were held, one of which was conducted by
Lt. Governor Mondragon in the absence of Governor King.
Most', often discussed topics were faculty salaries, UNM's
budget, the environment and the board of regents. After
the /t'hird meeting an attempt was made to invite the
Chairman of the Board of Regents (Calvin Horn) and one
UNM Vice-President to each meeting. This was the result
of suggestions made at the first three meetings by several
faculty members desiring greater UNM administrative input
at these meetings. The six meetings were attended by a
total of 111 faculty members and Table 4 presents their
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Table 3

Summary of Seven SCheduled Meetings
Between Governor and Faculty

Meeting Date Location
Number of
Faculty

Key Issues
Discussed

1 Feb. 8,
1971

Santa Fe 24 UNM Budget,
Faculty Salaries,
UNM Curriculum

2 April 28,
1971

UNM 14 Gun Control,
LUSC, Environment

3 June 15,
1971

Santa Fe 14 Junior Colleges,
Selection of New
Board of Regents

4* Sept. 24,
1971

UNM 19 Love Lust, Housing
VISTA, Vietnam,
Environment, Stu-
dent as Regent

5 Nov. 17 Santa Fe (Cancelled because of snow)

6** Jan. 14,
1972

UNM 21 Bilingual Education,
Student Unrest,
Black Studies,
Athletics, LegisT.
lative Attitudes

7 March 16,
1972

UNM 19 Faculty Salaries,
Teaching Loads, UNM
Resources, BEF,
Pollution, Jobs and
Placement

*Attended by Calvin Horn and Harold Lavender

**Attended by Lt Governor Mondragon, Calvin Horn and
George Springer
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distribution by college. This researcher and the chairman
oftthe Faculty Policy Committee (or his representative)
were present at all meetings and are not included in the
frequency count presented in Table 4.

Table 4

Distribution of Faculty by College

......Io
College (or School) Number of Faculty (for six meetings)

Arts and Sciences 58

Education 19

Enifineerinq, 10

Fine Arts r 8

Medicine 6

Business and
Adtinistrative Sciences 3

Law 3

Nursing 2

Pharmacy 2

Total . 111

As has already been stated, an attempt was made to
proportionally represent the faculty by college or school.
Table 4 would seem'to indicate that this goal was achieved.
(Crud attempts were also made to represent the selected
faculty y sex, rank and tenure at UNM, but the key
criteri n for selection was college or school affiliation.)

T114 two dependent variables measured in this evaluation

were participant'attitude (faculty attitude toward the
governor, the governor's attitude toward the faculty, and
both faculty and the governor's attitude toward the
meetings) and quality of participant interaction (as
determined by an interaction analysis).
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The former was measured by a pre-post questionnaire
-(administered to the faculty) and a pre-post interview
(given by the governor). Table 5 presents the pre-post
questionnaire used to measure faculty attitude toward
the governor and the meetings. Table 6 presents the
results of these questionnaires. Table 7 presents the
key interview questions (and answers) used to measure
the governor's attitude.

'Table 5

Pre-Pest Questionnaire for Measuring
Faculty Attitude

A. QUESTIONNAIRE BEFORE THE MEETING

1: Please rate your opinion of Bruce King's performance as
Governor of New Mexico to date.

2 3 4 5 6 7
Very Bad "'Fair Average Good Very Excellent
Bad Good

Comments:

2. How would you rate, in your own opinion, the Governor's
concern for university problems?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Very Bad Fair Average Good Very Excellent
Bad Good

Comments:

3. Do you feel that a need exists for better communication
between the Governor and the university?

Yes No No Opinion

Comments:

4. You will be participating in a meeting between the
Governor and the University faculty. What results do
you anticipate?
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Table 5 (Cont'd)

/11
B. QUESTIONNAIRE AFTER THE MEETING

1. Please rate your opinion of Bruce King's performance as
Governor of New Mexico todate.

1 2 3 4 5 0
r

7

Very Bad Fair Average Good Very Excellent
Bad Good

Comments:

2. How would you rate, in your opinion, the Governor's
concern for university problems?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Very Bad Fair Average Good Very Excellent
Bad Good

Comments:

3. Do you feel that the meeting with Governor King in which
you recently participated was worthwhile?

Yes No No Opinion

Comments:

4. Would you be willing to attend similar meetings in the
future?

Yes No No Opinion

Comments:

5. What suggestions do you have for future meetings of this
nature? e.g., format, expansion to legislators,
frequency, etc.

1111111611
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Table rS

Results of Faculty Pre-Post Questionnaire on'Meetings

Question Pre-questionnaire Mean
(n.46) or frequency

1 3.08

2 3.25

3 Yes-42, N0-4

4 (Not summarized)

Post-questionnaire Mean
(n=39) or frequency

4.29*

4.57**

Yes-30, No-6, No Opinion-3

Yes-24, No-9, No Opinion-6

*t, p<.05; **t, p<.05

Table

Data Obtained on Governor-King Before and After the Meetings

PRE-MEETING*

UESTION RESPONSE

1. Governor, what is your
opinion of the faculty's
job performance to date?

Very good. I'm real pleased
with the work going on down
there at the University.

3. Governor, what is your
opinion of the faculty's
concern for state
problems?

Very good. There are a lot
of faculty members active in
committees and programs for
the state.

* Data obtained during live interview with Governor King on
January 20, 1971 (before first meeting).

POST-MEETING**

1. Governor, what is your Very good. They seem to be
opinion of the faculty's getting along real good there.
job performance to date?

2. Governor, what is your Very good. I've always bean
opinion of the faculty's happy with the faculty at the
concern for state ,_University and their concern
problems?' 'Tor the state.

** Data obtained after third meeting (on July 2, 1971).
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The data in Table 6 indicate that the faculty's
opinion of the'Governor's performance improved signifi-
cantly (p {.05) after participating in a meeting with
the Governor (see question 1). Also, the faculty's
opinion of the Governor's concern for university problems
-improved significantly (p< .05) after participating in a
meeting with the Governor (see question 2). Other results
of the pre-post questionnaire indicate that most (91%) off'
the faculty feel that a need exists for better communica-
tion between the Governor and the university (see
question 3, pre); 77% cf the faculty felt that the
meeting with the Governor was worthwhile (see question 5,
post); and 61% of the faculty would be willing to attend.
similar meetings with the Governor in the future (see
question 4, post). Of course, these results 'are only
intended to be generalizable to those faculty members
who responded to the questionnaire. Only those faculty
members attending the first three meetings were surveyed
(n=52) and returns were received from 46 on the pre-
questionnaire and 39 on the post-questionnaire. By
agrepment with the Governor, only those meetings were
evaluated (as explained above).

The data from Table 7 were received in a highly
subjective form and no statistical analysis could be
performed. However, it would appear from the Governor's
comments that his "stated" attitude or opinion toward
the faculty of the university was apparently unaffected
by these meetings. Since he is a politician, a better
index of the effect of these meetings on his attitude
might be his actual behavior toward the university and
the faculty, rather than his words in an interview. Two
possible behavioral criteria from which one might infer
the effects of these meetings on the Governor might be
his actions toward the university and his actions which
can be directly traced to these meetings. Caution should
be used in attempting to demonstrate causation on either
of these criteria, but they are presented for further
speculation., The first criterion (the Governor's actions
toward the university) is reported from newspaper accounts
during the time of the first three meetings. The
following is a chronological listing of policy decisions
concerning UNM in which Governor King was involved.

February 12, 1971. $1,200,000 in state issued blonds
were released for loans for approximately 500 students
at UNM. This appropriation was obtained through the
direct effort 'of Governor King after initial reports
that no monerwould be available. Governor King
explained, when presenting a loan check to a student
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recipient, that more funds should be available for
students wishing to further their education. (UNM
Lobo, February 16, 1971, p. 6)

February 17, 1971. The Governor appointed two new
members to the UNM Board of Regents. The two new
members were Calvin Horn and Austin Roberts. In
the meetings with the Governor several facult.y
members voiced their approval of the Governor's
appointments. The Governor explained that he chose
the two men for their sincere concern for the
University. (UNM Lobo, February 8, 1971, p. 1)

March 30, 1971. The BEF budget recommendation was
reduced by $3.5 million for university appropriations
(faculty salary increases). This decision prevented
sufficient salary increases which were considered
imperative for the faculty of UNM.' Governor King
said he was concerned with the status of faculty
salaries, however, he evaded a statement of future
plans. (Campus News, April 1, 1971, p. 1)

April 10, 1971. The LUSO was continued for one more
year by Governor King to investigate university
matters because the Ggvernor felt that the committee
had "changed its outlook, and would be helpful to
the university." The Governor denied that the new
LUSC purpose was similar to that of its creation,
when it was designed to investigate student and
faculty conduct at UNM. .(UNM Lobo, April, 1971, p. 1)

These events do not ind±cate anY possible trend on
the Governor's part to form a pattern of policy toward
UNM. However, they do indicate at least a publicly stated
concern for UNM. Of more immediate concern to the effect
of the meetings on the Governor's behavior might be the
second criterion (actions by the Governor which can be
directly, traced to these meetings). In this case, the
two pieces of evidence cited are: 1. his continued
attendance and interest in these meetings (as stated by
him and his staff and inferred by his attendance); and 2.
his appointment of three committees (on the environment,
on-bilingual education, and on placement and jobs)
directly concerned with problems discussed at these
meetings. In the case of the third committee (jobs and
placement, known as ACCEPT), the Governor has scheduled
a statewide conference to investigate the means by
which UNM graduates can be lured to remain in New Mexico
after graduation. With great caution, it may be concluded
that the. Governor/ has verbally shown concern toward UNM
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and behaviorally demonstrated an interest toward some of
the problems, discussed at these meetings,

The second major means of evaluating the effectiveness
of this channel of communication was accomplished by an
interaction analysis. This analysis provided data to
assess the second dependent variable in the evaluation,
quality of participant interaction. For the purposes of
this evaluation, interaction was defined as the ora
expression or statement of a participant at the meets ngs
(see Bostrom, 1970). According to t,puran (1969) statement
is defined as a "continuous flow of language of a
participant to the point at which another participant
initiates." The quality of each statement was determined
with the use of an adaptation of the Bales Interaction
Analysis Index (1964). Table 8 presents this adaptation
which was necessary to generate the desired qualitative
and quantitative data. Essentially each statement b)fla
participant was listed in one of the twelve categories'
shown in Table 8; then a value was assigned to each
statement depending upon the quality of the statement,
with +3 indiCating the best, +2 indicating an average
statement, and +1 indicating a below average statement.
Four trai ed expert process observers were employed for

4N--r__.

-this pur se; a later test of the inter-rater reliability
indicated eliability of .96 among the four raters.
Therefore; it was possible to pool the, data from the,
lour raters. A contribution wore for each participant
was determined biz subtracing the sum of the scores in
the three categories which combine to form the negative
reactions (categories 10, 11, 12'in Table 8) from the
sum of the score& from the other nine categories. This
total was then divided by ,the number of statements to
give what has been defined \s a contribution score.
This score was intended to be a close repres4ntation
of the contribution of the participant to the discussion
of the meeting at which he attended.

Meeting 1 with the Governor was used to test the
evaluation instrument and determine .,he inter-rater
reliability. Meetings 2 and 3 were evaluated using the
adapted Bales instrument (whose reliability was determined
to be .96). An example of the scoring and analysis of
an interaction is as follows: 'Professor Smith declares
that he is strongly opposed to a resolution recently
declared by Professor Jones. Professor Jones, in reply,
declares that Professor Smith is better than a
"blind, narrow-minded fool." In this ase, Professor
Smith would receive a score of +3 in category 10
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(disagrees), while Professor Jones would receive a +3 in
category 12 (shows antagonism). These scores, both in
the negatiVe reaction section of the instrument, would
be subtracted from the sum of the scores in the first
nine categories.

Additional data generated by the interaction analysis
enabled the computation ()lithe send-receive ratio (ratio
of messages sent to messages,received), the index of
centrality (ratio of 1-1 messages received and 1-group
messages sent to the 1-1 receives for the whole group
and the 1-group sendsfor the whole group), and the index
of peripherality (the relationship between an individual's
centrality and that of the most centeralnperson in the-
group). Each of these three indices (senIuftuceive ratio,
centrality index, and peripherality index) were computed
for each participant in order to infer leadership roles
and group satisfaction with the meetings. Research has
shown that those-participants with the highest, index, of
centrality, lowest peripherality and highest s4nd-receive
ratios are also those most satisfied with a group (and
tend to assume significant leadership roles for the group).

Results of the interaction analysis are presented in
Table 9.

Table 9

Results of the Interaction Analysis
(meetings 2 and 3) ,

Meeting Mean Contribution Score Value for t

2

3

*1.86 (n.14)

1.90 (n.14Y
-.25 (not significant

ry11
*3 = above average contribution; 2 = average contribution;
1 = below average contribution

The data in Table 9 indicate that the quality of
interaction (based on pooled BaleS contribution sc9res
assessed by 4 process observers) was "average" andthis
was not significantly different between the twd evaluated
meetings. Other data from the send-receive ratios,
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centrality and "peripherality indices could not "be
presented in mean form because they relate to individual
differences. However, it is apparent from thii. data that
Governor King had the highest send-receive ratio, lowest
index of peripherality and highest index of centrality.
This simply means that the Governor talked more than any
of the other participants. When his results are factored
out,' the most verbose faculty members were those occupying
seats on key faculty committe,es. This means that they
were probably more knowledgealiple on the discussed issues
than other participants.

Overall Conclusion `'or the Gove or's Meetings with UNM
racu

Based on the following pieces of evidence this
researcher is concluding that the meetings between they
Governor and the UNM faculty have met -their pre-establistled
goals (i.e., a channel of communication was'established
and it produced at least "average" (according to Bales'
adaptedfinstrument) interaction which had a stgnificant
effect' on the attitudes of the participants:

1. The faculty's opinion of the Governor's performance
improved significantly after participating in one
meeting;

2. The faculty'.s opinion of the Governor's concern
for university problems improved significantly
after participating in one meeting;

3. 91% of the participating faculty felt that a, need
existed for better communication between the
university and the Governor;

4". 77% of the participating faculty felt that the
meeting with the Governor was. worthwhile;

61% of the participating faculty indicated they
would be willing to attend similar meetings with
the Governor in the future;

6. The Governor has verbally (see Obve Lobo and
Campus News reports) shown concern toward UNM
and behaviorally demonstrated an inter(Atoward
some of the problems discussed at these meetings
(by setting up at.least three committees to
investigate some of these problems);

7. The quality of the interaction of the participants
(according to the adapted Bales instrument) was
"average" and did not differ significantly between
the two evaluated meetings;
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8. Interactions at these meetings were post frequeny
for the Governor and faculty members on key
faculty committees.

C. Institute for Social Research and Development (ISRAD)

Rather than separate this sectio' 'SRAD into two
parts (dealing with external communi on and faculty-
administration communication, both p s information on
ISRAD's internal communication) are presented in this
one section of the report. The data reported here is
based on interviews (conducted by this researcher) with
all of the ISRAD directors and key administrative staff,
selected faculty members and community leaders who have
interacted with ISRAD units. The interviews wet.* at
first non-structured and then, in later rounds, were
structured.around three topics: ISRAD-community communi-

. cation; ISRAD-faculty communication; ISRAD internal
communication. Information was sought on current status
of'existin& channels, problems with these channels, and
recommendations for improvement: The interviews were
conducted over a period orone year (1971-2) with an;
average of about 2i-3 hours spent with each interviewee
(either in one or repeated interviews). A total of 39

/tnterviews were conducted with 30 people. During and
shortly after the data collection period; certain

ladministrative changes were made in ISRAD which may have
affected some of the findings: appointment of an ISRAD
executive committee (according to a new ISRAD operational
charter); resignation of Jack Campbell as Part-time Director
of ISRAD; appointment (after an extensive search) of
Grace Olivarez as the new ISRADDirector; resignation of
Art Blumenfeld (effective aftee-summer, 1972) as
Associ4te Director of ISRAD.

1. ISRAD-Community Communication

Most of the current ISRAD .external communication
program emphasizes written media. The ISRAD Newsletter
is mailed quarterly to 6,000 people mostly in New Mexico
(state and local government officials, a few federal
people, community leaders, chamber board members,
professional and civic groups, etc.). The ISRAD Annual
Report is mailed to approximately 2,500 decision-makers
and community leaders. Other agency publications are
primarily documents from individual programs; e.g., the
BBR published monthly New Mexico Business whici, is
subscribed to by many business leaders in the state; the
DGR has published such individual reports as Consumer
Protection in New Mexico by David Hamilton, etc.
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channels used by ISRAD leaders are the Speakers' Bureau
and the normal interactions between an ISRAD unit and
any one of its users in the community. During the
interviews the following roblems with this aspect of
ISRAD (community communica,aon became evident:

a. Some of the directors complained that they
were inhibited from extensive external communi-
cation by certain administrators of ISRAD whose
philosophy they perceived as "limited external
dialogue between the ISRAD Directors and outside
sources (especially the press) limits follow-up
explanations and clarifications due to distor-
tions and misunderstandings." Evan if this
perception is more apparent than real, if it
prev3nfs or inhibits external communication
between ISRAD and its community, then this may
be quite harmful to the image of ISRAD.

b. ISRAD has a limited feedback system to
effectively measure the success of any of its
written media (or many of its ams). One
input relied u n quite heavil r this purpose
is the number o uests for publications and/
or program services. 0

c. Since many of ISRAD's development programs
are in the community limelight, they receive
much attention from government leaders, commu-
nity leaders, potential ISRAD critics, media
sources, etc. Therefore, when an issue arises
with one of the programs, it potentially may
receive much publicity, us,Ally adverse. Such
was the case with the Child-Development controversy'
(October-November, 1971) centering on delays in
turning over control of the program to the
community and on the hiring of outside consul-
tants to conduct sensitivity training sessions
for the Child Development staff. Much of the
publicity associated with this controversy
referred to ISRAD as the "culprit" as opposed
to the ISRAD unit involved i4 the situation. For
example, an editorial in the Albuquerque Journal
(October 21, 1971) stated,

"Scandolous' is hardly an adequate word to
describe the situation in which the Uei.versity
of New Mexico's Institute for Social
Research and Development is paying $200 -
a.-day consultant fees . . .
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There is no justification for ISRAD to
pay fees double that amount ($100/day). .

The time is past when we need to get
on with solving poverty problems and
we darn sure aren't going to do it by
hiring more consultants and adminis-
trators." (P.A-4)

Nowhere in this editoria), was reference made to
the Child Development center; only ISRAD received
the blame for this "scandal." The reverse logic
seems to be the case when positive publicity is
received by an individual nrogram. It is the
program or unit) which is applauded not ISRAD.
Two Directors who were very much aware of this
problem stated that they would be'inhibited in
performing their work if many of their users
associated them (heir programs) with ISRAD.
It appears, therefore, that ISRAD usually is
the recipient of bad publicity but the program
within ISRAD may get the favorable publicity.

d. ISRAD's three libraries (data banks at DGR,
BBRI TAC) are not in use as much as their
directors (and other ISRAD administrators) feel
they could be. This may be true of some of the
other programs within ISRAD (where more users
could be justified).

Based on data received in the interviews and my own
observations, I would like'to make the following recom-
mendations which may improve ISRAD-community comMaMtion.

a. Directors and other JSRAD administrators
should be encouraged to develop extensive channels
of communication between their program and
potential users, media sources (to inform them
about program achievements, etc.), and influential
community leaders and decision-makers. This
autonomy (based on interpersonal trust of
employees) may improve ISRAD's external communi-
cation by increasing the number of potential
channels. This recommendation is not intended
as a means of bypassing normal ISRAD internal
channels as much as it is intended to develop
new external channels.

b. In order to better assess the reaction of the
community to ISRAD programs and units (in advance
of crises), advisory boards composed of community
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leaders, potential users, key decision-makers, etc.
should be set up for each unit. Their sole
function should be advisory (not control) in the
area of defining objectives and needs for each
program. In this way, local input would be
directly. .solicited and possible friction (after-
the-fact) may be avoided. Precedence for this
type of action within ISRAD exists in the Title I
program (administered by ISRAD) for the State of
New Mexico. A "University Council" was instituted
(December, 1971) to directly assess the needs in
terms of projects, priorities, etc. for each of
the nine public universities in New Mexico.
Additionally, a state advisory council (composed
of state leaders) helps determine state-wide
needs for these grants. After input is received
from both advisory councils, the proposal review
committee (and certain ISRAD a4ministrators)
determine which proposals get funding. Another
example occurred in the Criminal Justice Program's
recent Police-Community Attitude Survey where
community groups were directly involved in
determining what priority areas needed surveying
(e.g., drug use, property crime, police brutality,
etc.). As a result of this input, the survey was
meeting needs of the community as well as the
research team. The former example calls for a
formal channel of communication to provide feed-
back from the community to ISRAD; the latter
example is more,flexible and informal. Either
one or both may be needed depending on the nature
of the ISRAD unit. Another variant of the
advisory board concept may be an annual retreat
between members of the ISRAD unit and its
principal users (or potential users). Such a
program was employed by the Criminal Justice
Program in November, 1971 when 40 community
leaders (in the field of criminal justice) and
certain CJP staff members attended a retreat in
Santa Fe to determine the primary objectives of
the CJP. An example of their conclusions is
stated in the following resolution:

"The principal objective of the 1972
Albuquerque/Bernalillo County Criminal
Justice improvement plan shall be the
development of a system-wide program for
the reduction of property crime. This
program shall include related high priority
improvements in the areas of prevention,
enforcement, prosecution, the courts and
corrections . . ."



In sum, this recommendation offers three
possible means of assessing feedback: a formal
advisory counca, informal community inputs,
retreats and goal planning conferences. Any one
or all of these channels are recommended for all
ISRAD units. (In addition to community input,
ISRAD programs which interact within the 'community
should seek to develop local community control
over their programs; e.g., the UCCI took over the
operation of the Child Development Center.)

c. ISRAD unites should conduct individual or
joint (more than one unit cooperating) workshops
throughout the State of New Mexico. This channel
would-bring ISRAD to the State in a positive
manner, would serve to integrate ISRAD programs
(thus reducing "umbrella" concept), increase the
contacts between ISRAD and State agencies,
business groups, etc. The precedent for such a
massive effort exists with the Bureau of Revenue
State Tax Workshops (conducted annually for the
last three years) which most recently drew over
400 participanta from five cities in the state.
(The Leisure and Recreation Center recently
attracted over 200 participants to AlbuquerqueMr a workshop of swimming-pool operation.)
Other possible workshops (suggested by one ISRAD
administrator) could be on: consumer-protection
laws; small business aids; medicare-medicaid;
federal taxes; drug abuse; environmental law and
regulation; etc. Of major importance in this
channel'of communication is the opportunity for
ISRAD to receive positive publicity as well as
integrate its programs through`these joint
efforts.

d. The three data banks (BBR, DGI, TIC) should
fina new ways to attract users. For example,
TAC is now in the process of hiring an admin-
istrator whose prime function will be to market
TAC's services and data banks.

2. ISRAD-Faculty Co/n4unication

Currently ISRAD is operating from its new charter
which was,developed by a faculty sub-committee and agreed
to by the entire faculty and UNM administration and
regents. Within this Charter are provisions for the
ISRAD Executive Committee whose Membership includes five
faculty members, for joint-appointment of faculty to both
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ISRAD and academic departments, and for faculty-ISRAD
research projects (initiated by the faculty member, ISRAD,
or an outside sponsoring agency). Many of the, problems
cited in the following section of this report could
probably have been eliminated or 'educed if this charter
were in operation when they occurred. They are still
mentioned now because of their impact on the current
communication status and interpersonal trust status
between ISRAD And the faculty. Additional problems are
pointed out because they may not have been handled in
this new charter.

a. Aside from the executive committee, no formal
communication channel exists between ISRAD and
the faculty. Only certain faculty members are
involved in ISRAD projects (last year 46 faculty
served in either full-time or part-time capacity:
Medicine - 1; Law - 1; B&AS 7; Education - 16;
A&S 21). Most faculty are unaware of what
ISRAD is, does or involves. For example, before
the charter went into effect (and possibly the
catalyst which resulted in the formation of the
investigation committee which produced the charter),
certain members of the faculty complained at an
open faculty meeting that the first news they
received about openings in a new ISRAD program
(CJP) was in either trade journals or the loOal
newspapers.

b. Possibly as a functions in part, of the' above
problem, there exists much mistrust.between
several faculty members and ISRAD. Many stated
in interviews that they didn't trust the ISRAD'
Director, couldn't understand why he was there,
didn't understand how some ISRAD directors could
be,hired without being traditional academic, types.,
This mistrust exists in the other direction also.
Many directors stated that faculty appear interested
only in the "action" (research grants, consulting
fees, assistants, etc.) and not in the community.
The appointment of the executive committee has
increased the mistrust; several directors view
the committee asa "witch-hunt committee- -out to
get us and our programs ." Other possible
contributing factors to this mutual mistrust are:
delay on draft 4 of the charter and the lack of
communication cited/above.

c. One problem with faculty-ISRAD involvement is
the ISRAD need for immediacy of commitment and
faculty need for overload payment; faculty,



because of their other duties, may riot be always
available for au immediate commitment, and over-
load payment is not encouraged by the administra-
tion.

d. ISRAD and the faculty have not taken steps
to develop areas of common ground (multiple joint

appointments, course offerings in specialized
areas, internship programs, workshops on grants,

etc.). Instead, the emphasis has been on the
faculty seeking research opportunities (and in
"controlling" ISRAD, according to many directors),
and ISRAD attempting to screen out most faculty
and only contact and involve those they trust
(according to several faculty members).

e. The formal lines of communication involving
ISRAD connect ISRAD to the V. P. for Research,
bypassing the faculty, and thus making ISRAD an
administrative unit of the university.

f. The overall communication effort between ISRAD
and the faculty has been characterized by limited
departmental visits, mailings and reports at
faculty meetings and committees. In sum, little
has been done operationally in the past to involve
faculty participation in ISRAp's programs or
inform faculty members about ISRAD.

The follo*ing recommendations are offered to improve ISRAD-
faculty communication and relate to three areas: informa-
tion to the faculty, input from the facility, and involvement
of the faculty:

a. A major effort should be immediately undertaken
by ISRAD to inform faculty meibers about ISRAD.
The foll,pwing media are suggested for such a
campaign: personal visits to each academic unit

by a team of administrators and directors
(the responsibility can be divided among the
-entire ISRAD team, but despite the time commitment,
the payoff from personal contacts at the departmental
level Will justify tais commitment; monthly (or bi-
monthly) reports should be given at the general
faculty meeting by the ISRAD Director; key faculty
committees should be given regular reports on key
T7707717glopments (by an Associate Director of
ISRAD);'individual ISRAD program directors should
make monthly report s on their prograis to relevant
faculty departments (e.g., the Director of the



Center for Recreation monthly reports to the ;PER
faculty. As can be seen by this recommendation,
the major thrust of this campaign will be personal
contact and ndt written media. A newsletter is
not the answer to this problem. It is a conven-
TZEt cop-out by those who do not fully widerstand
interpersonal communication and interpersonal
trust.

b. ISRAD should Immediately begin to solicit
feedback and input from the faculty in determining
program needs and directions. Joint appointments
(as discussed in the ISRAD charter) are helpful
in creating liaisons between departments and ISRAD
for that purpose. Another possibility is personal
mailings seeking advice and interest from -faculty
members (as done by the Center for Environmental
Research and Development). In November, 1971 the
director sent a memo to all deans, department
chairman, faculty and administrators in order to
compile a

"list of faculty members who have interests
in environmental,studies and would welcome
opportunities'to participate in inter-
disCiplinary research activities should/
the Center receive particular grants or
proposals in which they might be interested.
Such a directory of interested personnel
would enable the Center to identify and
mobilize research teams to conduct research
on a broad range of environmental problems."

"In addition to the development all' this
directory, we would like to establish a
program of regularly scheduled meetings
so that members ould have an opportunity
to discuss their ork and/or be able to
draw upon the tal nts or resbw'ces of other
colleagues in han ling research problems."

Response to this memo has beeisomewhat encouraging;
over 75 faculty members expressed an interest in
this program. Another possible channel for
accomplishing this purpose of getting input from
the facility might be similar to the suggestion
already made for community-ISRAD communication- -
establish a set of advisory boards. At best,
each program of ISRAD would have its own board
which would be composed of faculty members from
departments relevant to a particular program.
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If too much "red tape" appears imminent from
both this board and the community board,
perhaps a joint faculty-community board could
be established.

c. ISRAD should immediately create opportunities
for creating greater facult involvement in its
programs. The.new charter spec ies ways of
involving faculty members in projects originated
by the faculty member, ISRAD or an outside agency.
Additional direct involvement might be possible
via the following: university curriculum could
be integrated with some of the ISRAD programs (as
done by the Center for Recreation); internships
for students (or practicums) could be offered to
interested departments; direct faculty fellowships
could be made available for related faculty
research (as done by DGR); workshops could be
offered to faculty on topics of interest to both
the faculty and ISRAD (e.g., "the art of grants-
manship or proposal writing"); research support
services should be made available to-faculty
doing research in ISRAD programs (secretarial
support, space, etc.).

In sum, these recommendations offer the opportunity to

better inform and be informed by the faculty as well as
involving them in ISRAD.

3. ISRAD Internal Communication

Originally it was not the expressed purpose of
this autAor to study the internal communication of ISRAD.
However, after the interviewing program began it became
apparent that some of the internal communication problems
of ISRAD were directly affecting both ISRAD-faculty and
ISRAD-community communication effectiveness. Mention
will only be made, therefore, of those problems which
directly (or in some, indirectly) relate to the major
thrust of this report.

a. 'Until the recent appointment of Grace Olivarez
to Director of ISRAD, no full-time director
existed in the organization. This put the burden
of running the organization upon the Associate
Director (Art Blumenfeld) which greatly limited
his time in terms of external communication
efforts between the faculty or the community.
This was also one factor cited by several
directors which they believed affected their job
morale. The fact that their director was only
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part-time and his boss (the V. P. for Research)
was also part-time (and part-time Dean.of the
Graduate School) was perceived by many directors
as evidence of a lack of concern for ISRAD within
the UNM administration.

b. ISRAD's rapid growth ($400,000 in 1968 to
over 53,000,000 today) has contributed to many
internal nrobldms which have affected external-
communication: "umbrella" concept of ISRAD which
resulted in ISRAD programs operating autonomous
from ISRAD; poor horizontal communication within
ISRAD which lowered.morale and also affected the

N,"umbrella" concept; poor logistics (buildings
;were separated all over campusl and the city)
/ which fuether contributed to this idea.

c. ISRAD directors have their pAmary loyalty
to their own program and funding or sponsoring
agency-rather than to the concept of ISRAD. As
mentioned above, this inhibits good external
communication because bad publicity goes to
"ISRAD" and good publicity goes to the program.

d. Although it is hard to say which caused
which, the poor morale of the directors has
either increased this autonomy concept or been
caused by it. Other p'ontributirg factors (to
the low morale) seem/to be: poor or absent
leadership from above; lack of tenure (for
several directors); lack of contracts; lack
of evaluation and firing criteria; perceived
censorship of external communication between
directors and outside sources (press, government
or private agencies, etc.); lack of input into
decisions affecting ISRAD as a whole; lack of
objectives and goals for ISRAD as a whole; fear
of executive committee (as a controlling body).

The following recommendations are made to improve the
internal communication problems at ISRAD:

a. Establish a program of quarterly or bi-
annual retreats with the ISRAD executive committee
and the ISRAD directors. These sessions could
be informal goal-planning or needs-analysis
conferences which might help improve horizontal
communication within ISRAD as well as build the
image of ISRAD as a totality rather than a
series of segments.
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b. If ISRAD directors are all given academic
rank, this would solve some of their grievances
about contracts, evaluation, promotion criteria
and tenure. Salaries, of course, would have to
be comparable to all other academic units on
campus if this were done. Additionally, they
should be allowed and encouraged to teach courses
in their specialty teas; this would further
improve communicatfqn between them and the
faculty and students.

c. The task of conducting joint workshops (cited
above in the community section) would also help
bItild internal ISRAD unity around the team
concept rather than the individual effort.

Overall Conclusions for ISRAD

It is apparent from the above information that ISRAD
has had its problems which have had limiting effects
upon ISRAD's external and internal communication effec-
tiveness. The community and the faculty have been
primarily informed about ISRAD via written'media.
Little or no attempts have been made by ISRAD to solicit
feedback from either faculty or community. Involvement
in ISRAD programs has been limited to those few faculty
members who are determined most central to ISRAD's
programs. Internal problems in communication and
administration have created morale problems among the
directors which have greatly affected the communication
system.

Despite these problems of the past, there is still
a great potential for improving the functioning of ISRAD
as a channel of communication both between the university
and its public and between the faculty and the UNM
administration. It was with this purpose that the above
recommendations were given.

It is my opinion that the university has been missing
one of the greatest opportunities it has had to gain the
support and sympathy of the community. A well organized,
strongly committed and integrated ISRAD could help combat
(especially over long periods of, time) such problems as
"love-lust", student unrest, irrelevant curriculum, etc.
Through this medium of communication much misunderstanding
and mistrust could be eliminated:
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D. UNM Public Opinion Poll

This section of the report will present the methodology
and results of the UNM Public Opinion Poll; recommendations
based on the results of this poll will be presented in
the next section of the report. The concept of a state-
wide survey to poll the attitudes of New Mexico's popula-
tion toward the University was discussed in an interview
between this author and the Director of the Bureau of
Business Research (November, 1971).- Specifics of such a
study were not discussed at this time, but it was agreed
that an attitudinal study would be worthwhile to the
University in assessing the extent to which public agreed
with the University's perception of its stated goals.
Further interviews with University officials confirmed
their interest in such a report and revealed the areas
they wished questioned (V. P. for Administration and
Development, Public Information Officer, Director of
Placement). After the initial round of interviews was
conducted, Mr. Hilary Horan of the Department of Speech
Communication, agteed to conduct the survey, (under the
direction of t s autho4) for his Master's thesis. The
objectives of t rvey were defined as:

1. To increase the public's interest and support of
the University through the participative process;

2. To discover areas in which the University is
deficient in projecting a favorable, image to the
voting public (which was later defined as the
population to be surveyed);

3. To accurately measure the voting public's opinion
of the Univerosity; *

To help justify the University's fiscal (and
prima facie) existence to the legislature as a
publicly supported institution of higher educa-
tion.

In sum, the overall purpose of this survey was to create
a channel for feedback which could provide an accurate
indication of public opinion toward the University of
New Mexico. With this information UNM would be in a
better position to reinforce positive attitudes and
change negative attitudes.

Methodology

After much discussion it was decided to use the
voting lists (as of June 1 1972) of New Mexico as the
population for the survey (N=408,432). The rationale
for this decision is as follows:
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1. Census data is available only in sum-viry form;

2. City and county directories do not reflect
mobility of population (according to previous
ISRAD research);

3. Telephone directories discriminate against certain
population segments;

4. State legislators (who determine UY.lz buai7et)
are responsible directly to the voters.

A stratified random sample was systematically generated
from each of the New Mexico county's voting lists (using
a random numbers table). The sample was stratified by
county in order to validly represent each region of the
state. After consultation with the parties interested in
the survey, it was agreed that the 95% level of confidence
and +5 standard error units would be acceptable to
reliably and validly represent the population with the
smallest return and lowest cost. The required sample
return to allow the above error and confidence level jA
584. A translation of the above information means that
95% of the time, we can be sure that our findings are
within +5% of the actual public attitude; e.g., if the
population is actually 80% supportive of UNM on a specific
criterion, 95 out of 100 times that this study would be
repeated, the 'findings should show the public's attitude
to fall between 75-85% (standard error of 5) supportive.
Since previous mail questionnaire surveying in New Mexico
has yielded a return rate of 12-15%, a sample-of 3,000
subjects was randomly selected from the voting lists and
mailed the questionnaire.

The measuring instrument was composed of demographic,
informational and attitudinal itets. Demographic data
was necessary to test the representativeness of the sample
(in terms of the population) and to later crosstabulate
certain independent variables with key demographic
(dependent) variables. Informational questions were
intended to reveal any sources of misconception among
the population about the University. The attitudinal
items, were intended to measure the public's OVerall
attitude toward the University. The questionnaire was
devised after input was received from the primary sponsors
of the survey. A copy of this measuring instrument
appears in Table 10.
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Table 10

Opinion Poll

Please fill in or check space where appropriate.

1. Home Zip code

2. Your age: Under 21 yrs. ; 21-30 31-40

41-50 ; over 50

3. Your sex: 1. Male 2. Female

4. Your marital status:

1. Married, living with spouse

2. Legally married but separated

Divorced

4. Widowed

5. Single, never married

YDur racial or ethnic classification:

1. Native American or Indian (tribe or

pueblo:

2. HisPano, Mexican American or Chicano

3. Black

4. Oriental

5. Other

6. How long have you lived in New Mexico? years

7. What was the last grade or year that you completed in

school? years

8. How much education did you complete? 1. high school;

2. two yr. college; 3. University;

4. Graduate

9. Please describe aa specifically as POssible your occupa-
tion (e.g., owner & manager of grocery store; dispatcher
at transit company; mechanic at car clinic)



Table 10 (Cont'd)

10. Approximate annual income: $

11. Are you directly connected with UNY in any of .:^e folloln
ways:

1. Student 2. Parent of Student11M11.1
3. Employee 4. Alumnus

4. no connection 6. other

12. Political party preference: 1. Republican

2. Democrat 3. Other

13. Is it your understanding that UNM is an institution of:

teaching 1. yes 2. no

14. research 1. yes 2. no

15. community service 1. "Yes 2. no

16. Do you feel that UNM should be an institution of:

teaching 1. yes 2. no

17. research 1. yes 2. no

18. community service 1. 2. no
r-------

19. Do you feel that UNM provides adequate service to the
State with regard to:

teaching 1. yes 2. no

20. research 1. yes 2. no

21. community service 1. yes 2. no

22. On the whole, do you believe that UNM provides an education
for its graduates which meets the needs of the state?

1. yes 2. no 3. no opinion

23. If you are in an employer's position (with available jobs);

are you interested in interviewing UNM graduates for a
job with your company?

1. yes 2. no 3. not an employer

24. If you have had an opportunity to evaluate the work of
UNM graduates, how would you rate their capability on
this scale? (If no contact, leave blank)

very low very high
-7"--
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Table 10 (Conttd)

Would you attend UNE if you had the opportunity?

1. yes 2. no 3. no ()Pinion

Would you like your children to attend UNM?

yes 2. no 3. no opinion

27. Are you aware of any benefits of UNM research or servi:e
in your community?

1. yes 2. no 3. no opinion

Where do you obtain most of your information about UNM?
(please check one)

1. newspaper

2. television

5. radio

4. Channel 5 specifically

5. "UNM Reports" specifically

students

friends

alumni publications

7.

8'

9. other

2'). Please number, in order of importance to y , the fields
of interest at UNM about which you would lire to know more.

teaching community service

research other

30. On the whole, how satisfied are you with UNM?

Vi77----- fairly uncertain or somewhat very
satisfied satisfied no opinion dissatisified dissatisfied

. Were you aware of events on the UNM campus May 9-13, 1972?

yes no

32. How has this affected your response to this questionnaire?

Positively negatively no effect
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As can be seen in Table 10, key demographic data

includes: geographic area of residence, age group,
social status, affiliation with OM, political party

affiliation. Key informational items measure: respond-
ents awareness of UNM as an institution of teaching,
research and service; sources by which subjects obtain
their information about UNM; awareness of UNT benefits
to the community in teaching, research and service;
knowledge of recent campus disturbances. Key attitudinal
items included: respondents opinion of UNK as an instl-
tution of teaching, research and service; opinion of 7,J!

graduates as future employees; respondents' desire to
attend UNM or allow their children to attend UNM; overall
opinion of respondents toward UNM.

The cost of the survey approached (,,503 and was shared
by the Vice President for Administration and Development,
the Bureau of Business Research, the Placement Center and

the Public Information Office. Iters of primary expense
were: postage, printing, computer programming, xeroxin;-7,
and secretarial assistance.

The questionnaire was devised and revised in the
Spring of 1972. The sample was generated and the ques-
tionnaires were printed and mailed in May, 1972. Returns
were received and coded onto computer cards during June,
1972. Final returns were 388 questionnaires; analysis by
frequency and cross-tabulation was based on this return.

Results

I. Demographic Data

The sample was examined to test its representa-
tiveness in terms of geographic location. A chi-square
goodness-of-fit test revealed no significant difference
between the percent of returns from each county and the
Percent of registered voters (according to the Secretary
of State) in each county. It was thus concluded that
the sample was truly representative of the state on the
variable of geographic place of residence. The only other
de 'iographic variable for which population data was
available (for registered voters) was party affiliation.
A comparison of registered Republicans and Democrats with
those in the sample revealed no significant difference on
this variable, thus it was assumed that the sample was
representative of the population on the variable, party
affiliation. Table 11 presents a summary of other
demographic data.



Table 11

Summary of Demographic. Data of Return Sample (n=388)

.011.11111IMINEWIIMi

".=10M1111111=a1M.111111.......e..=a.

Variable Category. Frequency Percent

Age Under 21
21-30
31-40
41-50
Over 50
No answer*

20
78
81
33

125

5.2
20.2
20.5
21.4
32.3

Sex Male 264 68.2
Female 123 31.8
No answer 1

Ethnic Native American or Indian** 57 14.7
Classification Hispano, Mexican-American

or Chicano 45 11.6
Black 3 .3

Oriental 0 0

Other*** 282 72.9
No answer 1

Marital Status Married 311 80.7
Married, Separated 6 1.6
Divorced 18 4.7
Widowed 11 2.9
Single 39 10.1
No answer 3

Length of 1-2 years 9 2.3
Residency in 3-5 years 31 8.1
New Mexico 6-10 years 50 13.0

11-15 years 43 11.2
Over 15 years 252 65.4
No answer 3

Highest sGrade Advanced Degree 84 22.0
Completed in College Graduate 33 21.7
School Partial College or

Technical School 89 23.3
High School 101 26.4
Partial High School 14 3.7
Juni-- High School 10 2.6
Less than 7 years 1 0.3
No answer 0

o answer requenc es were no COMM e in percent co umn.
**This % is higher than might be expected because the phrasing
of the question apparently confused several respondents,
especially Anglos.

***This category was meant to include Anglos.



Tanle 11 (.;ont'd)

Variable Category Frequeno Percent

Level of High School _105 28.9
Edi4ation Two year college 30 22.0
Completed University . 59 24.5

Graduate 39 24.5
No answer 25

Hollingshead's Class I 58 15.1
Index of Social Class II 96 25.1
Status Class III 90 23.5

Class IV 111 29.0
Class V 23 7.3
No answer 5

Approximate Below $4,000 42 13.0
Annual Income S4,000-6;000 32 9.9

6,000-8,000 39 12.1
8,000-10,000 34 10.5
10,000-12,000 48 14.c;

12,000-15,000 50 15.5
15,000-25,000 53 16.4
Over 25,000 25 7.7
No answer 65

Connection with Student 14 3.6
UNM Parent of Student 32 8.3

Employee 3 2.1
Alumnus 39 10.1
No connection 270 69.9
Other 23 6.0
No answer 7

Political Party Republican 133 34.9
Preference Democrat 189 49.6

Other 59 15.5
No answer 7

As can be seen from Table 11, the return sample was
mostly white, married males who have lived in New Mexico
over 15 years, completed at least a high school degree,
have no connection with UNM, are mostly democrats in the
middle and upper-middle class (socio-economically), and
mostly over 40 years old.

The remainder of the questions can be classified into
either informational or attitudinal categories. The
questions will be presented with the responses to them
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(in frequency and percent form). The results of each
question were cross-tabulated with the demographic

variables: geographic place of residence, age, sex,
social status affiliationAffiliation with UNM, and political party
affiliation. [The criterion for computing a cross-
tabulation on a question (or set of questions) was
arbitrarily set as a response distribution of 70%/30%.
Distributions exceeding this arbitrary criterion were
assumed to be skewed in such a way as to make additional
analysis meaningless (given the size of the sample).]
These data will not be presented because of space
limitations, butEeir results will be mentioned.
(Interested parties may receive complete copies of the
`data of this survey by contacting this researcher.)

2. Informational Questions

Question: Is it your understanding that UNM is an
institution of

Teaching? Yes-360 (93%) No-27 (7%)

Research? Yes-292 (75,5% No-95 (24.5%)

Community Service? Yes-217 (56.7%) No-166 (43.3%)

Most of the sample were aware of UNM's teaching and
research functions; however, a large segment were unaware
of UNM's community service function (43.3%). This question
was cross-tabulated with the above mentioned demographic
variables (but the questions on ,teaching and research were
not cross-tabulated because they did not meet the previously
established criterion of 70%/30% Maximum spread on the

distribution). /

Place of residence proved to be a signifiant variable

on this question. Respondents from the following counties
were LEAST aware of UNM's community service function:
Catron, Grant, Sierra, Socorro, Lincoln, Otero, Lea,
McKinley, San Juan. Age and connection with UNM were
also significant. The older the age group, the lower
the percentage who have a positive understanding of this
aspect of UNM; also, those with direct contact with UNM
were significantly more aware of this function than those
with no contact. Other demographic variables were not
significant.
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Question: Do you feel that UNM should be an institution
of

Teachin,? Yes-377 (98.4) No-6 (i.b%)

Research? Yes4.326,(90.1%) No-36 (9.9%)

Community Service? Yes-301 (86.7%) No-46 (13.3)

Most of the sample believed that UNM should maintain
the three functions of.teaching, research and community
service. No cross-tabulations were computed because of
the skewed distributions.

Question: Are you aware of any benefits of UNM research
or service in your community?

Yes-142 (36.7%) No-192 (49.6%)

No Opinion-53 (13.7%)

Since almost half of the sample claimed to be unaware
of benefits ofUNM research or service in their co unity,
these data were cross-tabulated with the key demo&aphic
variables. The three variables which were significant
were: place of residence, connection with UNM, and
political party affiliation. The BEST infbrmed counties
on this question were: Bernalillo, Sandoval; Valencia,
Los Alamos, Santa Fe, Mora, Rio Arriba, San Miguel, Taos,
'McKinley. Those respondents connected with UNM were more
aware of these benefits (78%) than those with no connec-
tion (28%). Democrats were more aware than Republicans.
Other variables were not significant but there was a
tendency for respondents under 21 years old to know more
about research and service benefits; also, the higher
income brackets reported less awareness on this question
than the others. Although sex was not significant alone
as a variable, when coupled with place of residence, men
were more knowledgeable than women.

Question: Where do you obtain most of your information
about UNM?

Newspayer

Television

Radio

Channel
Specifically Yes-60 (15.5%)

"UNM Reports" Yes-19 (4.9%)

Yes-245 (63.1%)

Yes-181 (46.6%)

Yes-87 (22.4%)

No-143 (36.9%)

No-207 (53.4%)

No-301 (77.6%)

Rio -328 (84.5%)

No-369 (95.1%)

Students Yes-122 (31.4%) No-68.6%)

Friends Yes-101 (26.0%) No-287 (74.0%)

Alumni
'Publications Yes -34 (8.8%) No-354 (91.2%)

Other Yes-34 (8.8%) No-354 (91.2%)
--TUampus News, Lobo, professors,' personal

observations were mentioned)



The highest positive frequencies reported were for
newspapers (63%), television (47%), and students (31%).
These sources of information were cross-tablaated with
the key demographic variables.

Newspaper

The only significant variable for this source was ge:
the older the sample, the more they were dependent upon
the newspaper as their primary source of information about
OM. While not significant, there were some trends
favoring men over women, higher income over lower income
bracket, and higher social class over lower on this source
of information.

Television

Place of residence, age, sex and social cnss were
significant variables on this source of information about
UNM. As might be expected, rispondents in rural areas
depended more upon television for their information than
chose in urban areas. Residents in Chavez and Eday
counties also reported little use of television (31%);
this could be due to the fact that much of the coverage
of that area is by Texas TV stations. Age Melded a
curvi-linear relationship on the television source;
those under 21 and over 50 used TV the least while those
between 21 and 50, the most., Women relied more upon
television than men, and the lower the social class the
more the respondents used television as their prime
source of information. Other variables were not_signifi-
cant.

Students (Radio, Channel 5, "UNM Reports", Friends,
' Alumni Publications and Other were too skewed

for cross-tabulation.)

Only level of educatioricpmpleted and income were
significant for this source of information. The higher
the level of education and the lower the income, the
more likely a respondent was to rely upon students as
a prime source for information about UNM.

Question: Please number, in order of importance to you,
the fields of interest at UNM about which you
would like to know more.

(Ranked firSt) Teaching-131 (46.8%) Research-51 (18.2%)

Community Service-79 (28.2%) Other-19 (6.8%)
4,4
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Most al' the sample ranked teaching first as the area
of UNM they would like to know more about; community
service was ranked second and research last. Cross-
tabulation results indicated that only age and amount of
education completed were significant variables.
Respondents under 21 want to know more about community
service; those between 31-50 want to know inore about
teaching; and those respondents orer 50 want to know more
about UNMIs research. Teaching wls most important to
those subjects with the most education; community service
was more important to those subjects with less than a
high school degree.

question: Were you aware of events on the UNM campus
May 9-13, 1972?

Yes-338 (89.9%) No-38 (10.1%)

Since almost 90% of the sample were aware of the
student unrest and the associated events duri g the above
week, r:ross-tabulation was not done on this q estion.

3. Attitudinal Questions

Question: Do you f9e1 that UNM provides adequate service
to the Skate with regard to

Teaching? Yes..42 (68.8%) No-110 (31.2%)

Income and level of education were the only significant
variables on this question. The middle and upper income
brackets ($10,000-251000) were most negative on this
question. University and high school graduates were most
positive on this question; those without a high school
degree or who completed graduate school were most negative
on this item.

Research? Yes-204 (62.6%) No-122 (37.4%)

The only variable found to be significant on this
question was place of residence. Curry, R osevelX, Lea,
San Juan counties were most negative; and s Al os,
Santa Fe, Catron, Grant, Sierra, Socorro, L ncolnand

4m

Otero were most positive toward the adequacy of UNM's
&research service to the State.

Cpmmurity Service? Yes-143 (45%) No-175 (55%)

A majority of the sample believed that UNM does not
provide Adequate community service to the State. None
of the dependent variables were significant on this
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question but some trends were indicated: respondents in
Mora, Rio Arriba, San Miguel and Taos counties were most
positive, and those in Lea and San Juan counties most
negative; the higher social classes had a lower estimate
of UNM's community service than the lower social classes;
the highest income brackets (above n5,000) were most
negative and the lowest (below $4,000) was most Positive.

question: On the whole, do you believe that IF;1,:. proldeE3
an education for its graduates which meetz the
needs of the State?

Yes-202 (52.4%) No-107 (27.7%) No Opinion-77 (l9.9Z)

A slight majority of the sample was positivetoward
UNM on this question. Level of education and inome were
significant on this question. University graduates were
most positive and those from two-year or technical
schools were most negative.' Respondents whose incomes
were between $6,000-9,000 were most negative; those between
$10,000-12,000 most positive; and those below $6,00G most
indecisive on this question. Those respondents connected
with UNM (especially employees)rwere most favorable,
although this was not significant. One other cross-
tabulation (place of residence with social class) showed
some significance: respondents from the upper social
class <professionals, etc.) in Bernalillo, Sandoval and
Valencia counties were most negative on this question;
,those from the lowest social class (laborers, etc.) in
Mora, Rio Arriba, San Miguel and Taos counties were most
positive on this question.

question: If you have had an opportunity to evaluate the
work of UNM graduates, how would you rate their
capability on this scale?

10 (71 .X4) 17 T.8%) 55C(41.4%) 33 (244.3%) 18 (1,3.V)
--3 5

Very low Very high

No Contact- 25

Of those respondents who were in a position to evaluate
UNM graduates' work ability (n.133), most rated them average
(3) or above average (4). The significant variables on
the cross - tabulation. were: social class, connection with
UNM and place of residence. The middle class (blue collar
workers) rated UNM graduates highest and the upper middle
class (semi-professionals) rated them lowest. Those with
connection to UNM rated the graduates highest. And those
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respondents in Los Alamos and Santa Fe counties in the
highest social class (professionals) and without connection
to UNM rate its graduates about average; those respondents
in the same counties, and also without UNM connection, but
in the semi-professional social class (II) rate UNM
graduates below average. Those respondents in Bernalillo,
Sandoval and Valencia counties in the lowest social class
(laborers-V) rate UNM graduates as above average.

Question: Would you attend UNM if you had the opportunity?

Yes-157 (40.7%) No-164 (42.5%) No Opinion-64 (16.6)

A large majority of the respondents to this question
(60%) were either unwilling or unsure about attending UNM
(if they had the opportunity). Several variables were
significant on this question. Respondents from Bernalillo,
Sandoval, Valencia, Mora, Rio Arriba, San Miguel, Taos,
and San Juan counties were most positive on this question;
respondents from Catron, Grant, Sierra, Socorro, Lincoln,
Otero, Curry, Roosevelt and McKinley counties were most
negative. Women were more positive about attending UNM
than men. Republicans were significantly more willing to
attend than Democrats or "Others. Respondents with
advanced degrees were most negative (as well as high
school graduates and two-year school graduates); university
graduates were most positive. Middle class respondents
were more willing.to attend UNM than either the extreme
upper or lower classes. However, income seemed to contra-
dict this finding: those whose incomes were below $4,000
or between, $6,000-8,000 were more willing to attend than
those in the upper income brackets. Of course, those
respondents connected with UNM were more willing to
attend UNM than those not connected.

Question: 'Would you like your children to attend UNM?

Yes-156 (40.5%) No-166 (43.1%) No Opinion-63 (16.4%)

Once again, about 60% of,-the responses were either
negative or unsure on this question relating to an overall
attitude toward UNM. Once again, respondents from
Bernalillo, Sandoval,'Valencia, Mora, Rio Arriba, San
Miguel and Taos counties were most favorable. Respondents
from Chavez, Eddy and Lea counties were most negative.
The younger respondents were more favorable and those
respondents between 41-50 (who may have children of college
age) were most negative. The lowest social class (V-
laborers) was most positive; the lowest income levels
were most favorable (thus supporting the social class
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variab19); high school graduates ::ere Tr__tivc,, and

graduate school educated respondents most ne=7ative. The

social class variable was especially sir:nifi',:ant with
those respondents with no connection with UNL: the lower
the social class, the more positive the decirr, send

their children to UNK. Other demographic variabl,)s wore
not significant.

Question: On the whole, how satisfied are you wIth W2'.?

LLJILLI 118 (31.%) 69 (1'8.4';) 74 (19. 7D (lg.? )

very f rly uncertain l'airly un- very un-

satisfied satisfied satisfied Satisfied

The purpose of this question was to obtain an overall
reading of the voting public's satisfaction with UNM. The
results on this question support those of the previous
two questions (from which one may infer an overall attitude):
almost 60% of the sample was uncertain, fairly or very
unsatisfied with UNM. Age, education, social class,
income and connection with UNM were significant variables
on this question. Sex and political party affiliation
were not significant, but trends approaching significance
were noted.

Those respondents over 50 years old were most satisfied
with WM; those between 31-40 were most dissatisfied.
University graduates were most satisfied, but those with
advanced degrees were least satisfied. The lower the
social claps, the greater the satisfaction with UNM; this
Pattern was confirmed with income bracket. Those
respondents with connections with UNM were more satisfied
than those without connection. Women and repub cars
were more satisfied with UNM, but these last two Variables
were not significant.

Question: How has this (campus disturbance of May, 1972)
affected your response to this questionnaire?

Positively-44 (11.9%) Negatively-113 (30.6%) -

No Effect-212 (57.5%)

While most of the sample reported that their opinions
were not altered by the demonstration against the war,
most of those who admitted being affected were affected
negatively. The chi square analysis on the cross-
tabulations revealed significant differences on the
following variables: age, education, income, connection
with UNM. Political party affiliation approached
significance and a trend is reported.
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Respondents under 21 years old claimed to be Positively
affected by the campus disturbances; those over j0 were
most negatively affected; those between 31-40 were least
affected either way. As the level of education increased
respondents were more negatively affected by the unrest,
Also, most affected negatively were those respondents in
the mid-income bracket of $10,000-12,000, and those without
connection to UNM. Republicans were more negatively
affected than Democrats, but this trend. was not significant.

question: If you are in an employer's position (wi,.th
Available jobs), are you interested in inter-
viewing UNM graduates for a job ;with your
company?

Yes-40 (10.5%) No-52 (13.6%) Not an Employer-290 (75.9%)

Since most of the respondents were not in an employer's
position, the distribution was too skewed to conduct any
further analysis. (A list of those respondents indicating
a willingness to employ UNM graduates was distributed to
the UUM Placement Center.)

Summary of Findings of Entire Survey

An examination of the informational questions reveals
that UNM effectively (93%) communicates itself to the
voting public as an institution of teaching; 97% of the
sample agreed that UNM should be an institution of teaching.
Fewer respondents (75%) understood UNM to be an institution
of research, and only 56% perceived UNM as an institution
of community service (78% believed that it should be an
institute of community service and 90% of research). 47%
of the sample declared that they would like to know more
about UNM's community service, but 58% wanted to know
more about UNM's teaching. Only 37% of the sample was
aware of research or service benefits in their community.

Newspapers are the medium used most often by the
respondents to receive information about the University.
Television is the second most frequently cited channel,
and "UNM Reports" the least often used. On the whole,
men were more knowledgeable than women about UNM, and
the younger age groups (below 30 years) seemed to be more
aware of the various aspects of the University than the
older respondents.

Overall attitude toward UNM is not positive among the
voters sampled. 60% were unwilling to attend UNM, send
their children to UNM, or were uncertain about this action.
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Once again, 60% of the sample was uncertain, fairly or
very dissatisfied with UNM (on the whole). Most positive
aspects of UNM were its teaching; most negative responses
were directed to its community service.. Republicans were
more positive than Democrats; lower classes and lower
income levels were more positive than the higher levels
and classes; high school graduates were more favorable
than more educated respondents. And the most favorable
responses came more often from respondents in Mora, Rio
Arriba, San Miguel, Taos counties (and occasionally from
those in Bernalillo, Sandoval, and Valencia counties).
Most negative responses more often came frog respondents
in Lea, San Juan, McKinley, Chavez, and Eddy counties.

On the basis of the findings of this survey, certain
recommendations are made in the next section of this
report.



III. Recommendations for Improving University-Public
Communication

A. The D. H. Lawrence Ranch Conferences should be
continued and held at least twice a year. Fewer
UNM participants and more community participants
should be invited. This change plus the increase
in the number of meetings should give more New
Mexico decision-makers an opportunity to interact
with UNM personnel.

B. Better use of the mass media should be encourages
to enhance the image of UNM. Specific suggestions
include:

1. "Ferrel Heady TV Show" weekly on one of the
major TV stations. Since we already have a
football and basketball-coach weekly show,
it should be relatively simple to adopt this
program.,

2. TV spots and commercials (and radio) should be
used throughout the state. These should be
written by media experts familiar with the
best method for getting ma7imum impact. This
technique could be especiaily helpful in rural
parts of the state where television is heavil
relied upon as a source of information.

3. Current films should be made (possibJ.y by UNX
students) for dissemination in high schools,
civic clubs, etc.

4. Disseminate a weekly or bi-weekly UNM calendar
for local newspaper publication (even in
distant areas).

C. In the area of "personal communication," the
following are recommended:

1. Key student-faculty-administrator leaders should
form a "UNM Amigos" team to conduct handshake
tours around the State (outside the Albuquerque
area).

2. A similar concept could be developed by the
alumni association and also include "friends
of UNM" (such as the Lobo Club).
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schools should be "invaded" by faculty-
s-,,udent teams from every department for the
oint purpose of recruiting future students

and informing the high schools about current
acmdemjc developments (j.n each department).

A parents, committee should be established
(po:,siLly through the S7udent Affairs Offlce
'cr the Orientation Offic e) for the purpose
of improving communication between UNM an
tne parents of its student body. A parents'
newsletter should also be adopted.

The current LUSO s,lould be immediately abolished
and replaced by a Legislative-University Communi-
ation Committee whose sole purpose will be to
conduct rap-information exchange sessions wits
?._,..mpTzs representatives (in Santa Fe and on the

local campuses). They will have no subpoena
power and no investigatory function. They shoulc,
function similarly to the Governor's faculty rap-
sessions.

The ]ogre. or should establish a students' committee
to monitor feedback regularly from students to him.
The mechanism for this feedback system should be
jointly developed by both parties.

The Placement Office should attempt to improve
relations between New Mexico employers and UNM
.Taduates. A first step to reduce the exodus of
UNM graduates from New Me,:7.-xo will be taken in
the fall, 1972 when the Governor's committee
(XCEPT) will sponsor ;: job conference for New
nexico employers and UNM students.

A "hot-line" could be established statewide whereby
any New Mexico resident could telephone UNM (a
special "800" number) to receive current informa-
tion aid news about any aspect of UNM. The UNM
report whi.ch is sent out over radio stations may
be a good vehicle to begin with by taping it and
putting it on the telephone. Another possibility
is to allow the resident to leave a message, his
name, number, e+,c. in order to be called b,,k with
an answer to his question. Of course, ideally,
and expensively) a "live" person should answer

all calls (perhaps, after a tape is played about
'urrent UNI:, news). Such a "hot-line" could easily
be evaluated for effectiveness by counting the
number of calls/day and content analyzinr: their
purpose, etc.
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H. The Governor's mr:etings with UNM faculty should
continued and possibly expanded to include repre-
sentatives of theother state universities.

I. The above mentioned ISRAD recommendations (see
section on ISRAD) should be implemented D-11:::; a
possible ISRAD television or radio show and/or
an ". S,RAD" column in the newspaper.

J. The UNY. Public Opinion Poll should be conducted
annually to monitor feedbac2, measure attitudes,
and compile comparative data to assess the impact
of any long-term changes at 1JNi. The results of
the firs';, survey lead to the following specific
recommendations which may reinforce and/or add
to some of those already made above:

1. If it is the desire of UNY to project an image
of being a community service institution in
addition to teaching and research, more
concentrated efforts will have to be made in
this area. The public media will probably
have to be relied upon because 76% of the
sample showed no di7ect contact with UNM.
Areas which are most lacking in understanding
this concept (Catron, Grant, Sierra, Socorro,
Curry, Roosevelt, Lea, and McKinley counties)
could probabl: be best informed (according to
this survey) by television (spots, ISRAD show,
etc.). Newspaper coverage will probably be
most effective with the older age groups who
show misunderstarding of this UN M function.

2. In a similar manner the University must emphasize
its achievements and benefits to local
communities in the area of research and
community service. Special attention should
be given to Curry, Roosevelt, Lea and San Juan
counties. To a slightly greater extent,
information and programs of interest to males
might be stressed (since females are more
favorable toward UIfl already).

3. Efforts to show the value of UNM's educational
contributions to the state should be concentrated
in McKinley and San Juan-counties. Since those
with two-year and graduate (advanced degree)
education were most negative, causal factors
should be uncovered and these audiences reached.
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Whatever campaign is developed by UN;:, it
should probably incorporate appeals to higher
income levels, better educated citizens
between the ages of 31-50 who live in Colfax,
Union, Lincoln, Otero, Curry, icosevelt, Lea,
McKinley, San Juan, Socorro, Sierra, Grant and
Catron counties (where overall dissatisfaction
is greatest).

In the final analysis, whatever sophisticated
media-oriented (or personally-oriented) communica-
tion campaign is developed, it should be recognized
that every student, faculty member, administrator,
janitor, secretary, staff member, etc. connected
with UNM is actually a separate channel of
communication. If we can learn to use our own
human resources to better enhance our external
image, we may be in little need of accomplishing
that purpose.
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